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ABSTRACT

Management decisions to either remain in the central area

of a city or to move to the suburbs often depend on the strength

of personal contact with other firms. This may vary from city

to city depending on the role other factors play in the locational

decision. In central Edinburgh firms with weak face to face

contact patterns have been moving out to the suburbs. however,

in most cases factors such as car parking facilities, staff

accessibility and the availability of office accommodation play

a more important role in the locational decision. Under 10 per

cent of the firms interviewed were dissatisfied with their central

location, but many large organisations were moving out of the centre,

Edinburgh is a historic city and the Corporation i3 preserving

the classical and Georgian townscape in the centre by imposing strict

parking and planning controls. Many of the larger organisations

can no longer house their increasing labour force in these historic

structures without a loss of efficiency, so they are moving from the

centre. The lack of off-street car parking facilities has also

been a cause for professional offices to move to the suburbs. However,

firms in suburban sites, as well as those who anticipate moving out,
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are well established companies who have been in Edinburgh for

many years. Linkages are therefore very important to a firm

in its early years in the city. Once contacts are secured the

decentralisation of an office or parts of an office - usually

the routine sections - can take place.

If adequate car parking facilities were provided and

suitable office accommodation was available in the centre, few

firms would move to the suburbs regardless of their linkage

patterns with other firms. Nevertheless, lirika -es do play an

important role in managerial decisions at the present time, so

that firms with weak contact patterns - sales offices, life

insurance companies, building contractors and engineers - are

moving to the suburbs.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this study is to examine office activity in central

Edinburgh, to analyse the linkages that exist between offices and

to evaluate the role these linkages play in office location. The

research material from this study will provide a contribution

to knowledge about the office and office linkages in cities of

intermediate size (100,000 to 1 million).

Although research is currently being carried out by Gottmann

in Oxford, Vigarie' in Nantes and by Gay in Rouen and Le Havre,

there have only been two detailed studies of office locations and

office linkages in cities of this size. In Bannon•s study of

central Dublin, he analysed the changing centre of gravity of

office establishments from 1940 to 1970 and subsequently traced

the geographical change and migration of office establishments

from 1960 to 1970 (Bannon, 1972). He used cluster analysis

to identify the types of t "ice that were linked together on

the basis of face to face contact relationships in order to

assess the effect linkages had on locational choice in central

Dublin. In an earlier survey, Facey and Smith - sponsored by the

Location of Offices Bureau (L.O.B.) • carried out a broad based

study of office location in Leeds (pacey and Smith, 1968).
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This instigated a follow-up study by Croft which was published

by L.O.B. as their third research paper (Croft, 1969). He

used Facey and Smith*s data, augmenting that with two further

interview studies in order to achieve a better understanding

of office communications in Leeds. He concluded that types of

office differed from each other in terms of the communication

patterns generated, so that some offices were more suitable for

central locations than others.

In his study, Croft assumes that linkages do influence

locational requirements. This would appear to be a justified

assumption. Burns has shown that communications take up a

large part of an executive*s time and play an important role

in locational choice (Burns, 1957). The Location of Offices

Bureau maintain that firms who ask them for advice on

decentralisation, but do not move, remain in central London

because of their personal contacts with other businesses. In

1960, Lichtenberg referred to the clustering of offices in

central New York as a response to the need of office executives

to be in close proximity to sources of information so that if

any problems arose, they could be solved quickly and efficiently.
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Host of the studies on office linkages in Great Britain

have taken place in London# Punning and Morgan (1971)

studied the distribution of office activities and the nature

and characteristics of contacts between firms in the City

of London. The Joint Unit for Planning Hesearch, directed

by Peter Cowan, published 'The Office; A Facet of Urban

Growth' in 1969, and from thia general introduction on the

role of the office function in London have turned their attent¬

ion to the importance of communications in. the locational decision.

This links up with John Goddard•» work, at the London School of

Economics and the research in Sweden by Thorngren (1967 and 1970)

and Tomqyist (1970).

These research teams have tried to understand the nature,

characteristics and patterns of existing information flows so

that it would be possible to establish what forms of contact

could be iaaintallied by new telecommunication systems. The

medium used depends on the nature of the information conveyed.

Held (1971) has analysed the characteristics of these contacts

according to the importance of the matter discussed, its

complexity, the differentials in authority and knowledge of
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the participants and their degree of familiarity and conflict.

E© has also undertaken laboratory experiments on the efficiency

of different media on conveying information, varying fron the

simple comprehension task to bargaining and negotiation tanks,

Simon (i960) distinguished between ^programmed * and ♦non-

programed* decision processes. *Pregraa»A * decisions are

routine, structured and standardised, •non-prograiajaed• decisions

are novel, unstructured and complex• Both Goddard and Thomgren

identify three basic types of contact. The *progrsan*• contact

is abort, one-way, frequsnt and depends essentially on the

tele"bono. •Planning* contacts are longer, and are usually

between people who know each other. The information flow is

two-way and meetings as well as telephone contacts ere involved.

The *orientation* contact is more sophisticated and usually

brings together groups of people for a planned conference which

say be of longer duration than these other oases. At these

meetings executives freely exchange ideas and attempt to provide

solutions to problems that say face their firm.

In Goddard *3 recent work on office linkages in central

Tendon, information flows were analysed by the use of contact



diaries (Goddard, 197*)« During throe waste !ayo, leading

oereonnel recorded all telerbouo contacts and face to face

nettings* Tbio did not include contacts lasting loss than

two minutes, social calls or contact with members of their own

firs* He accused that firms who had •proyranrod * contacts

ware looationally flexible and should be more susceptible

to decentralisation. The 'planning* and especially the

•orientation* contacts would place strong locatlonal constraints

on the firs, but he thought that som of these contacts could be

transferred to telecommunications.

Central London has been the focus of most research on

office linkages, not only because of the importance of business

linkages in the capital, but because of the implications of this

research on national decentralisation policies. Although Dublin

is classified as an intermediate- sized city, Pennon*o analysis

of the concentration of office activities in central Dublin was

an attempt to evaluate the possibilities of certain firms moving

out of Dublin to the Provinces.

In this study the emphasis will not be on inter-regional

office nobility, but intra-urban nobility within Edinburgh.
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%like the Leeds study where a postal questionnaire was

distributed to all offices throughout the city, the main

study here focuses cm the central area where a sample of firms

is interviewed.

The material collected from the 279 firms interviewed

in tho oentral area illustrates the employment structure,

the strius and the types of office represented in the central

area* The intention here is to understand the linkages

between firms, especially face to face contacts, which have a

geographical impact by attracting and maintaining offices at

the city centre.

Although linkage patterns are important, other locational

factors, such as the need for a central site or the use of a

car in day to day business, are considered. This allows an

assessment to be made of 13m category of office that say be

tied to the centre, as opposed to the type of office that may

be more amenable to decentralisation.

The re-location areas selected by firms anticipating a

move from the oentral area are plotted and the pattern of

distribution is compared to the present distribution of



suburban offices, amount of office apace built since the

fust throughout the city is calculate* according to function

location in order to compare past with recent trends*

Hawing anticipated the t„ pe of firm that may more

t« the suburbs, organisations from these locations were

interviewed to ascertain the advantages and disadvantages of

CACQ

n decentralised location, The management w+H he ashed if

they have staff recruitment difficulties, if they have any

contacts with the central area and if these linkages have been

impaired on moving out ©f the central area to the suburbs,

A secondary study is undertaken to review current

office mobility and the changing land use patterns within the

central area, The analysis of recent planning applications,

information from estate agents, the tracing of firm through

valuation rolls and street directories plus fieldwork, provide

moot of the data for an evaluation of present market trends in

the office market.

Although the approach to this study differs from that of

the studies in Leeds and Dublin, comp riaons onn be made to
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tolas out the vol* of the office la lntoraodlato«wleed

citiee. Further analogies can ho drawn between the

eondunions arrived at la Sdinburfifc, Dublin sad Leeds,

and those fron larger netrepolitaa oeatree such cus rov

T©*fe and London.
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The importance of Edinburgh as a service centre When compared

to other cities in Or©at Britain is shown in Tables 2.1 end 2.2.

Three quarters of tho city's total labour force is employed in

service industries. This ia considerably more than in Bl.rmingham,

Sheffield, Teeds and Nottingham, with only London, Livornool,

Cardiff and Newcastle approaching the Edinburgh figure. 28 per

cent of tte labour force is employed in the Distributive Trades

and Fiscellaneous Service sectors,reflecting Edinburgh's role

as a tourist and cultural centre, however, the office sector is

'jell reprefjented in the city, employing 69,000 and accounting for

29 per cent of the total employment. (Table 2.2.) This places

Edinburgh fifth among the main provincial centres for numbers

employed in 'office ' occupations.

The difficulty in comparing office employment in cities in

Great Britain is that only & general picture can be given, as the

data available do not give information on the number of office

employees in different functional categories. The Standard

Industrial Classification revised version of 196£ has 2? sectors.

1. Industrial classification sectors XXIII and XXVI, the latter

including hotels, clubs, cafes and restaurants.
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&&2SL£*JL* ,W&& fiitt¥$» ,U^6).

J3&SSSC, 3S&D&8X SgfrtaffT ~m&>FW££f'

Edinburgh 1.3 24.0 74.7 29.0

Glasgow .3 32.8 66.9 24.8

Birs&aghsB •9 52.1 47.0 24.4

London .5 29.5 70.2 35.3

Cardiff 1.0 27.4 71.6 29.7

•riatol .2 30.0 69.8 27,3

Liverpool .1 28,9 71.0 27.3

Kencheater .6 35.5 63.9 31. C

Hoiiii#MMB 1.2 39.5 59.3 23.6

Newcastle .2 27.9 71.9 30.4

Leeds .7 40.2 59.1 24.1

dieffield .8 48.0 51.2 22.0

Source» Sozaple Census Occupation and Industry faMea 1966,

♦ As office occupations cover all 24 Industrial sectors their
tot 1 cannot be subtracted txou ias /Ortiary total to jriva a
Terfclery/Quaternery subdivision.

Ft : vv to ti le, there wre 24- industrial categories whiofe a

total of prin&ry, seecndary and service omploytsent combined, so

only the *pme office* sectors * XU; Inburar.ce, Banking find

Financef XXII, Professional and Scientific services, and XKW,
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Public ^Aainiatration could bo used la wmpavlag office

©arloysaent between eitiess. Oa the other bant, the figure given

Irs the 19''-6 Census for *offIce * occupations includes all office

v-.*ko*3 irrespective of the industries in rhlofc they are employed.

&£• Mace.

Jfrntqa
guafocra in ,9,C

Greater London 1,528,000 55.5

Jirsinghas 157,000 24.4

Manchester 122,000 31.0

Olaegow 117,000 24.8

Liverpool 105,000 27.3

Edinburgh 69,000 29.0

Leeds 65,000 24.1

Bristol 60, COO 27.5

Sheffield 60,000 22.0

Newcastle 55*000 50.4

KottiiigLcfii 45,000 23.6

Cardiff 42,000 29.7

Sources Saaple Census Ccoupatien and Industry f&blos
(1S66).
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Tan Freeman (1970) identified the predominantly 'office

industries' from the Standard Industrial Classification (s.I.C.)

as insurance, banking and finance (K.L.H. 860), accountancy,

legal and ether professional and scientific services (K.I.Hb,

871, 875 and 877) ? trf.de associations and business services

(r.T «F. 899.6); national government (excluding Armed Forces)

(K.l.E. 981.6) and local government (excluding fire and polioe

services) (M.l.H. 906.5). Although this analysis onits employment

in offices of manufacturing or service concerns, as well as those

of nationalised industries and various other public boards,

comparisons can bo made between cities by analysing their

employment in 'office industries'.

In 1966 Edinburgh employed 36,000 people in these 'office

industries', representing 15 per cent of total employment

(Table 2.3). This is a proportion approaching that of London

(16.7 per cent) and considerably higher than any other provincial

city, vith Cardiff (13.4 per cent), Newcastle (13.0 per cent) and

Manchester (11.6 per cent) the second, third and fourth most

important provincial office centres (Table 2.4). Two out of the

three major Scottish banks have their head offices in Edinburgh,



while seven life insurance companies and one finance company

also have their headquEirters located in the city. Edinburgh

lias the highest proportion of employment working in professional

and scientific services of all centres and is the largest

provincial centre of central govsrninent employment. Newcastle

with 4.9 per cent of total employment, and Cardiff (4.1 per cent)

compare favourably with Edinburgh in relative terms as important

central government centres. However, these cities have been

Table 2,3, Employment in Office Industries. 1966.

Jim* JtftaEi

Insurance, Banking and 10,800 4.5
Finance

Accountancy, Legal and 8,700 3.6
other professional and
scientific services

Trade Associations and 1,400 0.6
business services

Central Government 10,100 4.2
(excluding Armed
Forces)

Local Government 5,200 2.2
(excluding Police and
Fire Services)

Total of above 36,200 15.1

Total employment 238,500 100.0

Source: Sample Census Occupation and Industry Tables, 1966.



Table2,4.

Employmentin'OfficeIndustries*1966,
Centre

Insurance, Banking& Finance

Accountancy, Legal,Cther Prof,&Sclent. Services

TradeAssocs. &Business Services

CentralGov.LocalGov.Total (e:ccl.Armed(exol.Fire&'Office Forces)PoliceServices)Industries*
Total Employment

(OCOs)%(000s)
%

(000s)

c' 7°

(OOOs)fo(000s)f
(000s)$(oOOa)Jf

Greater London

255.3

5.9

128.6

2.S

99.8

2.3

135.6

3.1

103.1

2.4

722.4

16.7

4326.4

100

Manchester
19.S

5.1

10.1

2.5

5.1

1.3

5.6

1.4

5.1

1.3

45.8

11.6

393.0

100

Birmingham
17.2

2.7

9.8

1.5

6.2

0.9

5.6

0.8

7.8

1.2

46.6

7.2

646.6

100

Glasgow

13.9

2.9

10.1

2.1

4.6

0.9

5.3

1.1

9.9

2.0

43.8

9.2

473.5

100

Edinburgh

10.8

4.5

8.7

3.6

1.4

0.6

10.1

4.3

5.2

2.1

36.2

15.1

238.5

100

Liverpool

13.0

3.3

5.4

1.4

2.9

0.7

6.7

1.7

6.6

1.7

34.6

8.9

385.4

100

Leeds

8.8

3.2

4.1

1.5

2.5

0.9

4.0

1.4

5.7

2.1

25.1

9.2

270.7

100

Newcastle

5.5

3.2

3.9

2.2

1.5

C.8

8.5

4.9

3.1

1.8

22.5

15.0

172.9

100

Bristol

7.4

3.4

4.3

1.9

1.9

C.8

4.0

1.8

3.5

1.6

21.1

9.6

219.3

100

Cardiff

5.1

3.6

2.9

2.0

1.2

C.8

5.8

4.1

4.0

2*8

19.0

13.4

141.8

100

Nottingham
5.5

3.0

2.9

1.6

1.2

C.6

3.3

1.8

3.6

f.9

16.5

9.1

180.7

100

Sheffield

5.4

1.9

4*1

1.5

1.2

0.4

2.2

0.8

5.1

1.8

18.0

6.6

271.9

100

Sources1966SampleCensusOccupationandIndustryTables.
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office reception centres for government dispersal policies

from Central London in recent years, go much of their office

emplo3onent is accounted for by central government alone.

Edinburgh1a office employment is relatively re11 spread out

through the 'office industries' identified in the classification.

Moreover, Edinburgh's importance as an office centre is probably

greater than these comparisons suggest, as cities such as Newcastle,

Birmingham and Manchester represent the specialised commercial

centres of much larger urban areas.

The growth of Office Activities in Edinburgh

In attempting to assess the growth of Edinburgh's office

activities, further difficulties are encountered because of the

various changes in the Standard Industrial Classification. The

only sector which has remained unchanged over any length of time

is that of Insurance, Banking and Finance. From 1951 to 1966

this sector increased its employment by about 64 per cent in

Edinburgh, compared with an increase of about 49 per cent in

Great Britain as a whole, and 27 per cent in both Glasgow and

Scotland. Although the 1971 Census Industry Tables have yet to



be published, the evidence gathered from field work would appear

to endorse a high rate of growth, especially in the head office

functions of life insurance companies and the banks; Freeman

(1970) gives an indication of long term growth by referring to

changes in central government employment for the Scottish Office

from 1952 to 1966. Two-thirds of Scottish Office staff were

employed in the city - employment increasing by 6? per cent

during this period. It would appear from these figures that the

financial and government sectors have shown the fastest rate of

growth in Edinburgh during the post-war pertod.

However, in recent years employment growth as a whole has

b on slowing down, with total employment in Edinburgh rising at

a slower rate from 1960 to 1968 than the East Central Scotland

region and in the United Kingdom as a whole. As can be seen from

Table 2.9, employment growth is slower in nearly every sector in

Edinburgh compared to its region and the United Kingdom. Two

main reasons for this are that there is a lack of available land in

the city, especially for industrial use, and, because Edinburgh is

not in a development Area, 'boundary hopping* ha3 taken place from

the city to the surrounding areas which qualify for government aid.
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This helps to explain the employment growth, in towns in the

East Central Scotland region such ss Glenrothes, Grangemouth,

Musselburgh and Dalkeith.

Table 2.5. Employment Growth (av. Annual Growth in Employment

Edinburgh East Central Great
Scotland Britain

Agriculture, Forestry -14.2 -4.9 -4.9
and Fisling

Mining and Quarrying -5.7 -7.4 -5.5

Manufacturing -0.8 +1.2 -0.2

Construction *2.3 +3.4 +1.1

Gas, Electricity and +0.2 +1.4 +1.4
Water

Transport and -1.6 -0.9 -0.8
Communications

Distributive Trades -1.3 -0.3 +0.2

Other Services* +1.9 +2.4 +2.5

-Public Administration excluded

Source: Buchanan, and Partners: An Analysis of the Problem,

■.hen the * office industries* were analysed during a similar

period (1960 to 1967) by Freeman (1969) the growth of employment

in the financial and professional and scientific sectors was

siilar tc the rates of growth in Great Britain for these sectors,

and were growing 3 to 3* times faster than Edinburgh employment aa

a whole (Table 2.6).
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Table 2,6. Changea In the Estimated Numbers of Employees:
■3»*&S£g* 'Offf.ce fridustr|8s'| Edinburgh ax£.
Qreftt Bra.tyln, 1g60 to 1g6.1'

Edinburgh great Britain

Nos. $ Hos* $

Insuranoe, Banking and +1,500 +17.9 +115,000 +21.3
Finance

Accountancy, Legal and +1,400 +20.2 465,000 420,5
Other Professional

Educational Services +4,000 +37.0 +372,000 +41.7

Distributive Trades -1,500 -4.5 +43,000 +1.5

Manufacturing -2,000 -3.3 +93,000 +1.1
Industries

All Employees in +11,400 +5.7 +960,000 +4.3
Employment

Non-Industrial Civil - +20.0 +74,000 +20.0
Service (excluding
G.P.O.)

Scottish Office +1,500» 34.9
(1961 - 1966)

♦Estimated

Source: Freeman: Ksk Valley Report.

These 'office industries' are increasing in rel tive as well as

absolute importance in the city's economic structure as employment

in manufacturing and distributive trades has declined from 1960 to

1967® D.E.P. figures exclude civil service employment, but

figures from 'The Abstract of Statistics' imply that the non-

industrial civil service as a whole has been achieving a growth
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rate similar to the38 growing 'office industries* and it has

probably been faster, as Scottish Office figures would appear to

indicate.

Post-War Office Building

The pattern of demand for office space in the city would

appear to endorse these employment statistics (see Chapter 5

and Table 5.1). The public sector has accounted for nearly

two-thirds of all post-war office building, and has provided

a stimulus to new development in the city. Much of this new office

building has been for owner occupation (head offices in the

financial sector) or for leasing to a single occupier (Central

Government departments). Nevertheless, professional services have

shown a significant employment growth rate. In 1968, professional

or general purpose use of offioe space took up only 4.2 per cent

(103,000 square feet) of the total demand, the demand in these

sectors being met by conversions to office use (about 4- million

square feet in 1968) in the Hew Town/West End son© of central

Edinburgh. Prom 1968 to 1972, however, there has been a boom

in office building in which the professional and general business
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sector hare increased their share of the total post-war

demand by about 8 per cent, occupying' 457*000 square feet

out of a total of 3.9 million square feet. Although m at

of the professional sector converted premises for office use,

all but two snail firms in the general business sector, namely

construction and manufacturing sales companies, built offices

specifically for their own use, K.J. Wright's (1965) work

on provincial office centres (excluding Edinburgh) implies

that most regional office centres tend to have a lack of

purpose-built offices for owner occupation and a high proportion

of offices in the multiple use category. Mlnburgh differs from

provincial cities in this respect.

In attempting to predict future trends in population and

employment, the planner treads on wary ground. A change in

government or local aut ority policy can outdate employment

projections in planning reports. It is worth noting that the

Joint consultants of Colin Buchanan and Partners and Freeman,

Fox, Wilbur Smith Associates (1972) encountered this before

presenting their final report on the transport problems in the

city. In two years from 1S8S to 1970 the consultants had t©
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review their forecasts because of acre recent material made

available by the FSesistrar General and the Scottish Development

peparteient, and seeest «3umg»a in planning policies and commit-

jgsais in Edinburgh, It is essential that ih»» possibility of

greater eswloymnt growth ia kept under consideration agr the

Ccrrcamtion not' that the Btwiharan study is eeapleteu, so that the

swooaraosdod plan osn be m&ifiod if exceptional eirouastaaoee

should develop.

The mtr materiel (1970) ostiuvied an Increase in pojmlation

of the Greater Edinburgh area of 77,000 from 723,000 in 1956,

This is 22,000 greater than was firat anticipated in 1968

(fcble 2,7), The most significant change in the projection

in thet the population of the area buoa® as *parts of

FMlothisn* is now expected to increase more rapidly. The

private housing developments which have occurred in the Safe

Valley terns and Balemo - Currie are expected to continue,

©specially with the lucre- a leg Shortage of housing land in the

city. Clearly, these revised population projections are liable

to have seme effects dn the location of employment in the

Errstor Edinburgh Sub-Eegion with people ia areas of private
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housing around the city still looking to Edinburgh to sons

extent for their services. An is ortant change in planning

policy also led to the consultants amending their 1966 forecasts.

The Secretary of State on agreeing to allow eorasaereial and

industrial developments at South Gyle has raods available 180

acres - a considerable area in a city that suffers from

a shortage of land.

aas&t 2<7* XSLa&a&aa. imtommLsJOBtstex. g&B&aik.

(Total population * thousands)

■ooa 1966 1991 1991
(Esttested) (Pevioed)
( 1960 )

Hast Tothian 55.0 63.0 65.0

Parts of Midlothian 93.0 124.0 145.0

Edinburgh City 462.0 438.0 438.0

Greater Livingston 113.0 193.0 192.0

Total »

Greater Edinburgh 723.0 818.0 840.0

Source j Paper B.C. 65 of the City of Edinburgh Planning
and Transport Study.
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trl9,V^ flffi fly* 0f Off&oe
•\otivitiea

Tti® employment figures forecast for 1921 do not foresee a

reversal of the trends of the lost decade (Table 2.8). The

orimary and secondary employment sectors are decreasing in

absolute aid relative importance at this expense of the tortiary

aectnr. Service employment in the city is expected to account

for 78.5 per cent of the total compared to 74.7 per emit in

1966. The **nm» office* categories, 8.I.C. groupe rsii and

saeiv are expanding to such an extent that it is forecast

that by 1991 they will employ 37 per cent of Edinburgh's total

employment, compared to 28 per cent in 1966. Although the

city's employment is only expected to increase by 4,700

(2 per eent) in a 25 year period from 1966 to 1991. these

♦offine industries* will achieve a growth, rate cf 30 per cent to

40 per cent during this period. The primary and secondary sectors

could have lost more ground t© the office sector if th© South Gyle

site had not been made available for industrial and commercial use.

Tho consultants in their original estimate assumed that employment

in Agriculture, Wlnittg and Jlamfacturin® VOtt&ft fall by 10,500,
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masm& tett

Agriculture, Hilling:
and Manufacturing

construction

Gas, Electricity
and Water

Transport and
Cowanic tions

Distributive Trades

Insurance, Banldng and
finance

Professional and Scisatifio
rfcrvices

Miscellaneous Services

Public Administration

Totals

1 - ati

xvii

xviii

six

XX

XXI

xxii

xxiii

xxiv

(000*s in employment)
1.966 1991 Changs

60.4 52.4 -8.0 m

-12$

18.5 13.5 -5.0 -

—27$

4.4 4.5 +0.1 -

42$

21.1 15.6 -5.5 »

-26$

38.4 37 -1.4 ■»

—4$

10.8 14.5 43.7 -

434$

36.9 49.6 412,7 •

434$

29,2 30.0 4O.8 —

43$

18.8 26.1 47*3 -

439$

238.5 243.2 *4.7 -

42$

Source: Paper E.C. 63 of the City of Mir,burgh Planning and
Transport Study.

basing their assumptions on the increasing space demands of

industrial production, the exclusion of the city from Development

Ares status (except Leith) and the shortage of land in the city for

industrial developwat. Eovever, the letter factor has been



considerably affbbted by th© Seutb Syle anondiasct which expects

to remit i» -about 2,500 Jobs in wamfeotwrtsf, together with

mm ewploysent In wholesale distribution, jt is possible that

a change of policy oati trfce pise* ir th* next few years with

regard to Edinburgh's position in jjwwwwpt rsgriensX policy*

fdlaSmrgh Cor**oration fisintnise that thousands of Jobs fenwe

been Inst, either because the city 1s not a Jteyslopetent or

Intermediate /rea# or becense ffrrss have boon rowing nrt to

areas which receive goveroasttt ranictrertoe. If this preSOUPS

group can p»t forward, a good e sc. hacking it vp with

ttneerpleyraent figures,, changes «sy tabs place in the near

future, which ray cut the en* r.t of the forecast decline in

nsanfaotpringr industries for 1<?91.

f-Jwployaaat in service industries in Fdjaburgh is not

affected to the ens© extent as aaa«fe«ttiring industry by physical

restraints of lend alone. Perries industries ate related

essentially to the also and location of population and olao to

other industries. Although the population of the city is

expected to fall by 1991, the towns in the surroundisig area will

expand eensidembly, but the population -5.11 look tc the city for
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much of their services. l«et commuting ia forecast to

incxeaaa fgoa 2%,000 in 1S66 to AC,000 in 1591# so wrath of

this work force will u© orient*ted to using acrvicoo in the

city during their working day on ougvt*:& to utilising their

Mrvioes In thai* iuaw town. The •office industries* are

heavily concentrated ia ths capital* so it is unlikely that

tiiia concentration will change# Severthaleoa# trie Jouth

Gyle amendment -sill alleviate tin* problem of l?.ak of apnea for

one insurance company and other proxeaeional end financial fisw

may follow tnia tiro's example now that the land is avallabia

for development. Already, during the office boos of tue

1960*3 in Edinburgh# the distribution of office activities has

become more videspread replacing the old pattern of a hsavily

concentrated office centre vith little ox no developments in the

suburbs.

Miasurgfc. is one of the moot important provincial o.'floa

centres in Great Britain. Although never an ia.oorttait employer

in primary and manufacturing industries# these Industrie*# along

with well established service industries such as Mstribttiiv©
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"rt'dea and Miscellaneous services. have boon decreasing or

stabilising in nusbora as tho •office industries* increase their

absolute at;d relative importance in the city's eoonosjy, Buchanan

end Aeeeelates justifiably assuae that these trends will he

accentuated in the next twenty years. Indeed, if Edinburgh

is chosen n» om cf the fear or five office reception centre#

for civil service enployomt from London. ezoeptionaX crrowth

in erqrdoyaent exA population would result? raueh greater than

the consultants had predicted for 1991#
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chafer 3

THE SluDX

£ML1

Repress*itativea from 279 offices located in central Edinburgh

were interviewed ae a sample to evaluate the underlying

factors which attract and maintain offices at the city centre.

They answered a questionnaire (appendix 1) designed to examine

the links between firms and the types of communication used in

the formulation of contact patterns.

The Study Area

Calculation of the size of sample and the definition of the study

area were b,* sed on material collected from street directories,

valuation rolls and fieIdwork. The central area in this study

is much smaller than the area delineated by the Town Planning

Department (Fig. 3.1) which includes peripheral zones that are

almost totally residential in character. The area chosen was

delineated on the basis of office and shop predominance. The

core of the central area is characterised by office agglomeration

although the high quality shop is the prominent form of land use

along key arteries, such as Princes Street ana Queensferxy Street.

1. The personnel interviewed were senior office staff either
responsible for, or knowledgeable of, policy decisions taken
within the firm.



Fig.3.1 Post-War Office Building in Central Edinburgh

Planning Department's C.A.

__ The Study C.A.
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taken place colonising parts of the residential neighbour¬

hood without becoming the dominant form of land use in these

areas.

To the south and east of Princes Street, the office

loses its importance as the dominant form of land use to

the retail function. However, most of the local government

offices are located in this area and new office blocks have

been constructed, or are in the process of being constructed,

in areas adjacent to major shopping zones. Consequently,

the south and west boundary line was drawn to include these

developments.

Office Definition

Facey and Smith (i960) define an office as an establishment

in which no-one was engaged in non-office work. This was

considered to be too rigid a definition as many offices,

especially larger offices, employ staff that would be considered

as non-office staff (see Appendix 3 for the definition of

♦office occupations1). The Offices, Shops and Railway

Premises Act 1963 states that 'office premises * are occupied

by office establishments in a building whose principal use is

as an office or for office purposes. This is a more flexible
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definition and in the one uned throughout the study.

Sl» Aot etatee that a 'retail outlet* i» where wexabrrs

of the peroral public can obtain articles for their own

personal uae, Sfee enucaratien of all office premises within

this ccnvral area provides only on® difficulty - the olaoa-»

ifioafion of office equipment dealers into the office, instead

of tljh roiail category, In torn® of apace, office equipment

dealers and other iitvs who have showrooms displaying their

goods have much of their total floor area devoted to storage

use, Sbey also sell directly to the public, howe vex*,

90 to 25 per sent of the buaxnooo of theno firm, wan of

un offit® nature, la general, representative* would order

a specific number of articles i'rotn the exliibiia displayed.

Site firm would, then deal T*ith the administration pari: of the

sale - the order being foresrood to the main varahcuse for

delivery.

The ,~co fe of the Purvey

The data collected in the survey cam frcn three sourcess

the estate management and establishment divisions of central and



local govirnmnt organisations, a selection of firms «?ho

•.'•arc considered to te too import srt to bo omitted frca the

survey aid s random, stratified aaaple of the jesnainlnf

firms loo,, tod within, the central area* With the exception

of goterraent depertrrer-ts, all the office* were oetegoriaeA

into fourteen functional gro -ps ccar rising- 'rinaoos*. mbmaltig

finance coafenieo, iaver.tasnt trusts, hailding societies ant

steefcbrefcers? ;r^urff,ce comp^fe.? p.n-1 brgjj£rs; 'Tfty,rtar*.

which includes estate agents, developers, /sluors and factors?

The ' Icml :;,rcfs sr-1 on *; 'Accountancy*i *fthor Irofsasional*

including architects, surveyor*? nrtd engineers? oturlrg'*

including office supplies, wldaJty aerctentsi 'Construction*!

? ,^igp.>s„scrvice.g« - duplicating, xeroxing,

tjniag and tho newspaper industry; 'Associations'. orforacing

councils end sociotite as well as associations; ' dv.'-rt^siagi

pycy^r^at Boards' as veil as qimaicgoTumcGJital organisatiena

and 'Banfaau Central and local government departments vera net

included in the sample* Otter interviews were conducted with

key persttansl reepoxudbld for the m&nageasnt of gaveroosnt

property, so that as evaluation of the goTemaent's importance

in Edinburgh's office structure could be assessed*
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ctivitjes MSMSSL frow flit 8SEB&tk& MASA 7fi"?le

f>ome finas were exempt from random sampling because of

employment or locational characteristics. These offiees

were, in some cases, head offices for major companies

employing large labour forces, for example, aone insurance

companies employ a staff of over a thousand. Clearly, any

move by any of these firms would be more significant than

a move by any other firm in the same functional group.

The aggregate labour force for the 'Finance* sector does

not reach the total for the numbers employed in the head¬

quarters of a finance company - a firm that decentralised

only four years ago. Other offices coming into this

category are firms that are located away from the main zone

of office concentration, but are still within the confines

of the defined central area. For example, only a few legal

firms out of a total of 184 within the central area are located

south of Princes Street. By examining these offices, an

assessment of the advantages or disadvantages of their

situation can be made on comparing their location with that

of other legal offices in the main professional zone.
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Three functional grempo mve exewpt from the rnridca

oasplc# *Backa*, 'Travel Agont3* and *Gcvernn3nt Boards*.

As there w®r© ao few travel agents or govarnraent board*

within the central area, all of -chose organisations wane

interviewed. !5ob» of those govsmasnt beards arc-

enployora in central Edinburgh, while travel agents are

important 5n that they are not located in the main office

sone, but in the rnjor chopping zones. TJie bank c fices

in central Edinburgh an »© ramerous that most interview in

this sector vsere conducted with managere responsible for

head office depurtraentn within the Bertie of Scotland and the

Hoyal Bark of Scotland linitod. The charging Xociiicaal

patterns of bank office activities could than he afialyaad by

studying the internal ati-uecu-iv of theso organda-itions, All

cf the merchant bank-;, the foreign banks, the Edinburgh

Trustees Savings Bank sad the chief office for the Clydesdale

Bark were also viaitod.
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1. :gL^iSWV'»ff t&

fU# jwu-ray population for the random sample was 969*

u- %'mm are vu*»qual population siaoa saivean the various

strata, in order to aohiove too oss» degree of acjumcgr

di-fc-on. isnt-uyio fractious 'were acquired Viable 3.1a).

'-heTeiorv, too aira** with the highest weighting within

the Bai.pla Love too ioweat proportion of unit sample

(Appendix 4-)»

SfiipMM arftmiiiiif

Tiie aert stage xa toe sapling praoedure was to take

c. Kir-den, sample within e&oii strata,*baaed on the required sample

ais®. For example* in tha 'lege! Profession* sector each of

t.ia 164 offices were assigned a number and this w«a used to

indicate a given office•« position within the sampling frame.

As with all strata, there was no real order within the frame so

that the effective sample was truly random. Individual units

were selected uning random matter tables. In addition to the

required sample sine, to allow for coverage changes, extra

units in each stratum war© rade at the time of sampling.
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One measure of the sue©? ss of sarmle sw*^' fleMworfe is

the ability o.f tto research to SdLniflise the biaocs of ron-

observation resulting fmw norwsovorefe and non~rca;j>onss.

Coverage errors could ocoor bssesse of the iaaAeqaaoieo of

the snapling frame. There were three sain forms of

coverage error encountered ia this study - the 'gone

aw«ys * , the vacated premises and the inadequate address.

The sampling tern "gone awaya* refers tc offices which were

occupied by new inhabitants. Vacated promises are

properties that hev© been vacated or demolished before the

remi voh eould be carried out. An inedequate sddresu was

encountered when a different fir© from the expected one was

located at an allocated location. This could occur hocause

of Kisinterpretationa of valuation rolle or atraet directories.

KoweoTOregis w«s not a serious problem. Out of the total number

of premises visited, only nine came into this category. Replass-

nasnts for these oreraiser, were taken fro© the extra unite which

had been sampled for this purpose.

WogH»y»gpc»ae

The basic requiresent fcr any study is to control this
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factor air.ee wszy-rerspcris© arises froc a failure to obtain

obaonretiom ftrcn acae '.rrite sol acted* Slope vere taken

to aid raepeawf* Three Mentha before the fioldworic was

<§»# to atart, e lonefceor we* bald at the «ni»yroity to wkioh

saisy of Sdinbar&Vs aiclsont busiasosaen ware Invited to

nttaral. The alas of the study ».?rc reroalad w£ the

tnaiaessaea abroad to notify firrae in thwir profosoicn who

wore listed for interview about tie study and that inter-

rfatrinii vm about to begin* Interviews were scheduled

for a adniaoR duration cf thirty siaatee# If, on visiting

on office, contact was not cade ea expected, arntigastenta *»*•

rode for a re-CE*!. Consequently, in viow of those sueoial

effcrtc to aid reaponos, noiwpeapaa*® teas virtually eliminated*

Co-operation wa» refused oa oaly two oczt.ilavz :asi to allow

for this, replacements wore taken fro» tb» reaaawa list*

Theieftora, the achieved sasplo aise waa equui to -si© noquired

eearple sine.

The totcl maiXfi.v of offions visited is akcwu in labia 3*1b*

""bio ivrbinea the off!con in the rasdun stratified uaaple (231)

vitfc the 48 fir»r. tbat vert select®! for interview# lb*
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5.1?. The ffrv.cta:-e of

Vo. cf v rjzr at IfflfiUnff
Cffjcoq tr' of to,t5j) .Jsrr-lo Fraction

itoetuoaal croup U £L
a

~ 'S9 M Z

B

legal rrofoaeion 184 19 26 14

Association* 172 18 26 15

1 tiisr Profeuuicnfll 112 12 24 21

Tncttrance 96 10 M 24

Hamifacturing 78 8 22 28

Finance 77 8 22 26

Construction 72 7 21 29

Accountancy 71 7 21 30

Tina J re an 3err«enc 59 6 20 34

Property 55 5 16 49

Advertising 15 2 10 67

11 Groups 969 100 231 24

Tnbl» 5.1b. The total ruabor of offices vieited by functional
group aMta aa follows;

Finance 22
Itijuranoe 28
Property 17
Aeommtaney 21
legal irofoaaion 28
Other Prcffcsaional 24
Kaaufucluring 2j
Construction 21
Business ssrvicea 20
Trarel Agents 7
Advertising 10
Associations 2u
Governaeixt Bo«rd« 12
\-irirs 13
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overall aarsT'lc fraction io higher tliaa thai for the

stratified randots. sarple. 'fhereftore, 27 per cent of the

firm in the central area wire iRterriered (excluding leoel

arid, oantrsl *wcrn*ent fernrisenis}.

The resul ts of tie study *111 fee outlined thr-'ug' eat

tlso reminder of tM« chapter and in etepter 4. If should be

enphaeiand that the iiiformtiori relates to tie uaf- ple - no

attenpt hae been rpuo tc estimate the parameter for the total

pcpulction unless otherwise stated*

igLiSKHSBlL ffitttfiaBS

liecouee of idinburgb's capital statue, it is not surprising

thai uoet of tbo office population In the »srple ere otsployed

in the financial, governmental and profsseioml sectors#

* Insurance ♦ (4,581) end •Goverrarent Beards* (2,260; tafce &

or.nciderable percentage of the total of 11,655 (?able 3,2),

7,500 people are employed as nee *>t >ri*»« or clerical waiters

(5,000 of w£tdsfe are female), The professional (l ,860)

and managerial (842) elaaca® are the nsareet to approach

these figures.
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*'• nlo B,2, of i^rrQ oy^ea fr? iteotdvr

&lk iiuJs. IstM

Finance 173 124 303

Insurance 2,202 2,175 4,381

Property 81 OS 167

legal Profession 187 251 4-SS

AteouatsMf 397 231 623

Other Professional 375 77 456

Xaimfacturln* 164 117 281

Coastruction 257 201 463

Trawl Agents 75 99 174

Business Services 430 575 1,005

Advertising 120 98 213

r.ssoeiatioac 122 172 294

Government Boards 1,306 374 2,230

Basks 256 254 510

Total 6,165 5,468 11,633

taftMp at

There la an even number of firras of a head office,

branch office and •only* office otatus which provides further

evidence of Edinburgh's unique office character (Table 3.3}.
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yew cities of an ©fual ai3o contain smh a Mgh percentage

of Load offices (27»2 per coatJ* These include the bead offices

of two Scottish banks aixi seven insurance companies which

have their national headquarters here* This probably

explains why soat firn* serve Scotland as an area (41 per

cent) with a omlXor proportion covering Edinburgh, the

U*k. cr the local region (Table 5,4)•

Table 3.3. Status of Offfoe.

.•■httnch v.'floe

Ml&•«££&& Office
Office

Finance z 3 12 5

Insurance 7 6 13 2

Property 5 - 9 5

Legal Profession - - • 28

.ccountcnoy 2 - 5 14

Other Frofsoelcnal 3 <n* 6 15

w*n»ifftCturiRg 3 2 1€ 4

Conotraction 5 2 8 6

Travel Agents 2 4* 4 1

Bnelnsss Services 3 2 6 7

Advertising 4 <M»
n
4* 4

Association* 20 - £ 4

Goveroasnt Boards 10 1 i -

Banks 12 1 4 1

Total 76 17 90 96
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Kdinbur^.1 lafttca Scotland V.K. Overseas

lliVMSC© 2 a 5 3 4

Insurance 2 1? 2 7 m»

"Property 3 •a 11 m •

Legal Pi*of«sai<m 8 6 10 4 -

Aocouat.-sney 3 9 6 3 -

Oilier i'roforfSJ.oai'sA 3 9 e 4 -

H&nofne^iring - 9 10 3 3

Construction 2 7 11 1 -

Travel Agents 1 3 - 2 1

BnaineetB sorsricoe K
J 6 6 1 2

Advotrtislac t - 9 • -

Aococlntions •»

> 2 17 1 3

Covarnnoirt Bor.rds 1 3 7 1 m

Banks 2 - 14 i i

sssai % 82 116 31 14

The firm ejcployiag the f?rftatest raBbere of atsff haw ban

oetrbliehed in Sdinbur^h for aoaar years (cflBjaw tables 3.2 and

5.5). With the passible exception of new bnufc 'seed office

iejjsrtaeats and the occasional qeasi^^omvHSttnisl ar^naiaatien,

noci f irm have b^ea located In the city for 90 yearc or nose •

The ne'.jcr additions, suoh as flrca in the •Coastructioa',
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'Business Services' and 'Other Professional' sectors have

not had a profound effect on employment patterns in the city.

(As 696 people are employed by the 'Scotsman*, an established

newspaper in Edinburgh, the employment figure of 1,005 for the

•Business Service* sector is deceptively high.)

fable 5.5. Age Since Established.

Pre—4S, Since 1960

Finance 10 7 5

Insurance 22 1 5

Property 5 5 7

Legal Profession 23 3 2

Accountancy 18 1 2

Other Professional 10 4 10

Manufacturing 13 5 7

Construction 4 6 11

Travel Agents 51 1

Business Services 6 2 12

Advertising 4 4 2

Associations 16 7 3

(Government Boards 74 3

Banks 6 2 10

Total 149 52 78
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The conversion of houses, hotels and shops fers resulted

in the outward expansion of the central area and the aavejawati

of the majority of the tiros in the 'Accountancy* and 'Other

i^ofeusional* categories to the edge of the central area,

host offices are accommodated in buildings of a Victorian

ago, with only 19 out of 279 firms in offices constructed

since 1950. It vpa the logger organisations who haft these

offices boilt for their own ocowpf ti«n (seven cut of nine

insurance companies, and five out of t;i;< bank tlepartiB&nie).

A large aecctmtonoy firm and Midlothian County Council had the

building constructed for their own specific use, while two

smaller firm (in 'Business Services* tml 'Advertising'}

only leased these premises.

^ptjiqde. of coBBBxnlcotion tteed

By analysing the n&ln sjeihode office personnel use to

contact each other it is possible to ascertain the proportion

of their business which is conducted at, or away frees the

office, if face to face contact is eeseniiel, «nd what means of

oeuainioatxon is used in these offices. S'aco to fact contact



was not the naia atthod of contact used for basinee®

prrposoc (Table 3.6)* ^hoo* or tetter aeoermtod for

"? per cent, visiting fro* the office ?8 per cant#

and at their ova office 12^ |*»r cent (12?£ txar cent could aot

differentiate ra»«g the three), 'Trmtratfm*, "*tanufa«tu*4af•

and the *"dvcrtioing* sectors ell reentered some in ths

column 'rialting1 your office*. Ml those firoa !mvs a

sales force, inspector?! or renrooont"ti*w»a, so that their

t'erk tehee tber* amy ■■ vera the office, ^mriholeon, tli©a#

figure3 can be misleading, as all the branch cffico© of

imsr-aco coapaniea have to bo visited to no2» extent# So#

in amy cose# cecm-dcatlon pc.tterre do- «nd to a great Mtwl

or. the status a-.d tyro of office concerned. Only 'Business

Servicra*, legal firm and, to a lessor degree, recounianey

firas, ~~ve a high rating to being visited. fvon then,

laoat of their buntners war. arried rut by *!.oi» or istter#

Pirca in the •Cthor ^rofettsionrl* oategexy were fic»Jy

balanced hets-a^n visiting away fw the of"ioa or phonSnsf

and vrtting (much of their vrrrk Voiog carried, out na <4» sits

itself), All other groupa wore ass^ntirIJv phone rjsere.
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Table 3.6. ,?he, of Cofit^t Used,

, 7;k£* l£RJ^it 3;7 11.0X19/ Cannot
TCPX 32£S

Finance

Insurance

l^rr""Tty

Legal Profession

Accountancy

Other Professional

!Tanufacturlng

Construction

Travel 'gents

Business Cervices

Advertising

associations

Government Boards

Panics

Total

3

9

4

1

1

4

6

2

t

2

35

16

3

2

5

11

16

1

4

1

1

78

.Letter Differ¬
entiate

10 4

10

9

16

10

11

8

12

3

7

3

14

6

12

2

1

2

1

1

6

131

1

2

6

4

3

35

Methods of contact used by office staff in the week

preceding the interview were recorded in question 22 of the

questionnaire. Face to vace contact, postal service and

telephone were used by over 90 per cent of the offices.
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Only •Baric# * and •Insurance* ware significantly below

average because their headquarters had no personal

contact with clients. 'Manufacturing• firms also had

a low rating because contact at their offices was

unnecessary. Private messenger was used by 39 per

cent of the firms to contact clients, 36 per cent to

contact other firms. This figure varied according to

type of firm. For example, lawyers, accountants and

government boards used this method of communication

frequently, manufacturing offices very rarely. Railway

Paroel Service was unpopular (20 per cent using it to

contact clients, 10 per cent to contaot other firms) with

advertising agencies using this service the most (about

70 per cent of then). The direct line telephone was

installed in very few of the offioes visited (4 per cent

using it to contact clients, 9 per cent for other firms).

The type of firm utilising this service was the office who whick

needed up to date information in its business (newspaper

industry, travel business and the investment trusts). The

private line was installed more frequently as an internal means
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of communication. 19 per cent of the offices had a

private line to office blocks of their own organisation.

The aorta recent and sophisticated means of cccmmnication

(telex and teleprinter) are becoming increasingly important

in communication patterns (16 per cent to contact clients,

9 per cent to other firms). With increasing emphasis being

placed on verification of recent conversations in type, tele*

has been employed in most of the larger organisations (banks,

government, insurance and investment) as well as in travel

agencies. The installation of new forma of telecommunication

was only being considered by 8 per cent of the firms inter¬

viewed. Again this was confined to the financial sector,

with banks, investment trusts aid insurance companies hoping

to install closed circuit T.V., facsimile transmission, and

other up-to-date communication devices.

Characteristics of Face to Face Contact Patterns.

The amount of face to face contact office personnel had

with each other was a good indicator of hew important linkages

were in tying firms together in the central area.

The value of face to face contact is at the heart of
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this study. A representative from each firm was asked

the strength of the firm's eontact with ether firms,

including offices in its own functional group (see

Appendix 1, ciuestion 23). a daily contact scored 60

points, weekly 50, monthly 40, down to *no contact * at

10 points. Each functional category was coded for

computerisation, for example, Variable 096 was •Customer/

Clients*, 097 - *Competitors*, 098 - *Pinance*, through to

117 for *Hotels and Clubs*. The awerage contact score for

each variable could then be found. For example, in table 3.7

the figure of 34.0 for 'Finance* ia the tsw>an pointags of the

3
279 firms in the sample. The results from this study are

similar to those obtained by W.J. Bannon (1972) in Dublin

and W# Facey and 0. smith (1968) in heeds. *Customer/

Clients*, 'Banks* and the • legal Profession* are the three

most frequently contacted groups in both studies. The

five leading groups in "this study are the same as those

found by Barmen in Ireland. At the other end of the scale

Stellar types of functional groups with limited face t© face

contact patterns are found in all these studies.

3. These basic statistics were calculated by using the
computer programme, a Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (S.P.S.S.). In the above example, the mean,
mode and standard deviation could be given for 'Finance'
(variable 098).
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Pacey and Smith (1968) classified these firms go

Infrastructure firms it) at ia, those- with service offices)*

In Edinburgh these offices alee gain a low acore.

Table ?.7. race tc Vrce Contacts C ror^ Pirn "nutted with
pthoyaSfc

Customers/Clients 56.6

Banks 50*8

Legal Profession 40.5

Competitors 39.0

Other Professional 37.3

Insurance 36.4

Office Suppliers 36.2

Accountancy 35.5

Central Government 34.9

Local Government 34.6

Travel Agents 34.5

Finance 34.0

Construction 30.7

Associations 30.6

Business services 28.3

Manufacturing)
27.4

Property \

Advertising 24.1
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fable 3,7 was based on average contact scores for each

variable. This does not give any indication of variations

that say exist within these groups or of the breakdown of

contacts according to frequency# for example, the amount of

daily contacts that were recorded from all possible contacts.

As there are 279 offices in the sample and eighteen variables

are identified# it is possible to have a network of 5#022

face to face eontnet patterns, The category *no contact*

was mentioned with the highest frequency, although over half

the total contacts were at least in the monthly or more

frequent categories (fable 3.8),

.TqftM JZai&tfdLEi&aa^^

Ss&maa.st Ssx&Mb

Daily 17

Twice/three times weekly 2

Weekly 15

I^ortni#itly 3

Xesthly 16

uarterly 8

Annually 5

Irregularly 11
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In order to emphasise variations that may exist

within these functional groups, another table was drawn

up (Table 3.9) based on the number of contacts per annum.

Table 3.9. Face to Face Contacts/Annum by Functional Group.

Score Percentage of Total

Customers/Clients 59,784.5 20

Banks 42,593 15

Legal Profession 30,561.5 10

Competitors 18,858 6

Central Government 18,249 6

Other Provessional 15,624 5

Finance 14,420.5 5

Insurance 13,692.5 5

Local Government 12,151.5 4

Construction 11,551.5 4

Accountancy 9,611.5 3

Office Suppliers 9,013.5 3

Business Services 7,574 3

Travel Agents 6,791.5 2

Associations 6,407.5 2

Manufacturing 6,113 2

Property 5,533.5 2

Advertising 4,867.5 2
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The total for oaah of tlm ptoupn was based on the osGuapticm

that there are 250 working <" aye in a year, Ba< ly contacts

verc multiplied by 250, ttdoe to three thews weekly by 125#

weekly by 50, down to irregularly (0.5) sod 'no contact*,

which resist©red a eero.

293,383 fact to face contacts were ae&e by the 279

firm in a year# As in fable 3.7, * Customers *, 'Banks',

and the 'Legal Profession* were the functional groups that

were most frequently contacted, Both tables are wry

similar. The ranked order of functional groups are

/ \

Identical at oitlor end of the acale. Central OovG-rnrssnt

improved its position in Table 3.9 because of the nature cf

its contacts. Just under 40 nor cent of tiio goveurnaeni's

contacts were Irregular, or non-wxiatent, but 20 per cent of

its contacts wto of a daily nature, the fourth highest group

Involved in ©vesyday contacts, after *Customers*, 'Bauta'

«BS the 'legal Profession'. 'Pinonoe's* higher position

can tie explained by the variance that occurs within the group *»

building societies having daily to weekly contact patterns,

investment trusts having very little contact whatsoever.



"hvory fir* *** allotted a coot maab^r bet"- c*en I and

279* Ti*** jane codftd MGWiixg to functional group, for

©sample, •Pinerus©* co»»r*d ess© maabew t to 22, 'Insuxaaca*

from 23 to 50# Therefore, linkage patterns could be

studied by analysing the amount of contact each functional

gtct\xp had with the others, Pablo 3.10 shows the mean

contact eooro for those functional groups. for example,

the fi$uxe of 42,4 for the 1 legal Frofeoaloa1 is arrived

at be) averaging the SB legal firms' contact with Variables

096 to 113, The variables are ranked according to the

importance of t'mir linkage rite tlje legal profession (see

Tabic 4,4 in ohaptor 4)* The average value of the eighteen

variables wjp 42,4, "able 3.10 differ* markedly free

'"able 3,7# •Advertising', ^wjerty', 'Travel Agents'

♦Business Service*1 are near the top of Table 3,10, bait they

arc far down Table 3,7, •Travel Agents* and ♦Busts*** services*

are located in the centie of tow to serve the business community.

Therefore, they have strong Urines vith all businesses In

the centra of l&tab&rgh, Tfcie accounts for their high

positions la Table 3,10, However, when representatives fro©
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Table 5.10. Face to Face Contact (by Sector).

Legal Profession 42.4

Advertising 40,9

Travel Agents 39.7

Accountmay 38.8

Property 37 • 6

Government Boards 37*2

Other Professional 37.0

Business Services 35.0

Associations 34.6

Insurance 34.4

Construction 34.3

Finance 31.7

Manufacturing 30.1

Banks 28.9

all of the 279 firms were asked their strength of contact

with this type of firm, the mean contact score was low

because this type of service is not required frequently

by individual firms, for example, lawyers from five different

firms may visit a travel agency in one week, yet each lawyer
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nay only visit the travel agency once a month. •Advertis¬

ing* and 'Property' firms were also irregularly used by

firms in the central area, yet they considered themselves

to have strong linkages with most business concerns. This

paradox is evident to some extent in all functional groups.

Tlie position is reversed with the 'Insurance' sector. Other

firms in central Edinburgh have strong contacts with insurance

companies (Table 5.7), but they, in turn, do not consider

themselves to have important linkages with other businesses in

the city (Table 3.1O),

In order to receive a better picture of these contacts

and with whom they were being made, a diagram of the central

office district was constructed according to functional group

on the basis of face to face relationships. On scrutinising

the face to face contact patterns of each of the functional

groups (Tables 4.1 to 4.14), monthly face to face contaei was

taken as tha least amount of contact required between firms

for their necessity to be located close to each other. In

moot of these tables there is a distinctive break between

contact scores in the forties from those in the thirties.
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Moat functional groups vrith contact scones in the thirties

had fev free to face contacts (varying between eight times

a year to once a year). This van considered to be

i:--.sufficient contact for firas to be ±n locations 1 proximity

to each other within the central area. A systematic analysis

was underta'cen of tables 4.1 to 4.14. Each functional

group's linkages with the others were plotted (that i3, those

with a score of 40 or over) until a mesh of one-way and two-

way contacts was formed. In figure 3.2 each functional

group was drawn according to its face to face contact with

other groups. Therefore, functional groups on the periphery

of the diagram had fever face to face contacts tlio.il those in

the centre. A hypothetical central area was drawn based

on these contact patterns. The professional sectors doninate

the central core because of their intensity of face to face

contacts, while 'Construction*, Manufacturing' and the 'Ass¬

ociation' sectors are located on the outer edges of the diagram.

Other Ideational Requirements

To verify these contact patterns, the interviewees were

asked if their office had to be located close to any other
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ex^fjiia&tion for the efficient running of the busineco,

Socond3^# they rare aab?i if ifcorc wer® any footers which

rn-'c it essential for their business to be teeeted in the

central area.

ssssssb&msl

legal Profession 82

Trawl Agents 71

6$

Business ^rvioos

Property

Other Professional 62

Advertising 60

Construction 52

CcrerrawtEt Boards 50

^ (sicm) 49
42

36

53

Insurance 32
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49 per cert of the offtoe stiff in all finnn thought

that foes to face contact v*« essential with other firms ia

the central area. (Table %11#) Lawyers, 'Travel Agents',

'BnBiaena farrLoeo' and 'Property* were significantly above

this figure (65 per cent), while 'Sanies*, 'Insurance*,

4ASSSantanogr* aril • 1-aimf - oturlug' were wall bo loir average

(56 par cent end loos). Tabic 5,12 shows the sectors in

order cf necessity on having a central area location, Tils

table is similar to that of Table 5.11 with the exception of

the 'Insurance', 'Other Prof©soions!* and •Construction*

categories, The latter two haw linkages with other fines

in the Central Area (c/a). hut do not have to be located

centrally. 'Insurance♦ has the lowest rating fcr locationnl

proeiKity to any ether firm, but a high value on the necessity

of 9. O/k site.

A diagram urns cinstructed based on fable* 5,11 and 3.12.

Figure 3.3 was draws eetxjrdiag to functional fescups fees to

face ooatacto with other firm and their necessity to be located

in 1?«b central area (s«e questions 24 and 27a of the questionnaire

:l« Appendix 1). When figures 3.2 stud 3.3 aim compared, notable
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differences ere recognisable. The ♦Lege! Profession* depends

on the Courts and Register House so it is included in the cars

cf the central area. '"Easiness Cervices' and "travel Agents*,

located on tho neripbery in Figure 3.2, are located within the

central area in Figure 3.3. This paradon is similar to that

found in Tables 3.7 and 3.10 when discussing contact patterns,

'^anufacturin/f' and •Construction' vere once again confined to

the periphery.

The conclusions that can he drawn from the methods of

communication used between firms and their effects cn possible

decentralisation are fairly clear cut. Office personnel who

koi& away from the office and rare predominantly phone users, do

not have to he located in the c/a. Similarly, personnel who

have fer 'personal' links with staff in other firms and do not

think they have much justification for being in the centre would

also >x- candidates for moving: out cf the centre. The functional

groups who cotild cone into this category are the *Hanufacturing'

end ♦Construction* sectors, certain elements of the insurance

and harking nrofesaion, and to a lesser extent the *0tker

Professional' category. Firms in the latter sector have no need
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to be located in the centre yet their personnel work away from

the office and they have strong personal •links' in the centre

with staff in other firms,

Wta .M?* Tfre Kecc3.3j.1y fop ft CerfcraJ. catIon.

Percentage

100

100

93

88

82

80

80

76

69

65

61

58

52

44

Travel Agents

Government Boards

legal Profession

Property

Insurance

Advertising

Business Services

Accountancy

Associations

Finance

Banks

Other Professional

Construction

Manufacturing

73 (Mean)
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The reread for Office Space and Office PoMllty

Tables 5,15 and 3# 14 show staff charge la the last ten

years cad predicted changes in the next five years. although

these figures appear to reflect substantial inere.-ises in

employment, the market 4'or office aeeee own he ~ora thoroughly

examined by explaining? tfeeve table* in tw>ne detail# It would

j»nr>eai' that 'Peaks', * travel ;\<*ent«', *^ther "t>rofossional,#

and the 'Leg*! Profession', because of their laefe of 'decrease**

rscoriad, had shown the greatest increases In office staff.

Hith tno exception of new labour intensive batik departnonts

(Hegietr&r, Cosmitsr) and the laxger of the travel agents, most

of the others, although Bhmriag increases, trill not affect the

©nrfcei demand for office space, an those increases? ate only cf

relative and not absolute importance. The 'Insurance' sector

is by far the soot important in creating a demand for offioe

spaceJ for example, selected firms have increased their

©-gployaent from 300 to 1,04b (250 oar cent Increase), 300 tc

1,105 ( 270 por cent), 183 to 233 <35 per eert) and 90 to 2B2

(210 per cent). Yet two offices have rfrotm substantial

decreases in eisploywrnt (600 to 150 and 150 to 97). Cf the
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other sectors, most staff chancres were fairly insignificant.

Advertising agents generally had notable increases (15

to 56, 25 to 35» 6 to 17). Of the reminder, some

'Accountancy' firms and 'Business Service' offices had

marked increases, ('Accountancy' 23 to 69, 35 to 60,

17 to 49* 'Business Services' 5 to 40, 28 to 56 and

1 to 15) while two 'Government Boards' showed

significant decreases (481 to 431 and 105 to 65).

izpected Staff Chqnflcs

It is likely that there will be a demand for more

office space in the next five years. Host representat¬

ives for these offices thought that their staff changes

would be minimal and even those who forecast an increase in

staff specified that increases would bo fairly small. Once

again it was the 'Insurance' sector, because of its size, that

was demanding most of the office space (the two largest

firm hoping to increase from 1,045 to 1,500 (43 per cent)

and 1,105 to 1,750 (58 per oent). 'Government Board's'

staff changes were difficult to predict because of policy,

but son®, notably the National Coal Board and the Herring
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Industry Heard, eould have substantial decreejog In

esipteyE©»t« Um» .gogXhtx-ar arxi Coaputer iopartEen-cs cf

the fcrmfca' Lead oflic® could still create a iLenand for or ce

at at. Andre* Scaur©, vhilo Local Sovomacat*© offices

;,tw> -ito# tfaLfr ** 1k,•

JjTiS^nSS. **©<»*«» He >?Hana®

Finance 1? 6 4

TnrmraiVSD 15 6 7

tvepavty 5 3 9

Ls^l ?^of©fiaio» 15 ? it

Accoua^aaey 1? 6 3

CtMr T'^o.f^sslonal 9 5 11

yirmfnttvriftt 7 9 13

fcr?9in»«t1<!m 19 3 8

fravg? f.*emfe 3 „ g

Tw,±rwm *erv±Gnn 7 ? H

Advertiafs* 73##

A»ieeifttieai 13 3 a

Governs®at B6«P4® 9 3 1

Barifce 12 «# 6

136 47 94
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stay show a decrease in employment dua to the reorganisation

of the system. However, raost of the demand is for mil

to Intermediate-siscd offices (snail suites in new office

blocks or converted premises) with the * Accountaney', 'Other

Professional*, •Associations * and 'Business Services' sectors

creating the greatest demand ('Business Services' may have

notable decreases in the newspaper industry, nevertheless).

MSg. 3».t.4» inUgipatftfl Jjtjxff ChastfVB fatppjtex-p S

increase Decrease HOts&Cl-
eaat Chan»

Pinanos 8 14

Insurance 11 - 17

Property 6 «* 11

legal Profession 4 - 24

Accountancy 15 «• 6

Other Professional 11 • 13

Hanufaoturlng 5 1 19

Construction 8 m 13

Travel Agents 2 m 5

Business Services 12 3 5

Advertising 4 - 6

Associations 11 1 14

Government Boards 2 3 7

Banks 7 1 10

Total 106 9 164
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mm ,footing Previous Mobility

In the last twenty years 44 per cent of the fina3 had

moved premises. Firms in the 'Legal Profession', 'Accountancy',

'Construction' and 'Banking' sectors had the least mobility,

while those in the 'Property', 'Manufacturing* and 'Other

Professional' sectors showed most movement (Table 3.15).

Overall, most of the moves to the present location were over

short distances, often less than a hundred yards. In the

property field the larger firms were moving into George Street

from the West End whereas the smaller independent, factorial and

valuation firms were moving from George Street to less prestige

sites in neighbouring streets. The 'Insurance' sector revealed

much variety - the larger companies moving very short distances,

the brokers and specialised insurance companies (friendly societies)

moving further away from the core of the central area to the

periphery. In the 'Finance* sector, investment trusts and

companies were moving from the main Central Business District

zone to the north-east periphery and building societies were

moving from west to east George Street. 'Accountancy' firms

confirmed the professional movement from the main c/a zone by

giving up prestige sites and moving north into the peripheral
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professional sons. The main reasons for finas Is- ving

thoir oM sites w» lack of apace and expiration of lease.

Bemv&vt in the oaso of tho Property sector'. inconvenient

location, insufficient prestige and high rents/rates vara

important locations! factors (the latter reason being applicable

to tho smaller fires covin*? cut of George street, the other two

reasons for the larger firms coving in to George Street).

van

31 per oent of all the firms interviewed nay novo preial&ea

in the next five yoar3, As before, firms in the 'Legal

Profession*, 'Accountancy', and 'Banking* sectors anticipate

little movement, but firms in the 'Construction* sector - a

group showing little mobility in the post ~ anticipate moving

in the future (along with 'Government Boards' and firms in the

'other Professional sector) (fable 3.16). Once again, lack

of space is the sain reason for movement. However, inadequate

oar parking, a factor rarely mentioned in the reasons for

moving to their present site, is highly rated at the present

time. Companies in the 'Other Professional* sector gave this

as their main reason for moving, along with high renta/ratoa

and lack of spaoe.
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Those small r professional offices (those rated between

£200 and £800 in 1968-69) incurred a doubling of their rates

on re-valuation in 1971♦ The proportional increase was less

than this because the rate poundage fell during this period

i'rua 16/4 (82p in the pound) to 73p. Subsequently, in -

1975-74» the rate poundage has increasedto 84p in the pound.
v\

V,.
hents have correspondingly increased. Although rents vary

according to location and the condition of the property, rents

in modern buildings in prestige sites in central Edinburgh

have increased from £1 a square foot to £2 per square foot

from 1966 to 1974.

Architects, surveyors and engineers conmute considerably

to end trrm the office, so the increasing amount of vehicles

on the road has aggravated the car parking problem. Road

transport is the moot widely used fern of transport for

businessmen in the city (75 per cent of them saying that a

oaf was essential for their business). Apart from the problem

of car parking and lack of space, some goverroaant boards are

hoping to move so that they can consolidate their scattered

offices.
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Although many firms anticipate roving in the next five

years, several questions remain unanswered: the question

of rfcet ir these firms one happy in their present location,

if those who hope to move still wish to remain in the C/a,

end if a consistent pattern, of suburban office dewlopsont

is being maintained conforming to pect«<war suburban locations.

Only 24 out of 279 firas &r© dissatisfied with the present

location of their office. Tide would appear to imply that if

thai* was an adequate supply of office space and sufficient car

po.ri.lsg facilities in the

centre, the majority of firms would remain in the c/a. Of

the 24 who are unhappy at their present site, 8 firms still wish to

remain in the C/a. A® before, am is an estate agency who wants

to koto into George atroot (a distance of a lomdred yards). Another

eight offices are mewing into the suburbs. These firms are

mainly in tfco architect, builder's tsarohuai, ocrotraotlon line,

©>*» firm will fee moving over 20C of its staff from two prestige

centred sites to tko northern suburbs (leaving a salmi offioe

behind). Inadequate oar parking facilities and the lack of

economic aeceaolty for a central sit® *sc the main reasons for
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thoao firn® Moving out. fm quaBl>-govonvxm\t bodies will

be saving, one in the very near future. Fowerer, the move

undertaken i® not of a grant distance - only to the ♦Inner

Suburbs * (Ravolaton)4. Six flzns are moving or wish to

novo out of Edinburgh. On© banking department's wish to

go to Qtmffsw could ba torsaod speculative, but the others

rill alseot certainly teJae place.

A® firm develop their industrial function in Develcvsent

Areas, they wish their office function to be nearby. Thus,

a distillery, a drawing eouiycont fire, and two sub-contr? ctora

in the building trade hawe removed thoir offices out of tl® oity

to these new premises« The other firm soaring its office out

of town is an estate agenov who is going out beside the ahow

houses that the firm represents. Two firna ere not happy

with their oresent ait©, but do not wish to novo either.

Traditional end prestige reasons are tying case firm to the

centre, while the other organisation owns the premises that it

occupies. If the latter firm moves, it my have difficulty

selling tie building before acquiring new premisses,

4# The *Inner Suburbs' la tho Intermediate rone between the
study central area ersd the periphery of the Town Planning
Department's central ex©a.
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"lima. Satisfied with their Present location, but who

Mi.eipate q love " " * ~ * *" *""" *

Although 31 per cent of the firms anticipate they will

move in five years1 tic©, this figure can rise as high as

43 per cent if the conditions and terms for movement are

suitable at the tisie. 98 firms answered the last question

'Although you are happy with your present office location, if

good office accommodation was available, would you be interested

in moving to the following locations?' Preferred locations were

then listed. Out of the 98, 62 firms anticipated a ?©ve in

five years' time, the other 36 were possibilities. In total the

breakdown of preferred sites were: 53 moving within the C/a,

14 to the 'Inner Suburbs', 23 to the suburbs, 3 outside

Edinburgh and 5 depending on policy decisions. The latter

were restricted to government boards and bank head office

departments, but changes were foreseen in the next five years.

The majority of firms considering a nova in the future would

therefore be remaining in the C/a (over 50 per cent) with about

24 per cent moving to the suburbs. The intermediate zone,

the 'Inner Suburbs', accounted for about 14 per cent of the

moves. All the firms in the 'finance'Legal Profession'
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end *Buai»»3S service* seotore would only &ov© witV4n the

C/a, w*lis moot of the time la the •Property®, *Advertising*

and * naool.it.'.on* nocto*® aloo *iah to roaain la the centr®.

Po-rover, organisations In the •Other Professional* category,

government boards and incsurance companies show a greater degree

cf mobility. This nobility depends on the nature of the

f5m. If an insurance owrpany is a bead office dealing solely

la life ineuranee, It has f&mr locational ccrntrninta than a

composite firm which haa greater contact with the general public,

so that a central location is sore deeirsble.

The government boards and irsuraroe companies - the finsa

who en-Icy the largest master of people la the ©ample - wish to

rove away from Use centre. Both group* prefer a central location

but, vrith the lack of available space, planning controls end the

need to consolidate their scattered offices, coring out px-ovide®

the only solution. The architects, and to a leaser extent the

suxrveyor® and engineer#, anticipate moving for different reaeone,

Much of thair business involves essrxuting to and frost the office,

so car parking has bocorae the taairt problets for those firms, with

the Corr>omtleu*fl new jwepooal'S doing little to alleviate the

situation.



For planning purposes it 5.o ifflpertaiit to plot th« preferred

suburban sites of those offices, so ti nt the existing transport

aoiirvxk oaa bo modified nod i^rovod to cater for the additional

workforce that la moving out froa $]* centre. Post-war

suyurboia office developments wrs also napped so that

eosparioona oouM be made "between past and future office location

patterns.

j-oat- *r office .MtefcBC

-inco 1945, 3.9 million square feet of new office space

have been built in idiaburgh. 2.3 million square feet wore

built in the central urea* 1•6 million square feet in the suburbs.

Press 1966 to 1972 there baa been & comparative boo® in office

construction (ia 1963 total square footage was 2.45 million, of

which 1.6 million was in the centre and .35 Billion in the

suburbs). Therefore, an equal amount of office floor space

has been constructed both In the centre and the suburbs during

this period (.7/.T5 million square feet). Planning recocts also

show an equal amount of floor space demanded (in tejms of planning

applications) for both the contra and the suburbs* However,

the emphasis in the future must he on a greater amount of
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suburban office building. Available sites la the centre art

at a premium and it is often difficult to receive planning

permission is tia contra for enrironsental or historical

»mobb* if ®aagr of tha larger organisations uo move fare*

the contra, tha office space vacatea should bo Iwge enough

to satisfy the demand for other central n»& users for a

tise to cons*

A* nan be so-on fro* the diagram (Fig, 3,4), there Is

a general preference for the western side of the city, l ora

recently, two general business offices haw :acvoi to the edge

of the central son© (with a notable cluster at RaveJstoa).

However, mot of the professional =ad g&mv&l business groups

have tended to disperse throughout the city (the offices of two

conetraction firms being several miles apart), 1 million of

the 1,6 million square feet of space aw taken up by public

bodies, gmwmamt departments or ti«e *Banking* sector. fith

the exception of the Oca Beard and the Scottish Certificate of

fixaaiastion Board, ail of t'miX) offices are located in tlx?

Corotorpfaine - Slghthill - j&ughton bolt, Bie main reasons

why the profoaaloaal sector i»a bo widely dispersed are that

5, Figure 3,4 shows the poet-war pattern of suburban
offtoe developments (the research organisetions,A ,

are not drawn to scale).
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tfcey trlmh to ttaifttsln r ccJtvwnticml iwnge a«l seek eye

oateliiag sites. M«i explains why so raar;y architects and

engineers convert seimtry houses end eastloe for their

business. ftoet of ths other firms are in ihair present

location because the cite became available at the time,

and not through any preference on the firm's part.

Potential <friburh"n wovos

nut of the 122 firms who nay note in the near future,

a nap plotted of potential walmrbaii Biteo (T*.gm 3.5).

The eroeees represent firms vbo at* not satisfied with their

present location, and are definitely wring in five veers'

tlttsej the trianeloc, the offices who anticipate moving

la five yecre, but are e«?ti»*i«wi with thoir location, and

the circles, those who magr worn if condition® are suitable,

tot c<rnl.dn*t fo^aaec it in the near future. If the present

employment total© oif those ftoc as© unci, the abaoMt©

potential space required, io ertnrid 890,000 squox© foot (housing

5»9£H employees}* If the third category - only «©*• if

conditions ere cult-duo - is omitted, ti«e office space required

ie 850,000 squar© foot (houoingr 5,7^7 eaplcyeos), However,

son© of these firms who anticipate taorLog ia ilea years, may
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acquire a ait© in the central araa and nay not necessarily

raov© cat to the suburbs. The adrantage of iaioarcriswlaf

firms personally is t'iat a goad assessment of the validity

of their arjsvers can be sad©. By -using; this method of

8Mmtlant a figure Of 761,COO square feet va* arrived at

(3#383 e&plegwwis). There was cn© reservation. The

qooitieh Special Housing Association should have goae to

Mviaseton, but the staff reacted this move, so at present

thexo is a possibility that they any re-locate is the western

suburbs (this involves 540 staff and approximately 1t0f0u0

aquoro feet). selective sauulii%* was so eucoooefhi that

fit® fins© ulonu accounted for about 3,200 of these d»«

oerfcr&lised employees. As a 24 per ooiit esapls wae taken from

the other firms is ISse c/A it can bo uaataaad that a further

116,000 square fast will bo deaeaded, which tarings ils© total

decentralised figure to 3,962 oaplcyeoa end 877,000 square feet.

A0 can be seen fron tho final nap (Fig. 3.6), ao.it

organisations favour the south and west side as oppoasd to

tlw north and west. "Ian S.V. complex ie the most favoured

in torn, confirmng that has happemd up to the pwssnt tins.

55se availability of good communications, the M.8 and Turnhouse
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Airport, staff aaoeaaifciliiyr aad t'-a nucleus of a shopping

centre vi.th easoeiate-d facilities, aro strong i&otora

attracting offioM tc tUi area, »t the BootilMfc Council

for BcvelepMmt tarn industry's conference e® Centralisation

in 1970, jfikmw KhxiiI, a French turban planner, aai& that

the conflict botwaen centralisation and decentralisation

vfin a» ambiguous conflict, in that, to increase dacentralisation,

in. a norae notion nest corns in a centralised way. This ia

vpry »r?>licable in this case*

Tho araliability of hotels and shopping facilities is

a vrxy important factor ia office location decision nekiny.

'.Jha vttjr of hotels and club3 for business purpo -eg ?ecalved a

high rating (a contact score of 4'2,2) and all the firms she

anticipated moving out gave a high value to these facilities

(better titan ae^rogs)* The las Board, which, has the stoat waste

sits of all the fi:.ius in the cuUurba, allows travelling shops

to oon»e to the offloe ao that the ntaff can do their shoppie®,

Vhs social/staff factor hag tied tiaajp fiaassi to the centre of

i.dir,l«rgh. If the fir® esoloyg a largo clerical, eocreterial

labour fore® with a large percentage of young ffemle staff.
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the centre is the obvious area to catch this large labour

pool. The transport structure radiates from the centre

so all the major bus routes converge tore. The younger

staff prefer a Princes Street environment, so that they

can shop at lunch time and meet new friends at work. This

has been the main problem for the head offi-es of the life

insurance companies. They are locationally footloose,

but there would be a high staff turnover if they moved away

from the centre. Standard Life have accepted this by

anticipating a move to South Gyle. The firm's present

staff residential centre of gravity is at Roaebum, so a

western site would suit most of its staff. This probably

explains why the other insurance companies have moved

comparatively short distances away from the centre. At

have1ston or Parkside shopping and other facilities are no

further than five minutes walk away.

The main nodes of present or potential office growth

appear to be the south-west, Ravelston and the Trinity-Firxy

Road complex. The east and south-east parts of the city have

been neglected as yet by office developments. In order to
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achieve a better economic balance throughout the city it is

honed that the Parieside development and the new planning

proposal for Weadowbank can attract firms to these areas.

There can he few cities in Great Britain which have a

central area with such a high historic and aesthetic value

as that of Edinburgh. Thus, locational decisions in the

city are becoming more economic in character. This is

why the sectors which were predicted to be possible

candidates for decentralisation because of the linkage

factor, the necessity for a central site and their main means

of communication, are the categories who anticipate moving out.

The majority of firms would remain in the oentre if planning

and parking controls were not so strict. In many ways the

predictable exodus is more of an enforced decentralisation

than one of choice. The possible breakdown of the finance axis

along George Street/gt. Andrew Square has come about because

of the rapid rate of growth of these life insurance companies.

They have built extensions, leased other buildings, but the

demand is such that the Corporation's 'High Building Policy'

which restricts upward expansion has made it almost impossible

to house the whole firm under one roof. The need to consolidate
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their scattered offices has new achieved first priority

<m»r isiportanoe of a ooairal oito for accessibility to

ot&ff, r!n the nope of retaining their *career' t'tnff and

topping' nov fiolda for roxitim ats-ff.

rtnas in the "Other Profeesional" and * Construction"

arfcogorlea are -r^viag out of the centre bccsac# of the city's

greatest problem - oar pau&twg# vlaea *7.1 the fir**"

representatives leer* asked whet services they thought vers

lacking ia Edinburgh, t0» out of 2?9 thought jserviees were

ndequate, but of the roaaindar 75 p®r ooni said that radical

ohnrgo® were required i» improving thu tmmpcri structure

and oar parking facilities* 7lm & .setter of CGtae&em'a

junray on reactions to the Ittiahanan Keport found t nt although

the iBajcrit?- accepted the propo® la, they all had reservations

in eta- parking policy. Unlike reiughaa, where the inner

ring road cones into the centre with its cluster of sulti-

siexoy car parks, ddixibuxfh'e greatest area of available

apace in in derelict Bitot,, which could bo sold in Ih® future

far eowsrcisl dcvclopaont*. Tea Corporation*» proposal*

to increase the rsatsrai son® could accelerate the decision of

f:l*8» to tsove, sad ercottr?.ge potential stayers to move*



1% lo the architects, snrToyei-s and cngiasora - constant

cosmitora froa offloo to alto * who are beginning to nova

out of tha centre. Sanufacturlng firue also work away from

ib« office, but they arc net 30 aobile as would have been,

expected froa the linkages pattern a. This can bo explained

by the aia« of firm - nost firsm employ so few staff that

saving is unnecessary and insoavonient,

Sank bead office dspartnaato, although showing ao sound

aooaoaic reasoning for having a central alto, *111 not aova

out of the centre* Tradition and the aagnificence of theim

huildiihis ratise it virtually Impossible for t!*n to leave* It

is doubtful if ray other £±ra could tuJce over those extra-

vagaat holdings "rf.th their tcv?oc«m3.c use of office space*

Tie specv that will bo vacated by the Insurance cojajiaiiles in

tvo Gteorge ntrc»Rt/r?t. Andrew ''^ttnre rxfs tr1.ll -rroeent a

problem Only the fJowrnnertt or the Ttoiroreity defwrtnente •

the orgaris tions vith the gre test appetite for lard In the

central are® - could afford tc tfiJre or~r o sit? of this vise.
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CHAITFR A.

m asm

The previous chapter outlined the general characteristics

of the 279 sample offices visited in the central area. The

locational requirements of the different functional groups

were assessed in order to predict which category of office was

more susceptible to decentralisation. However, each of these

groups represents a wide faction of differing units, so

although 'Finance' may be distinct from any other group in

terms of function, important differences may still exist within

the group itself. This chapter provides a more detailed analysis

of each of the fourteen functional groups, outlining the role

each of them plays in the city centre. Throughout the chapter

the firms discussed in each group are the sample firms - the

offices visited during the study.

location qnfl figBBftgj&fll

The 'Finance' sector comprising 22 offices can be broken

up into the following units: 2 stockbrokers, 6 building societies.
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7 finance companies and 7 investment trusts and companies.

The precise location of these groups (Fig. 4.1) shows that

the building societies tend to line George Street, with the

centre of gravity falling towards the west side, the investment

trusts cluster at Charlotte Square (the companies being more

widely distributed), the stockbrokers are within proximity

to the old Stock exchange in the east side, and the finance

companies are widely dispersed throughout the central area.

^ptqre pf Cff,lqg

There are marked differences within the 'Finance' sector in

terms of the nature and sphere of influence which each office

serves. The stockbrokers and investment trusts serve the TJ.F, and

overseas, are either head offices or of an 'only office* nature,

whereas the building societies and finance companies are branch

offices serving either a local or a regional area. Many of the

latter groups have only established these branch offices in

"dinburgh during the last fifteen years (two finance companies

and three building societies) whereas all of the stockbrokers

and investment trusts were located in Edinburgh before 1945, some

of the® before 1900. Two investment trusts have been established

since the nineteenth century and have converted dwelling houses



Fig.4.1 Location of FINANCE Offices
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Table 4.1. Face to face Contacto with the 'Finance* sector

Customers 53.4

Banks 49.8

Legal Profession 43.2

Accountancy 43.2

Insurance 37.3

Other Professional 35.3

Competitors 34.5

Finance 34.5

Travel Agents 31.8

Associations 29.1

Office Suppliers 28.2

Business Services 25.5

Property 24.8

Construction 22.5

Advertising 22.3

Local Government 21.6

Manufacturing 18,2

Central Government 16.6

Fean 31.7
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in Charlotte Square for their business. These firms are

still in these premises today, Most of the other firms have

taken over Victorian buildings for their offices, the majority

having been offices already. Three of the building societies

converted shops in George "treet.

aBdSHBB* structure

rhe size of office utilised in the 'Finance sector* is

fairly small, whereas 40 people per office is the average for

the total data, 14 is the figure for 'Finance*. It is

ironical that the national headquarters of a finance company

moved out from the centre to the suburbs taking with it a

larger labour force (450) than the total for the 22 firms added

together. The finance companies are the smallest, employing

under 10 persons per office. The building societies vary

from 54 to 4, but it is the investment trusts who raise the

average, one firm employing a staff of 60. Over 90 per cent

of the female staff are of a secretarial or clerical nature

(essentially senior clerical) while 50 per cent of the male

staff are in the executive, professional and managerial class.

There are a small percentage of representatives (7 per cent)

who work with the finance companies. Staff recruitment
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is not difficult with secretarial staff providing cost of

the problems.

Method of Communication Used

It is difficult to define which is the main method of

contact used by building societies and flnanoe companies.

Although they are visited, much of the woik is done away from

the office, or by phone and letter. Personal contact is

not so important to the stockbroker or the trust manager,

host of their work is done bp phone, letter and closed-circuit

T.V. They are dealing with London and the national market, so

telex, private line and teleprinter are very important to these

firms. Keeping in touch with the present market situation

needs a quick, reliable means of communication which these

facilities provide. Telex has been installed in all of the
)

investment trusts1 offices, one of ti» investment companye

offices, while another investment company uses the bank's

facilities. (One stockbroker has a teleprinter.) It is

foreseeable in the future that a few bu Ming societies and

finance companies say install new forms of telecommunications

which most of the investment firms have already acquired,

including at least closed-circuit television.
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MatettaSi

Pace to face contacts are of najor importance to building

societies, minor importance to finance companies, and of little

importance to the investment industry. Consequently, building

societies require a central location, finance companies are

split on the issue, and the trusts and investment companies*

main reason for remaining in a central location is that overseas

brokers and specialists would find it more convenient to visit

n>hicl\ cue loc&ireci
the companies in the centre than anywhere else.

Pace ipo Pqoe <? optact Patterns

If the contact table is analysed, it would appear that

'Finance*, overall, has fairly week links with other firms with

tli® strongest ties being with organisations in the 'Hanks',

•Legal Profession*, *Accountancy' and 'Insurance' sectors.

However, these figures tend to overestimate the degree of

contacts investment firms have, and underestimate the strong

links of the building societies (Table 4.1)• The building

society finds itself in a unique position at the point of

liaison between the customer, his solicitor, the estate agent,

the surveyor and also the insurance company or broker. The

estate agent puts the property on the market, the surveyor values
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it and submits reports and plans, the solicitor completes

the mortgage arrangements, and the insurance company, in many

clients' cases, redirects life policies to the building society.

These contacts are of daily to weekly frequency, which makes a

mockery of soma of these figures, namely 'Property* and

* Constructive* at 24.8 and 22.5 respectively. The figures

are more representative of the finance companies. These

firms' main contacts are with lawyers, accountants and insurance

companies, with much of their work being tied up in providing

hire purchase facilities to the motor trade. However, the

investment and stockbroker side of the 'Finance• sector have

very weak personal links with other firms. Their strongest

face to face contacts are with organisations in London and other

major cities, implying that at least once a week someone from the

firm attends conferences in England, or specialists do reciprocal

trips to Edinburgh.

These conclusions are endorsed on analysing the trpe of

communication firms rate most important in their business. Road

transport is more favoured by the building societies and finance

companies, with many of their staff seeking business in the local
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area. On the other hand, air transport receives top

priority from the investment organisations and the stockbrokers

although it is relatively unimportant to building societies and

finance companies,

SfflM fialiUte

Juat over 50 per cent of the firms have moved premises in

the last twenty years# Some moves were sc short that they

entailed moving to the house next door (especially the

investment companies and trusts), florae of the finance companies

showed a trend of moving from the sain office eons in the central

area to the eastern periphery. Lack of space was the main

reason given, but one firm mentioned the increase in rent and

rates. 6 out of 22 firms anticipate moving in the next five

years. lack of space is again the main reason, but one building

society manager complained that his firm received insufficient

prestige, because it is in the west"side of George Street in theN /\

midst of unlet, run-down, commercial property. Of these six

firms only one is dissatisfied with its location (a finance

company which is moving because of a merger). Of the other

five, one building society is moving out of George Street to

Charlotte street, while another wished to move from the
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•derelict* weat end to the middle of Goorg© Street. All

of the other firms (one building society, two finance

companies and a stockbroker) will be moving short distances

within the central area.

Xflgfl&gaal maimealst

Within the 'Finance* sector building societies have more

linkages and most justification for a central site. It ie

not only a central site that ia important to them, but an

open attractive site. Building societies are comparable with

bank® in many ways. They must be well laid out, eye catching

and attractive, ao that they have customer appeal. Ho one

will invest money in a dull, run-down office. It is for these

MM. MMM. ummm M. >MM>

sites (Fig. 4.1.) so that they could be identified from as many

angles as possible. This ia why one fir® wishes to move from

the west end of George Street because the property around their

office is lowering the attraction of the site. The distribution

of finance companies in many ways helps to explain why they are

locationally footloose. A central site is important to them

because it facilitates customer contact, but there ia no pressure

them to acquire prestige sites, so their distribution is fairly
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evenly spread throughout central Edinburgh. The

stockbrokers and investment companies have least contact

and justification for C/a sites, as the Edinburgh Stock

Exchange has closed and its work transferred to Glasgow,

the stockbrokers' main looational factor has been removed.

However, one firm has strong ties with bank headquarters, so

it will remain in its present site. The investment trusts

and companies deal essentially with a national maiket,

essentially lendon, modern communications are used, and

personal contact with firms in Edinburgh is insignificant,

nevertheless, these firms have been in Edinburgh for the

longest duration, many even in the same site, so tradition

ties them to the centre. There has been little pressure on

these firms to move in any case, as they do not anticipate

any significant increase in staff to require additional

floor apace,

qoapositiop .IjOqffiUflP

The 'Insurance* sector is If far the most important of all

the groups studied. The 28 sample offices visited total 4,381

employees, 58 per cent of the combined total employment of the
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offices in the complete sample. Although there are differences

within th© ♦Insurance* sector, these are not so clear cut aa

those in 'Finance*. Th© main distinctions are not th©

differing functional roles within th© group, but the varying

types of Insurance that these companies cater for. Th© main

group is the life insurance type. They deal solely with

pensions and life cover, and tend to he located within the

vicinity of St. Andrew Square (Fig. 4.2). The general

insurance company offers ©over for fire, theft, the car and

other personal property, while the composite firm, as the

name implies, offers life insurance as well as the aforementioned

list of general insurance cover. The title 'Spec'al' insurance

was given to the companies of a friendly society nature. Many

of these firms still retain the name, but not the original

function whereby introduction to the firs was by nomination

only. These fire© are not orientated to the main George Street/

St. Andrew Square axis as the other insurance groups, and tend

to be found in the periphery of the C/a. The industrial life

insurance firms, on the ether hand, with the exception of on©

company, are firmly clustered together in the middle of George Street.



Fig.4.2 Location of INSURANCE Offices
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They operate in the same way as the life insurance companies,

but the main distinction lies in the differing markets in

which they operate. The industrial life insurance firm

caters for the lower income groups involving small premiums,

which are usually collected weekly, the life insurance

companies generally handle larger policies paid quarterly.

The brokers, the main link between the companies and the

clients, tend to be spread evenly throughout the central area,

although the majority of firms tend to be on the periphery

of the central area similar to the location of the throe brokers

interviewed.

gature of Office

Seven out of the eight life insurance firms are head offices

serving the whole of the country. The other office - a branch

office • was established in Edinburgh recently, but all of the

headquarters had been in Edinburgh throughout the century, if not

before. The majority of the other insurance groups had also

been established before the war with only the brokers boleg

a recent phenomenon. However, most of these firms are only

branch offices (brokers case into the *only office* category)

serving a local or regional market.
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MaaaalL SSaaSaa

Although, overall, the •Insurance* sector is significantly

alxrve the average else of office for the total aggregate data

(157 compared to 40) only two groups (life insurance on 427

and general and composite on 87) are above average. The

life insurance companies employ the greatest number of people

with over three-quartera of their staff being of a clerical/

secretarial nature. Much of their work is routine, involving

the drawing up of policies, cataloguing and other menial duties.

The managerial and professional sectors only total 10 per cent

of the total staff, although one firm has 17 per cent employed

in this aeotor. This executive class is almost totally male in
i

composition, whereas there is a female dominance in the clerical/

secretarial sector. The number of inspectors employed as a

percentage of total employment is low (3 per cent). This figure

varies according to the status of the office. Inspectors

operate from branch offices and many of the head offices visited

did not include inspectors in their employment table, oven

although the branch offioe, in some cases, was attached to the

main office, AS the head offices employ a large part of the
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4,381 staff, this explains the low figure recorded for

inspectors.

The composition of the composite and general insurance

firms is similar t© that of the life insurance companies, with

the exception of the numbers employed in the inspector category.

Kore inspectors are employed in this sector (9 per cent of the

total}. The other sectors hare smaller than average-sised

offices j industrial life insurance companies average 30

employees, •Special' insurance average 9 staff, while the

brokers average a meagre 4. Firsie in the industrial life

insurance and •Special* insurance groups employ a large number

of inspectors or agents, the name given to them by these firms

(63 per cent and 56 per cent of their respective labour force

total). The numbers employed in clerical/secretarial work

are small, while there is a higher than average number of

managerial staff. Most of their work involves either the

collecting of premiums from the public or the seeking of

new business - routine business is minimal. The brokers

employ an average of four people per office - two managerial

and two secretarial/clerical staff.
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! ethoda of Com^qatlop Used

As Eost of the woxk In the head offices of life insurance

companies is routine, the majority of the business is dealt

with by phone or letter. The brokers are similar in t1 at

the phone is the main method of contact, but the other groups*

business tends to be of a face to face nature, usually away

from tweir own office. In the everyday running of a life

insurance compares head office, face to face contact with

the general public is non-existent. For example, investment

and property departments use telex (all headquarters have it)

or phone to keep in touch with the national market. By the

vary nature and status of the general, composite, *Special*

and industrial life insurance firms, contact with tie public

is inevitable if new business is to be acquired. nevertheless,

one composite insurance company has closed-circuit television

and three other composite/general insurance firms anticipate

ueing modern met ode of communication in the future as well

as four life insurance companies and one *Special' insurance

company.

Face to --ace Contact Patterns

As can be soen from Table 4.2, most of the insurance

companies* contacts are with the professional sector, that is,
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firms in the •Banks1, •Legal Profession*, •Accountancy1,

•Finance* audi #Other Professional * sectors. These firms

act as agents for the insurance companies, especially life

insurance companies, oo that a vide net of clients can b®

acquired and the mutual exchange of business can be agreed

upon. The figures given for the life insurance companies

are stronger than those in Table 4.2, the linkages between these

companies and the professional sector varying between daily

and weekly contacts. This may sesra confusing since life

insurance companies were mentioned above as having little

face to face contact with other firms. However, this refers

only to bead offices. The branch offices of these life

firms acq tire the business, have most of the linkages with other

firms and then channel this information to the headquarters

far processing. The manager interviewed tended to speak far

tie whole organisation, so the functions of the branch and

head office were combined and a contact frequency given.

The general and composite insurance firms also maintain

a stronger than average contact with the professional classes

(weekly contact). As they are branch offices, contact with

the general public is strong, and a larger inspector force keeps
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in touch with clients and other agents. One industrial life

insurance company has very little contact with other firms, but

the three George Street firms have stronger links, especially

with clients, as a counter service is provided for the paying

of premiums. However, face to face contact with other firms

is not so strong (monthly) because this type of firm relies

on full-time agents to act as intermediaries between the

office and the client, to facilitate the collecting of premiums.

The professional sector*6 contact with the 'Special* insurance

group is weaker (a few times per annua) because most contacts,

like the industrial life insurance firs, are made through an

intermediary, in this case, the representative.

fcBSft&flBal iKUttBHMBdat

A central area location is necessary for meat insurance

companies (23 out of 28 giving reasons why they should be located

there). The life insurance oompaniea need a public branch

office in the centre for the convenience of clients and agents,

but in addition a central location also provides maximum

accessibility for staff. The majority of employees are

clerical or secretarial, young and more dependent on public

transport. Because of the present transport structure, all
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routets radiate from the centre and the hue station at

St. Andrew Square. Consequently, these firms* labour pool

extends throughout Edinburgh, and in many cases further afield

(Fife especially). The young office girl probably enjoys

working in the centre, where she cen shop at lunch-time,

meet new friends and commute to and from work with little

difficulty. This adds to the firms1 problems if they

wish to relocate.

The staff problem is not quite so acute for the branch

offices of these general and composite insurance firms (t e

numbers are not so large). They need a central site because

they receive constant enquiries about claims. Customer

convenience and the strong contacts with the business community

tend to tie these companies to the central area. Because

custor-era come and pay their premiums to the industrial life

insurance firms, a central area site is convenient, while firms

in the 'Special' insurance category have least reason for being

in the centre, with much of their work being carried out throughout

the region away from the office. The brokers have t'- be close

to the insurance companies, and still be convenient enough to

attract clients and passing trade.
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m&L4*2- ,F>PP iSLflat ggaSaaia nth the jagBEaBfit assteE

Clients 57.0

Banks 53.4

Legal Profession 45.5

Finance 45.5

Insurance 44.8

Accountancy 42.5

Competitors 40.5

Other Professional 35.0

Travel Agents 34.5

Associations 29.6

Office Suppliers 28.6

Construction 27.9

Property 26.6

Local Government 26.3

Advertising 22.7

Manufacturing 21.8

Business services 21.1

Central Government 16.8

Kean 34.4
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Cat of these 23 firms who need a central area location,

prestige or tradition played an important role in 18 of

these firms* locational decisions. A M.Se. thesis by

Lavson 0. McCovan on "A Study of the Importance of a Central

Area Location to Insurance Offices in Edinburgh * in 1970

revealed that prestige, followed by staff access, were the

two meet important locational factors for insurance companies

in central Edinburgh. A (Jeorge 3treet, St. Andrew Square

address still has importance for these firms, although it would

seem that veil established companies, namely, head office

firms in Edinburgh, could survive elsewhere on their good

name alone. In fact, in many eases t>is is what some of

these life insuanee head offices are being forced to do.

They are all satisfied with their present site. Indeed, the

manager of one firm showed concern tor Edinburgh as a financial

centre with the probable splintering of companies away from the

main Oeorge Ctreet/3t. Andrew Square axis. The lade of suit¬

able office space and building controls leave the life insurance

fir® with the decision of whether to remain in the centre with

offices scattered throughout the area or to move to the suburbs

with all of the organisation under one roof. (One firm who
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is moving out has a larger staff In offices away from

the main building than that in the head office itself)

AS business has boosed, more secretarial/clerical staff have

been required to cope with the increase, and further growth is

anticipated. The other groups do not compare with this

type of expansion, and in aone eases (in the general and

composite insurance groups) priming of the staff has

occurred in the cause of efficiency,

ompf rami*

Prior to these recent developments, mobility in the life

insurance field was negligible. Although there was considerable

movement in other groups, especially in *Special' insurance,

where every firm had moved in the last twenty years, most

moves covered a short distance, except for one firm which

moved from outside the eastern central area to the "est

Ettft, and another which moved out of St, Andrew Square to the

northern New Town, Other moves of note were the moving of an

industrial life insurance firm to George Street to gain more

prestige, and the moving out of a broker from Oeorgr Street

to the West End.

Future movements will be of a different character. 25 per

cent of the firas anticipate aovlzvf of these, life insurance
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companies and general and composite insurance firms will

make the moat significant moves. L&ok of space is the

crucial factor affecting the fixae* locationnl decisions, but

whereas the general/composite insurance companies will remain

In the centre (one firm consolidating itself in St. Andrew

'Tquare), three life insurance firms will move out of the

central area to Rave1ston, South Gyle and Paxkside. These

moves will take 2,500 employees out of the central area

(potentially 3,500 is five years) to sites remotely

divorced from each other. Two out of the three firms have

remained close to the centre, so that the staff turnover after

the move may not be high, but the other anticipates moving thrss

miles from the centre to the western suburbs. The lattor firm

hopes to invest in shops and other facilities in order to create

a now secondary centre. This is a promising move, as post¬

war suburban office developments have taken a westward trend,

clustering around the Corstorphine/lighthi11/3aughton area.

The centre of gravity of the place of residence of the firm's

work force is Roaebum, so a move to the west would suit most

of its staff. Nevertheless, the management are willing to
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lose some of their routine *non career* employees in the

hope that they could tap the labour pool of the west side

of the city or beyond, in Bathgate and Broxburn#

Because of planning restrictions, economic reasons are

beginning to overrule the combined factors of prestige and

a+aff accessibility in life insurance companies' decisions

to remain in the central area# However, it must be

remembered that it is only the *factory* work that is being

moved out, with the branch office maintaining contact with the

general public and the professional agents. Head offices*

contacts are essentially with London, using telex, phone and

other non-personal forms of communication. The firms of this

type who are remaining in the centre are those who have

sufficient space and property adjacent to their present

premises to expand. All the other firms are branch offices

maintaining contact with clients and agents, with the industrial

life insurance firms providing a counter service for the paying

of premiums# For convenience to customers and other firms,

a central area location is important in these cases# Firms

in the *Special* insurance group have least reason to be in the

centre, but the dispersed character of their location helps to

explain this phenomenon in any case.
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Property

Cqgfpos^t^ofl J.ocqt^pn

The functions of the •Property' sector are the factoring,

valuing and selling of residential property in the local region,

and the purchase and sale of commercial property (shops, offices

and hotels) throughout Scotland, The only differences that

exist between flrsm in this sector are that sons perform all

of these functions, while others specialise in certain aspects

of these fields# (3ee Pig. 4.3)« At the present time, these

minor functional differences have had little effect on locaticnal

patterns with the majority of firms clustering in the central

office zone, with some companies located on the periphery of

the central area.

K^re of om,9t

The main distinction between these companies is whether

they have a commercial department or not. Naturally, the

Erulti-purpose firms have both a commercial and a residential

department, but three other companies only have a commercial

department. One is a hotel agency, another a commercial

property developer, while the third only recently gave up its

residential department. Firms dealing solely with residential
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property either serve the Edinburgh area, or other outlying

districts within 30 miles of Edinburgh. The factoring of

either estates in the area or property in the city is done by

vpVuek
offices wfcaj have no other branches or head offices. The

companies involved in the surveying and valuing of residential

property are all branch offices. On the other hand, commercial

developments are involved in transactions of millions of pounds

in the buying and selling of hotels, shops and offices throughout

Scotland. Three of these firms have their head offices in the

city. However, these firms are recent arrivals in central

Edinburgh. Only one firm has been in the centre since the war,

four were established between 1945 and I960, and four others

came to Edinburgh in the last ten years. On the residential

side, the firms in factoring were well established (pre 1945)

while most of the valuers have been in Edinburgh a shorter length

of time.

The •Property* sector does not employ a large labour force.

The seventeen companies have an average of 9 per office, which is

significantly below the overall average. The multi-purpose

offices employ more than this (19 per office), but the two

largest firms only have a staff of 49 and 30. The sale/female
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ratio is fairly even with most of the sales having a

managerial or professional status and the women being

employed as secretarial staff. 50 per cent of the firms

visited were unhappy with the quality of staff recruited

and found particular difficulty in acquiring good surveyors

and other professional staff.

jBgi&gfliof Smaalaatom Saatk

The telephone and correspondence are the main methods of

communication for the multi-purpose offices. Nevertheless,

personal contact is very important to the residential departments

with prospective clients viewing the advertisements of houses for

sal© before making enquiries. The valuer does a good deal of

his work away from the office, while the factor is either

visited at the public office or inspects old and potentially new

property outside the office. The small agencies do moat of their

work in the office with clients making enquiries about different

types of property. New means of coramnciationa are not seen

to be forthcoming in the property field (only on® envisaging this).

Most work is done either personally or by phone or letter, so

few firms have telex (one) or private line telephones (one).
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Both these firms have links with the south or abroad

ao modern cos-surdcat ion techniques are more important

to them tlian most companies,

am feLZaai fiaanat ZaS&xm aa& koatkmX samisamalA

5©cau3e of its sise and limited function, the *Property*

sector is near the bottom of the table for *total* contacts in

central Edinburgh, Nevertheless, contacts are strong with

the close knit community with whom property firms associate,

so 'Property* appears well up the table in the individual sector

ratings (compare Tables 3.7 and 3,10).

As can be seen from Sable 4,3, the main contacts are

with the 'Finance' sector and the legal profession, with the

rest of the professional classes not far behind, Much of their

work has already been explained in connection with the building

societies* cross linkages with the 'Property*, 'Legal Profession'

and 'Insurance' sectors. All functional categories within the

sector have strong contacts with the legal profession because

lawyers provide the link in all transactions whether buying,

selling or valuing the property, (One fir® has a private line

to its lawyers.) A central location is essential for most of
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these seventeen firms. 3nall agencies (on© speaking from

experience, having seen in a remote site outside the central

area) find business easier to attract and maintain if customers

throughout the city can find them in the centre. The valuers

have contact with building societies and lawyers, while the

factorial offices have a cash room which is more convenient

for customers in the centre. The residential departments of

the multi-purpose firms require an attractive central site.

Similar to a building society, they must choose eye catching

sites where the pedestrian can easily find thea (one is just
aro<.s\<\

off Princes Street, while three others cluster along thej'uoJr.cA
arvA

Seorge Street/Banever Street ). The commercial aide

of the business has the least pressure on it for a central

area location as most of the business is don© by phone or letter.

However, it is unlikely that these firms will split up their

departments when they can have the® under one roof in the centre.

mxvt

Although growth rates in the •Property* sector have been

fairly insignificant, the two largest firms have increased their

staff from 7 to 30 (329 per cdnt increase) and 22 to 39 (80

per cent increase) in the last ten years, and expect these figures
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?able 4.3. ?ag» to, ,fq<ya CgqtftQtft v^th the Property' ^qftoy.

Clients 60.0

Banks 52*6

Legal Profession 47.6

Finance 45.3

Property 41.2

Competitors 41.2

Other Professionals 10#9

Office Suppliers 39.7

Insurance 39«4

Local Government 39.4

Construction 35.3

Accountancy 34.4

Business Services 31.5

Travel Agents 29.7

Associations 27.1

central Government 37.1

Advertising 23.0

Manufacturing 20.9

Mean 37#6
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to rise to 37 and 45 respectively, in the next five years,

these firms will have to move in the near future because of

lack of space, and in one case (the firm in the Jest End)

to consolidate scattered offices. Cne other nulti-purpos©

firs intends to move within the next five years. This is the

firs in the northern periphery of the central area. This

location is inconvenient because it is not receiving sufficient

prestige in its present site. This trend is a continuation

of what has happened in the last ten years. Two multi¬

purpose firms have already moved from the JJest End to George

ntreet for similar reasons. to the other hand, significant

changes occurred in other aspects of the property field.

Although distances moved were small, some single function

firms moved out of George street or moved further away from

prestige sites in the central area because of high rents and

rates. The firm which gave up the residential sidle of the

troainess saw no further reason for remaining in a prestige

George Street site, and moved into a second floor office in an

adjaoent street.*
Fifteen out of the seventeen companies are satisfied with

their present location. Of the two who axe dissatisfied, one

1. Rateable values are usually lower in streets that cross George
Street. However, this depends on the age and condition of
the office premises. Ground floor offices have a higher
rateable value than offioes on other floors.
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is the fir® on the northern periphery tifco intends to koto

into George Stfeet. The other fir® deals exclusively with

the selling of one make of house. It will soon be moving tc

Ingliston next to its show houses, where it will have no cot

parking problems. Five out of the fifteen companies are

satisfied with their location, but may move in the next five

years. Two multi-purpose firaa will consolidate their position

by acquiring prestige sites. The firm, at present in the

West End, will move towards the main centml office zona

while a company, which is no further than twenty yards; from

George Street wants to move into that street. A factorial

firm anticipates moving, having aire dy moved out of George

Street to Hanover Street in the last fifteen years. Although

the organisation will remain in the central area, no specific

preferred location was given. However, the companies only

concerned in commercial developments foresee a movement from

this main central zone. The property developer is going

to move out to a site in the northern suburbs, which is one of

its own speculative developments. The firm, which gave up the

residential ail® of its business after moving out of George

Street, is going further out - to the West Bad, in the next
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few years. The other commercial enterpise, the hotel

agents, may move if the conditions are suitable, but the firm

will remain in the central area,

A two-way system is beginning to develop. The multi¬

purpose organisations arc hoping to consolidate their position

in prestige sites along George Street, while the single

function firms, although remaining in the central area, will

continue their trend of aovin away from George .'Street. The

commercial departments of the multi-purpose office can operate

just as efficiently away from these prestige sites, but it

is doubtful if any of these firms will split up their office.

However, the single functional units who specialise in commercial

property have begun to move to the edu-e of the central area

or to the suburbs. Their linkages, especially with the

general public, are not so strong as those of firms specialising

in residential property. Telephone and even telex, with one firm,

are the main methods of contaet used, compared to face to face

contacts by the residential companies. Therefore, a central

location is imperative to firms dealing with residential

property, but not so important for commercial property companies,

although they still prefer a location in the central area.
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The legal Profession

Location

The legal profession is closely tied to the central area.

Of all the sectors it has the strongest linkages and most

reasons for a central area location. Although only 26 out

of 184 firms in the centre were visited, 180 of these companies

are located north of the Princes Street/Rutland Square axis.

The other four are located in the south-east (see Figure 4.4).

However, these firms operate in much the same way as the others

and, as the courts are south of Princes Street, they are, in

sone aspects, better placed. The present locational pattern

is Victorian in character. Until the late eighteenth century,

the residential population and business enterprises were all

clustered in the old town. With the building of Craig's Hew

Town most of the professional classes and their businesses

moved north across the lor' Loch. This characteristic has

been maintained up to the present day with the majority of

legal firms and other professional firms being located in the

Hew Town and the Test Hndj the four other firm are a residue

of the pattern of development in the eighteenth century.
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Nature of 0"fice

All legal firms come into the 'only office' category

with moat of their work covering either the local area or the

whole of ".cotland, for the Court of Session in Edinburgh is

Scotland's principal court. Sena of the laager firms (over

50 employees) cover a wider area with clients south of the

border. 23 of the firms have been established before 1945,

and the five others have been the product of mergers and split

partnerships, so they are not as recent as the figures imply.

Continuity is a characteristic of this sector, and only 5 of

the 28 firms have been founded since 1945.

Cqploypeqt nt^ctn^e

A firm on average employs 16 staff, although this varies

in the sample from 1 to 55. Only recently two of the larger

firms (not in the sample) announced their intentions to merge,

which would give them a total of 22 partners and approximately

130 other staff. Amalgamations have been common in the last

few years, so it is possible that the number of firms will

decrease whilst the average size of firm will increase.

A firm with a staff of 16 has the following structure:-
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rerale

artners 3

Assistants (qualified) 1

lecretarial 6

Clerical 1 4

Apprentices 1

Total 6 10

These proportions are fairly representative for the sample

firms, for example, firms with a staff of 50 will have 7

partners, 7 assistants and 3 or 4 apprentices, the remainder

being secretarial/clerical staff. The smaller firs will

have no apprentices and often as not no qualified assistants

either. In the above case the three partners will specialise

in either court work, conveyancing or trust and executry. The

assistant will fill one of these roles without being an active

member of the ootapany in terms of shared profits. The

apprentice qualifies after two years practical training and in

some oases is not replaced. let all of these professionally

trained employees only provide a small percentage of the

total work force of the firm. Most of t he staff are clerical
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or secretarial workers (65 per cent). Legal firs® have

a large typing pool while the senior clerk (usually sale)

administers the cash room with his assistants. It is the

routine staff that the management find most difficult to

recruit. 10 out of the 28 firms had difficulty recruiting

suitable etaff. The market is glutted with this type of

worker, but it is not the availability of staff that is the

problem, but the quality of staff. Staff turnover is high in

this category because the larger organisations, namely insurance

companies, could offer higher rates of pay.

Hethod of Comraunic tlon Used

Although phone or letter is given as the main method of

contact used by legal firms, face to face contact is very

important in the day to day running of the firm. As can be

seen from Tables 3.7 and 3.10, the legal profession has very

strong linkages with the rest of the business community in

Edinburgh. As a sector, the 'Legal Profession' has the

highest contact score, with these contacts outlined in Table 4.4.

The private messenger (usually the office girl) commutes daily

with letters to the business sector in the central area
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(visually to other lawyers and advocates). The legal

profession is a close-knit community and daily contact is

maintained by firms in all aspects of their work. The Courts

and Register House are probably the main linkage factors for

the legal profession, tying then to the central area. Some

firms do not do court work, but they are in the minority and

are smaller than the average sire of firm. However, they

are tied to the centre for other reasons, for example, in

conveyancing, linkages with the building societies are strong

as has been stressed already. All of the professional sectors

are strongly linked, so that a mutual exchange of business can

be carried out. This is particularly strong wit- the insurance

companies as the legal profession act as agents on their behalf.

yff^ce Hobil^y

Because of these linkages and the necessity for a central

looation, office mobility would be expected to be of little

significance. There is no demand for office space with 24 out

of the 28 firms anticipating no significant change in staff,

while the other 4 can only foresee small changes. In the last
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twenty years, only 30 per cent of the firms moved premises,

and those were all short distance moves (sore roving to premises

in the mm street). Only 5 out of the 28 firms will move

within five years and all of thera gave the same reason for

moving - amalgamations. However, all of the firms are

satisfied with their present location, but eight firms may

move if suitable accomodation came on to the market. Bo¬

one wished to move out of the central area and two firms tentatively

suggested that they may move as far as the edge of the centra: area

or to the *Inner Suburbs'.

TJnlike legal firms in other major cities of Scotland,

Edinburgh solicitors are more tied to the central area because

of their dependence on the Court of Session. Nevertheless,

eonveyancing and trust and ezecutry tend to tie a firm to the

business centre and the linkage patterns bear out this view.

Office mobility is negligible and any future moves will be

within the central area in any case. Six years ago, a firm

moved from the centre to Bruntsfield in the 'Inner suburbs'

zone. This was considered to be a radical move, and many of

this film's business associates have expressed dissatisfaction

with the new location because they are not within walking distance.
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Table 4.4. Face to Fags goptacts vjlfh the legal Pff>fesyfr»n

Clients 60.0

Banks 59.1

Competitors 56.6

Legal Profession 56.6

Central Government 56,3

Insurance 46.8

Finance 46.8

Accountancy 41.3

Other Professionals 41,3

Local Government 40*9

Offioe Suppliers 40,0

Property 38.0

Business Services 36*6

Associations 35.0

Construction 28.8

Travel Agents 27.0

Advertising 29.9

Manufacturing 20.1

Mean 42.2
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. ccountanoy

Location

The 21 accountancy firms in the sample show a more

clustered locational pattern than that of the le ;al firms

(compare Figs, 4.4 and 4.5). Whereas the legal firms are

widely distributed throughout the central area, aoeoimtants

are found on the edge of the central area in the northern

peripheral sone, or in the Vest End. In some cases they have

converted hotels and clubs for office use, but the renovation

of older offices and residential premises has been more common

along the commercial - residential transition sone. The larger

accountancy firm, in some instances, has taken over blocks of

offices adjacent to each other before carrying out the necessary

renovation. One firm completely rebuilt old office premises in

Abercromby Plaoe.

-Lture of Office

The office characteristics of accountancy and legal firms

are very similar, but the small differences that exist between

the two help to explain their differing looational patterns.

Moot firms have been established in Edinburgh since 1945

(18 out of 21) and two-thirds of the sample total are



Fig.4.5 Location of ACCOUNTANCY
Offices
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independent companies, that is, come into the 'only office*

category. Two firms are head offices with other branches in

the local region, and fire other companies are branch offices of

southern based accountants. So, unlike the legal profession,

who had a high proportion of firms serving only the city of

Edinburgh, the accountants* main sphere of influence is either

regional or national.

"mloyment Structure

This was as fellows j~

Hale Female

Partners 4 -

''ualified Assistants 5 -

Secretarial - 5

Clerical (Senior) 3 4

Clerical (Junior) 1 1

Apprentices 6 1

Total 19 11

The accountancy firm is, on average, larger than the

legal firm, and the staff breakdown has a different composition.
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The routine clerical, secretarial class is in the minority

(47 per cent compared to the 'Legal Profession's1 65 per cent)

with the number of apprentices being considerably higher.

A C,A, apprentice has a longer course (five years) than a

lawyer, and has to pass exams to qualify. So, in practice,

many so-called apprentices know the practical side of the

business exceptionally well, but are not fully qualified.

Consequently, the figure for apprentices ia appreciably

higher. However, although the etaff structure in proportional

terms is fairly representative in the legal profession throughout

the range of size of firm, this is not the case with accountancy

firms. This can probably be explained by the range of size

of accountancy firms (from 1 - 90). The larger firms (five

have a staff of 60 or more) tend to employ more apprentices

(one has 24), while there is no significant hierarchical

increase in secretarial or clerical staff as the firm's size

increases. This can be explained by the nature of the firm and

the work it carries out, for example, the larger firms are branch

offices and some of the routine work may be delegated to head

office. Cn the other hand, the smaller firm which in most

cases has a larger routine than a skilled labour force, may
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have to employ a fixed number of clerical vorkers to maintain

a certain level of business. (as in economics, this can be

classed as a 'fixed1 cost because additional skilled personnel

and increased business may require few, if any, additional

routine workers.) Recruitment is a difficulty for the legal

profession, but only 3 out of 21 accountants thought that

staff was not easy to recruit.

liethods of Communication Used

The main method of contact that firms use depends on the

nature of the office itself. The smaller firm serving the

local area usually has clients coming to its office with their

books, but the larger fins sends out a large proportion of its

qualified staff and apprentices to conduct audits up and down the

country. On visiting an accountancy fins which employed a staff

of 90, only 30 personnel were working in the office that day (they

were the administrative staff).

Pace to Face Contact i ntterns

Although accountants did not think they had to be in close

proximity to any particular office, their linkages with the

business community in the centre are quite important. (Table 4.5.)
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As in th» legal profession, private messenger is a key method

of communication. (This is a good indicator for strong personal

contact in th© centre.) Accountancy linkages are, as expected,

stronger with the rest of the professional community (this

includes ♦Finance* and *Insurance*) than with any other type

of firm. Contact with th© Inland Revenue and the Registrar's

Office is in many cases daily, so t his explains the high rating

for 'Central Government'•

Office Mobility

In the last ten years only one-third of the offices had

moved premises and, although three of these moves were short

distance ones, the remainder showed a significant movement

away from the main central office zone to th© outer peripheral

sane. The larger firms had notable increases in staff

(23 to 69. 35 to 60, 17 to 49) so either lad: of apace, the

consolidation of scattered offices or the inadequacies of their

old building were given as reasons for moving out of the core

of the central area. However, few firms anticipate any

significant increase in personnel in the next five years, and this

is reflected in the number of firms who anticipate moving in

the future (enly 3 out of 21). These are small to intermediate -
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sized firms who are finding the increase in rateable values

and the inadequate car parking facilities uneconomical for

their business. Two out of these three companies are happy

with their present location. However, these two accountancy

firms may more to the edge of the *Inner Suburbs'. The

other firm, although unhappy with its present location, docs not

wish to move out of the central area. Tradition is the main

reason for this firm remaining in its present site. Never*#

theless, some movement out3ide the central area could be a

possibility in the future. Three other firms do not

anticipate moving in five years'time, but if conditions are

suitable, two would move to the suburbs (a suburb~n house

not too far away from the centre was mentioned), while the

other ie willing to uove to the 'Inner Suburbs'.

Unlike the legal profession, accountants do not have the

same tying factors which make a central location absolutely

essential. There has been a gradual move outwards from the

core of the central area in the Inst ten years, and this

trend looks as though it will continue into the inner suburbs

in the future. Although some of the accountant's work is done

away from the office, linkages with the business community in the
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centre are still iaportant enough for relocation decisions

to be considered in terms of travelling tine from the centre.

Table 4.5. ?a(^ to Face Contacts with tfte'Accountancy Sgctor.

Clients 59.5

Banks 56.0

Central Government 53.6

Legal Profession 51.4

Finance 45.7

Insurance 44.3

Accountancy 43.6

Competitors 43.6

Office Suppliers 39.0

Associations 35.7

Other Professionals 55.0

Travel Agents 34.5

Property 32.1

Local Government 29.8

Business Services 27.6

Manufacturing 25.5

Construction 24.5

Advertising 16.4

Mean 38.8
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Other Professional

Location and Composition

Unlike legal and accountancy firms, firms in the 'Other

Professional' sector have only recently been established in

central Edinburgh. They have a high degree of office mobility -

continuing the movement to the suburbs which has occurred over tb

last few years. 24 firms were visited, the sample comprising 2

town planning consultants, 5 surveyors, 9 architects and 8

consulting engineers. These firms are evenly spread throughout

the main office zone in the central area (Figure 4.6).

,r>itff?, ,.o.t

Host of the firms are independent, but five of the engineers

and two of the town planners are part of national organisations

(two engineering firms have their head office in Edinburgh).

To, although these firms serve the whole of the eountry, the

majority of the firms cover the regional or Scottish market.

This professional sector is not so well established as the others

Only 10 out of the 24 firms were established before the war, 4

ware created in the intermediate era, 1945—59, and the remainder

came to Edinburgh within the last ten years. All sir of the
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branch offices were set up in the last fifteen years, while

five new firms were created. The engineering firms (seven out

of eight were established since 1945) and the planners were

the groups who have been in Edinburgh for tie shortest duration.

Although the average size of firm is small (19), one

engineering head office employs 126 and another surveying

firm lias a staff of 70, Overall, the surveyors ad engineers

employ a larger labour force than the architects and planners

(on average 25 compared to 12), One feature that trey all

have in common is the predominance of a skilled male labour

force. Most firms have a ratio of 4ft with the female staff

being almost totally secretarial. The numbers of technical

staff are high because, if the draughtsmen, engineers or

surveyors are unqualified, they were classed as technical (they

comprised one-third of the total labour force with most firms),

fro foods of Computation Used

Telephone, correspondence and visiting away fro® the office

are the main methods of communication used by firms in this sector.

Although the engineers and the planners tend to work away from the

office, they have the more recent methods of communication installed
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in their office (one engineering firm has telex, while a

planning office and a consulting engineer have a private

line to each other),

Face to face contacts are important, with the 'Other

Prof saional* sector appearing high in all the contact tables

(Tables 3.7, 3,9 and 3,10), Iocationally, 38 per cent of the

firms do not have to be close to any particular firm, while a

similar percentage stressed the importance of linkages with

firms in the sane sector, for example, architects, surveyors

and engineers are all closely knit on the same building project

and are mutually dependent each other. Table 4,6 shows the

linkages that firms in the 'Other Professional' category have

with other sectors, 'Construction' heads the list because it

is the builder who tenders most of the sub-contracting to the

engineers, architects and surveyors, 'local Government1 and

'Central Government* contacts are important for two reasons.

In some cases the firms are actually employed by the Government

on contracts, in other cases they have to meet goverznent

departments to discuss planning proposals,

ffflce T'obility and the Demand for Cffjoe Gpace

Staff changes over the last ten years have tended to vary
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a great deal. Recently there has been a contraction in the

amount of work tendered in the building industry, 30 there has

been less work for this sector. Employment has suffered in

son® cases, especially the architects, but the larger firms

have continued to expand. However, the companies hope that

this lean spell is now behind them, and no-one anticipates

a decrease in staff in the future, although large increases

are not envisaged either. Some of these firms gave the

reason 'lack of space* for moving to their present premises.

Mobility was not very important in the last ten years, but

this can probably be explained in that about hfl3f of t'tese

firms have only been in Edinburgh for twelve years or loss, so

they may be recent arrivals to their present site. However,

all of the surveyors moved in the last ten years, with four

out of the nine architects, two out of eight engineers, and

one out of two planners also moving. These moves were

all within the central area, but with no clearly defined

pattern.

■ ^ a im

In the next five years 50 per cent of the firms anticipate

moving.Whereas all of the surveyors moved premises in the last
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Table 4.6. %o Fflg? C.pqtfifftB Vl\k tttt QtUfflT Frjfr^opfll
JSftflte*

Clients 54.6

Construction 53.1

Banks 52.5

Local Government 44.8

Central Government 41.7

Office Suppliers 40.8

Competitors 38.3

Other Professional 37.9

Legal Profession 36.7

Property 36.0

Travel Agents 34.6

Accountancy 33.5

Business Services 32.7

Insurance 30.0

Associations 29.8

Finance 29.6

Manufacturing 29.0

advertising 10.4

Mean 37.0
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ten years, none of them anticipates a now in the future.

rchitects and engineers are the groups with moat mobility.

As much of their work is done away from the office (often

at the site), car transport is imperative to their business,

so it is not surprising that inadequate car parking facilities1

was the main reason given for V ese firms wanting to move. The

Corporation has introduced new proposals which extend the

metered zone to an area of 4r square miles. So even the firms

on the periphery of the central area will be affected by these

measures. The increase in rent and rates was also mentioned,

so it is clear that it is becoming uneconomic for these firms

to remain in the centre.

UstfaxaA,
S-

22 out of the 24 firms are satisfied with their present

location, but only 58 per cent of them require a central area

site for their business. This is the third lowest figure of

all the sectors (Table 3.12). Already several consulting

engineers and architects have moved out of the centre, occupying

castles and country mansions in peripheral locations (see Pig. 3.4).

This trend looks as though it will continue, although surveyors

show a reluctance to move away. Only two surveyors would
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consider moving, and this would only occur if the conditions

are suitable at the time. Phren at that, movement would only

involve short distances to the edge of the *Inner Suburb s'

zone. Architects are different. Two firms are dissatisfied

with their location, one indicating they would move to the

north-west suburbs, while the other may move to the suburbs

(without stating a preferred location). Four other architects

prefer their present site, but anticipate moving in five year s'

time. Their preferred locations vary markedly. One did not

specify a site, while another is moving to the north edge of the

•Inner Suburbs' to a converted warehouse. In this case moving

out of the centre could have been a solution, but, because two

of the firm's secretarial staff come from East Lothian, it did

not wish to lose them by moving to a remote site. The third firm

may move to the southern suburbs, while the other firm gave a

whole range of possible sites both in the central area and the

suburbs. The t-pe of site that is sought has 'character',

so that a suitable image can be maintained. Two other

architects could not foresee a movement within five years, but

they may move to either the northern suburbs or Bruntsfield, in

the treat of the 'Inner Suburb s' zone, if the present parking

problem is aggravated.
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Pour consulting engineers may move in the future. Of

these, one firm's intention to move is speculative, but the

three other firms are more likely to move within the next few

years. One move could be to the edge of the central area,

tut the others involve greater distances (to Kings Buildings

or the south-west suburbs). Both planners would definitely

be moving in the near future. One is moving back to the

south-east of England, as the firm has a temporary base in

Edinburgh to carry out a project for the Corporation, The

other needs new premises because of the cramped conditions in

its present site. However, its contacts with the property

field are strong, so the organisation would be moving, if

anything, nearer to the core of the central area.

Firms in the 'Other Professional* sector are more dynamic

than firms from the other professional categories. They

are more recent arrivals to Edinburgh, and are still foot¬

loose when making their locational decisions. Although their

linkages are important in the centre, much of their work is

done away from the office, and representatives from many firms

did not think a central area location essential. However,

economic considerations are making many firms decide to leave
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the centre; restrictive oar parking measures and future

rental increases could be important in accelerating this

process further.

Manufacturing Offices

Location and Composition

The sample taken in the study reflects the analysis of

Edinburgh's employment structure in Chapter 2. With the

'Professional', 'Banking*, 'Insurance' and 'Government' seetors

accounting for most of the employment, 'Manufacturing' was fairly

insignificant. Whereas most European capital cities have a

high percentage of manufacturing firms' headquarters and a more

even distribution of employment (by sector), Edinburgh has none

of these characteristics, for Glasgow is the commercial capital

of Scotland. In Edinburgh's industrial structure, Pood, Brink

and Tobacco were the main employers in the Manufacturing category,

and this is endorsed in the sample, 25 firms were visited and

three types of firm were identified: the alcoholic beverage

industry, offices associated with the building trade and the

miscellaneous manufacturing office, representing any firm

classified as Manufacturing in the Standard Industrial Classification
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1968. Their distribution is mainly confined to small office

suites and other converted premises located in clusters in the

main central office zone, especially in the West End (see Fig. 4.7).

hoctytiofl of Factories and v/qrehouse?

All of the firms are attached organisationally to ware¬

houses or manufacturing plants. Out of the 279 firms in the

complete sample, only 53 have any links with these non-office

establishments (see Table 4.7) further endorsing this

administrative structure which Edinburgh maintains. In the

alcoholic beverage group, one firm represents several breweries

located in London and Dublin, while the other five companies

are involved in the whisky trade. The whisky industry has several

distinct processes from distilling to blending and maturing,

and finally, bottling. The largest firm, D.C.L. has its

distilleries within the Edinburgh area, one in the centre

employing 571 and the other at Kirkliston with a staff of 333.

toother branch office of an international distillers has its

main distilleries in Speyside, but its warehouse for distribution

is in Livingston. The smaller firms are more concerned with

the blending and bottling aspects of the business, and have

their main warehouses at LrLth and other ports, while the
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bottling plants are within close proximity of Edinburgh

(Newbridge and Airdrie). Out of the five firms who act

as suppliers to the construction industry, four have

quarries and manufacturing plants in the Borders or North

England. The only exception to this is an agent for wooden

houses - the manufactured product coming from Devon,

Copenhagen or Norway. In the miscellaneous manufacturing

category, six firms had their main plant in the South East, three

in North West England, one in Grimsby with the other four in

Scotland. One interesting feature is that the two office

supplies firms have their main factories at East Kilbride and

Cumbernauld (two of Scotland^ new towns).

Nature of Offioe

The whisky industry has a large overseas market and three

out of the six alcoholic beverage firms serve areas abroad.

Two of them are head offices, while the other is an independent

firm who bottles and blends for the international market. The

other firms are branch offices, one, representing Harp Lager

and Guinness, is responsible for sub-offices throughout

Scotland. These offices are regional sales offices covering

the whole of Scotland. Two of these three branch offices have
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been recently established in Edinburgh, coning to the city

within the last five to seven years, whereas all of the others

have been in the city for over 30 years (or in some cases for

centuries).

Tqble 4t,7, jflgp, ^ttacfted to ISon-Cfficc Puqclflons

(a) (b) (c) (a)
Firms who are Urms Firms
not attached attached attached attached to
-co non-office to to ware- a manufact-

Finance

functions

21

Insurance 28

Property 17

Legal 28

Accountancy 21

Other Professional 24

Itcnufacturing 5

Construction 11

Travel Agents 5

Business Services 13

Advertising

Associations

Government

Banks

10

25

6

17

sho£ house or uring plqqt
store

5

7

2

1

20

2

1

4

22

28

17

28

21

24

25

21

7

20

10

26

12

18

TOTALSi (a) 226} (b) 1} (c) 18} (d) 34} GRAND TCTAL: 279
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Table 4.8. Fftce to F,ace Cgqtgcta Kj^h jftgJtoBMtiS&iSiM

Clients 55.4

Balers 41.4

Other Professional 40.8

Travel Agents 34.4

Construction 34.2

Competitors 31.8

Manufacturing 31.8

Central Government 30.6

Associations 29.8

Office Suppliers 29.6

Local Government 29.2

Insurance 26.6

Legal Profession 25.2

Accountancy 23.0

Business Services 22.4

Property 20.4

Finance 19*0

Advertising 16.4

Mean 30.1
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Meet of the other firms are branch offlees serving Edinburgh,

Fife and the Borders, or in some eases the whole of Scotland.

However, a firm which manufactures loose leaf covers is a

branch office responsible for sub-offices. The factory is an

the ground floor where accessibility for unloading is easier,

the offices being located on the third floor. Five offices

have established new branches in Edinburgh within the last ten

to fifteen years (one in the building trade, four in the

miscellaneous category) and two others (miscellaneous) have

moved their regional sales office from Glasgow to Edinburgh.

Employment Structure

•Manufacturing1 has the lowest average num'er of staff

per office (12) than any other sector. This figure would be

lower if the alcoholic beverage sector is omitted. Of ths

companies interviewed, this group has an average of 25 staff/office,

the building merchants 4, and the miscellaneous oategoiy 8.

In some cases these firms have a small office staff, but a large

tradesman staff who work from the office servicing the

manufactured product, for example, two lift companies. The

numbers for B.C.L. should be considerably higher than the

figure given (50). This is the number of staff working at the
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administrative head office. Throughout the West End,

Distillers have a total of 337 employees (larger than the

total for 'Manufacturing* altogether) spread out over

nine offices. They have two smaller offices in the East

End employing 26. These offices all perform head o fice

functions, including share registration, computing, pensions,

investment, insurance and production, but they act as self

contained individual units. Naturally, a high percentage

of skilled staff is required for much of this work, but about

40 per cent of the total staff is secretarial or clerical,

dealing with orders, registration and other routine tasks.

The builder's merchants employ two professional staff with

secretaries, whereas the other manufacturing categories place

more emphasis on technical or sales force staff.

Method of Communication Used

Telephone, correspondence and visiting away from the office

are the main methods of communication used by firms in the

•Manufacturing' sector. The larger firm with head office

functions has much administrative business to conduct, while

the branch office tries to promote the company in its region, so

its representatives and other sales staff are out in the field
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seeking new business. Telex is used by the head offices

of the whisky firms, so that orders can be taken throughout

the country and abroad, and two other firms have telegraphic

addresses. Representatives have few meetings with members

of other organisations at their own office. Some representatives

of miscellaneous manufacturing firms have no face to face eontact

at all with other firms at their Edinburgh office.

Face to Pace Contact Patterns

*Manufacturing' firms score consistently low in tables

3.7, 3.9 and 3.10, which show contacts with other firms.

wft-e
When two diagrams ... j drawn based on face to face contacts

and necessity of a central area location, 'Manufacturing*

was on the periphery (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). In the table

of contacts (Table 4.8) 'Manufacturing' has weak linkages with

most firms - with only 'Other Professional', 'Travel Agents'

and *Construction' being of any significance. Builders'

agents are responsible for the high figure for 'Other

Professional' and 'Construction', with architects being the

main clients in their business, 'Travel Agents' receive

a higfr rating because key managerial staff travel to London

and abroad with regular frequency to attend conferences -
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especially in the whisky trade. However, only 44 per cent of the

firms gave any reasons for having a central area location (the

lowest figure of all the sectors). The builders* agents

require a central location because of their linkages with

architects and surveyors, while two firms in lift manufacturing

need a central site so that servicing of lifts throughout the

city is more convenient. Office suppliers need a central site

for similar reasons - so that distribution is easier, plus

the added inducement of a good passing trade.

Although linkages with the 'Manufacturing' sector are

weak, some exceptions do exist. D.C.L's administrative

office does not have important linkages, but if the whole of the

head office departments are considered together, daily contact

with most types of firm would occur. The two office suppliers

firms also have stronger linkages with the business community

than the other manufacturing firms because all offices are

dependent on this type of firm at some time or another, for

example, office suppliers on 36.2 come high up in Table 3.7

on face to face contacts with the 279 offices visited.

Office Kofri^lij

Although 14 out of the 25 firms moved premises in the last
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twenty years, these roves were the shortest observed from

any sector (firms often moved along the same street or to

adjacent streets). The main reasons given were that their

office was required by the firm who owned the property, so

they had to look for new premises. This trend is continuing,

and is one of the main reasons along with increasing rents

or rates and car parking complaints, for firms anticipating

to move in the future,

22 out of 25 firms are happy with their present location.

The three dissatisfied firms are moving within the yaari a
*

whisky firm is moving out to its warehouse at Airdrie, a

building agent is going to Korningside (southern suburbs)

and a paper machinery company is moving out to Currie in

south-west Edinburgh. Cf the firms who are satisfied with

their location but anticipate a move, only one intends to

remain in the centre (a building agent). One building

manufacturer may close its .Edinburgh office to operate from

its quarry at Gorebridge. Two other manufacturing offices may

move to Bruntsfiold and the outer south-west suburbs. Two

of the larger firms (including D.C.L.) are giving some

consideration to a move in the future. D.C.L. operates very

well at the moment with all its offices in close proximity to each
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other. However, if departments expand and require more

space, it is possible that the company may require a large

building to consolidate these scattered offices. Hie

loose leaf cover firm has the problem that vertical integration

is not so efficient as horizontal organisation. It is a

possibility that the firm could move to an industrial estate

in the suburbs away from its old fashioned building in the

centre.

As the two largest firms in the sample appear to be happy

in their present sites and all but one firm in the whisky

industry will remain in the central area, it is unlikely that the

•Manufacturing* sector will have much effect on office location

patterns in Edinburgh. Although rauoh of their work is done

away from the office, linkages are weak and there is not much

necessity for a central location. Most offices are so small

that the leasing of small office suites in the centre is more

practical to the firm in its business.

St, Cuthbert's Co-operative

One firm which is difficult to categorise into any

particular functional group is nt. Cuthbert's Co-operative,

whose main attachment is to retail establishments as opposed
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to warehouses and manufacturing plants. The firm's head

office is in Tollcross, Edinburgh, employing 150 employees•

About 90 per cent of the staff is clerical in character,

60 per cent female. The client tends to come to the office,

so that queries about dividends can be clarified. Telex and

private line telephone are also used, vindicating the

administrative function of this office. Locattonally, the

office is well placed, so that it can serve the shops in the

city and the satellite towns nearby. There is no pressure

to move because of lack of space (the firm decreasing in

staff from 230 to 150 in ten years) so, in terms of locational

patterns in the city, St. Cuthbert's will maintain the status

quo.

Construction

I^tiop ftfid Composition

The sample of twenty 'Construction* firms included

building contractors, sub-contractors and other Individual

firms involved in the installation of household appliances.

Roofing, flooring, ventilating, heating and glassing are all

important aspects in the construction industry so, although
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contractors make up the majority of the sample, these other

groups have not been neglected in the analysis. The firms

arc quite widely dispersed throughout the central area

(Figure 4.8) with one noticeable cluster - at the Uest Eat.

The three firms in the hon-office' zone in the south central

area are small companies involved in roofing and flooring, and are

located away from the main office zone, so that they can have

adequate space adjacent to the office for the storing of their

materials and samples.

linkages with flon-Offjce nsfrafrlfofrffepts

As in 'Manufacturing', firms in the 'Construction* sector

are also attached organisationally or physically to non-office

establishments. All building contractors have sites and

temporary yards wherever they happen to be building at the time.

However, this is not classed as a linkage with non-office

establishments, as it is not en a permanent basis. Only the

larger firms have a permanent yard which is a base for various

deparsents (one in the north-west suburbs of Edinburgh, another

at Bo'ness). Tie sub-contractors are attached to warehouses

and manufacturing plants. The smaller firm has a store for the

collection of materials for local jobs. Some of the larger
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companies receive the manufactured product direct from the

factory (one in Glasgow, one in iighthill) although in the

former*s case (central heating appliances) a large showroom/

store houses the product.

Nature of Office

Firms in the construction industry have only re ently been

established in Edinburgh (seventeen out of the twenty firms

coming here since 1945). In the last fifteen years, five branch

offices have been opened in Edinburgh, while si* new firms have

been erected, two of which are head offices. Another firm moved

its office from Bo'ness to Edinburgh in the hope that more

business would be forthcoming in a more prestigious area.

Most of the offices are branch offices; the six companies in

tve *only office* category are either local sub-contractors

or small private building contractors. Two head offices are

contractors, one in building, the other civil engineering, while

another two are involved in the installation of central heating

appliances. One of these firms serves the whole of the United

Kingdom, but overall the sub-contractors only cover the local

region with the main contractor's serving the whole of Scotland.
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Arsployment structure

318 people are employed by firms in the •Construction*

sector, 207 of which are male employees. The average figure

is low (15) but once again a few exceptions have to be

explained. Two firms have more than one office in the centre,

eo the staff totals recorded from the sample offices visited were

not representative of these firms1 total office employment in

the central area. One firm is a head office, so the tetal of

95 (representing the administrative office) has a high percentage

of clerical staff (about two-fifths). The firm1® other office,

with 125 employees, is more representative of the branch office

construction contractor, with 66 per cent skilled male staff -

comprising surveyors, architects and engineers. It has a smaller

percentage of routine staff.

Petfood^ of Compn^iqa^Qfl ffsed

The *Construction* sector is always in the bottom half of

the face to face contact tables (see Tables 3.7, 3.9 and 3,10),

Phone and correspondence are the main methods of contact used

by these firms, although face to face contact is important with

•Other Professional', 'Local Government' and 'Manufacturing*

(Table 4.9)• AS most of the employees in the construction
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industry are architects, surveyors or engineers, it is not

surprising that the sector's sain linkage is with the 'Other

Professional1 sector. 'Local Government* is an important

linkage because the smaller firms are often employed by the

County Counoil or the Corporation to carry out work for then

on their property, as with the 'Other Professional' sector,

'Construction* has linkages with 'Manufacturing• because their

supplies come direct from the builders' merchants in town.

The ileqessiify of q gajBOl JOM* SIM

With the exception of firms in the 'Manufacturing'

sector, 'Construction* firms have the least reason for

a central area location of all the other sectors (Table 3.12).

The firms who need to be in the centre are those with showrooms,

so that maximum client contact can be made. The small independent

firm finds the centre more convenient as a base for jobs it has

throughout the city, while three firms consider their linkages

with the professional core too important to be broken.

CjffiLce Mobility

Although most of the firms have only established themselves

in Edinburgh over the last ten to twelve years, mobility has been
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"able 4f2t Pap? to JEaSft SgBtete ^th tfr'Construction ^c^of.

Clients 59.0

Banks 47.5

Other Professional 46.5

Local Government 42.8

Manufacturing 40.5

Office Suppliers 37.8

Travel Agents 35.5

Legal Profession 35.3

Construction 34.3

Insurance 33.0

Competitors 32,0

Central Government 28.0

Accountancy 27.8

Business Services 26.5

Property 23.5

Advertising 22,5

Associations 22.5

Finance 22.0

Mean 34.3
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fairly significant during this period, with seven out of

the twenty firms having moved to thsir present site. Three

firms moved very short distances within the central area, but

the other four showed conflisting patterns. Two firms moved

into prestige sites in St. Andrew Square and George Street

from Bo *11688 and south central Edinburgh respectively. As

they had insufficient prestige in their former sites, they

hoped that new business contacts would be made in the main

office sons. The two other firms moved rut of George Street

and "ueen Street to less prestige sites in the main central

office zone. As these firms were established in the late

1940's, it can be assumed that their main business contacts

are now crystallised, so that moving out of costly prestige

sites is economically feasible without breaking any business

contacts in the centre,

nras Anticipating a Move

AS their linkage patterns are weak, and most firms do

not require a central area site, construction companies should

be suaceptib-16 to decentralisation. In reality only four out

of twenty firms are dissatisfied with their present locations.

However, all of these firms are anticipating a move in the
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near future. Two firms are sub-contractors, one moving to

its yard at Sighthill {outer western suburbs), the other hoping

to centralise its store and office in the same premises at a

site outside Edinburgh (so that it could receive a government

grant). A small building contractor firm is moving to

similar premises for the same reason, but the main move will be

the decentralisation of the largest building contractor in

Edinburgh from George Street and Thistle Street to premises

adjacent to the firm's yard at Craigleith (north western suburbs).

This latter firm's premises are overcrowded and the problem is

aggravated by inadequate car parking facilities (15 spaces for

200 employees). A move out is the only solution. Pour other

firms anticipate moving in the next five years, with two hoping

to remain in the central area. These firms have only been in

Edinburgh for a few years, so they are not keen to move out.

However, the other head office, which has already moved from

George Street to the West End, anticipates moving out to a

•bus route* suburb because of insufficient car parking facilities

in the centre. The other firm will move back to Newcastle,

as it only rented temporary accommodation in Edinburgh while
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completing a contract in the city#

Three other firms may move if conditions are suitable.

One firm has three offices scattered throughout the est

End, and would prefer to bring them together. The organisation

would not move out of central Edinburgh as most of its business

is conducted throughout the Lcthians, and the centre is ideally

placed for this. However, one of the other firms foresees a

return to Bo'ness if business improves. The main reason for

coming to Edinburgh and renting costly prestige premises was

to make new business contacts. If this is achieved, the

firm believes that it can maintain the new level of business

outside the city. The firm who moved into George Street

to acquire more prestige may move again. Business Ms been

satisfactory, but the rateable value of the property increased

60 per cent on revaluation in 1971# and subsequent increases

in rate poundage have affected profit margins. If the firm

moves out, it may lose business; if it stays in its present

premises, it would probably have to increase its prices to the

consumer and thereby risk the possibility of losing custom.

One of the solutions is to remain in proximity to George

Street, but not in such a high rated area.
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Although linkages are not very important, and a central

area site is not essential, the crucial factor which

determines whether construction firms remain in the centre

or not depends on the length of time they have been in

Edinburgh. New firms come to the centre so that they can

establish business contacts: once this has been achieved

they can maintain these linkages from outside the centre.

The exception is the small firm who finds it more convenient

to have a central base so that its tradesmen can have maximum

accessibility to jobs throughout Edinburgh. Offices with

showrooms and therefore much contact with the general public

also prefer to have a central site.

Travel Agents

Location and Composition

In some office studies travel agents have been omitted

because they were functionally defined as retail instead of

office establishments. In this study travel agents come into

the office category although it must be accepted that a small

part of their business has retail characteristics. A travel

agency performs four major functions: car hire services, retail

package holidays, business requirements and group travel. Of
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the seven offices visited, the four agencies located on, or

adjacent to Princes Street cater for most of these functions

(see Figure 4.9). The fir® in the north-east deals solely

in the car hire business; the company In the Royal Kile caters

for group travel, while the agency in the Tollcroas shopping

area is involved in retail package holidays. All of these

firms have one thing in common - they are all strategically

located, so that maximum contact will be made with the general

public and the tourist, as they are all situated in either the

main office or shopping sones, or the main tourist attraction

areas.

Uature of m&sa.

Three out of the four firms in the Princes treet zone

are nationally known firms with an office in most of the major

cities in Britain and abroad. They employ from 30 to 60 staff,

while the other offices vary from 5 to 10 employees. Sh»

firm employing 80 workers is a head office, with three-quarters

of its staff female, while the other firms, without the same

administrative functions, have a more even distribution of male/

female staff (one local firm said that it was a head office,
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but this was only because it had another small office adjacent

to its car hire yard). About 70 per cent of the staff is

clerical or counter staff with a strong emphasis on management

training.

All of the firms, with the exception of the two in the

southern central area, were established in Edinburgh before

1945. Both of these firms were independent, but recently

the Tollcrosa agency was taken over by one of the main

organisations. However, the company in the Royal Mile

maintains its independence, dealing almost exclusively in the

tourist trade, booking foreign visitors on group trawl

packages.

I nifl l\ thod of Communiqatlon

The three major companies in the Princes Street zone plus

the agency in Tollcross depend primarily on clients coming

to them for business. Retail package tours account for the

trade of most of these firms. The Tollcross agency specialises

in this function which possibly accounts for its location -

in the main shopping precinct, which serves the southern

inner suburbs of the city. The larger companies are also

involved in the other agency functions, but although personal

contact is important at some stage, phone or letter are the
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main methods of contact used in transactions with clients.

However, it is important to these firms that they are

located in the sain office zone as well as the best

shopping area. Businessmen often need air tickets

urgently, so it is essential that the agencies are located

in close proximity to the office zone, so that a private

messenger can deliver the tickets. Although personal

contact is important, these firms have installed telex

and private line telephones because of the extent and

urgency of their business.

Face to Face Contaot Patterns

In an earlier chapter, the weak linkage pattern in the

overall sample which contrasted markedly with the sector

contact score (Tables 3.7 and 3.10) was explained by a

travel agent's dependence on the general public and the business

community for trade, sometimes passing trade. Business offices,

on the other hand, do not depend on travel agents to the same

extent, so linkages may be particularly weak in some quarters,

for example, with firms in the 'Business Services* sector.

However, it is important for travel agents to be at the nerve centre

of the city. In Table 3.12 they have the most need for a
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central site and in Table 3.11 they are second only to

lawyers in the importance of contacts with other firms in

the city. The contact score of 39.7 is in many ways

misleading (Table 4.10). The four firms in the core of the

central area cater for business trips so daily/weekly links

are common with all the sectors. However, the three other

firms make up for this with their weak contact scores

(about quarterly). In this ease the firm is very dependent

on the general public for clients, so contact is not so much

with a firm or a sector, hut with individuals. The links

travel agents have with hotels and other cities are particularly

important. Hotels are, of course, part and parcel of an

agency's business, the booking of rooms for visitors is an

everyday occurrence. The major firms send officials of

their organisation to London or other major cities as often

as once a week for important meetings at head office, or for

conferences with other competitors.

Office Kofriiaty

Only three out of the seven firms moved premises in the

last ten years. Of these, one of the larger firms moved from

the centre to the west end of Princes Street. The car hire
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firm was in Princes Street, but moved to its present

premises in Picardy Place because of lack of space.

However, as it is not involved in retail package tours,

the onus on a high-rated site is not essential. The

Tollcross agency had a contrasting problem. This firm

was previously located at 3runtsfield on the edge of the

Tollcross shopping area and outside the study's central

area. However, business was poor because the location

of bus stops, in particular, did not engender pedestrian

movement past the office. People coming to shop would

never pass the offioe on foot, so the firm unnecessarily

lost business. To remedy this,a central office site was

acquired in the heart of the shopping area, and as a modem

redevelopment scheme is envisaged in the future, the move

could be very profitable.

Only two firms anticipate moving in the future. The

car hire firm's premises are due for redevelopment, so it is

moving to a new office block a 100 yards away. The head

office, located at Hanover Street, is becoming increasingly

congested, but it is already planned that some of the routine

functions will be decentralised to Corstorphine or Sighthi11,
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4^0* ,r.^ to Contacts with the -'Travel ;.^nta'
S2$2£-

Clients 60.0
■s

Banks 60.0

♦Hotels 56.4

Competitors 48.6

Travel Agents 47*1

Insurance 46.4

♦Other Cities 45.0

Central Government 42,1

Accountancy 40.7

Legal Profession 40.0

Associations 40.0

Local Government 58,6

Finanoe 55.7

Other Professional 55.7

Advertising 35.0

Manufacturing 33.6

Property 30.7

Office Suppliers 29.3

Construction 26.4

Business Services 25.0

Mean 39.7

♦The mean of 39.7 excludes Hotels and Other Cities.
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with all the retail package tour and business requirements

side of the business (including the Edinburgh branch)

remaining behind.

All of the firms are happy with their present location,

with the exception of one. However, this firm does not

anticipate a move in the next five years, and would only

move to a central area site. Travel agents cannot move out

of the central area even if the staff are unhappy with their

present premises. The Bruntsfield example outlines the

importance of not only locating within the central area, but

to do so at a site which has maximum accessibility to the

public and the tourist. The major firms locate along the

Princes Street axis because visitors have heard of Princes

Street, and they will be able to find it because of its

proximity to the railway station and bus station. Indeed,

travel agent3 provide the economic geographer with an ideal

example of optimal location decision making.
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Business services

Location and Composition

Firms in this seotor are very similar to travel agents

in that their location is determined by the locational decisions

of others. Travel agents locate in the main shopping, office

and tourist areas. Firms in 'Business Services', as the

name implies, depend on the business community for custom,

therefore they locate in the main office zone. The servioes

in the sample of twenty include typing, photocopying,

employment agencies, computer services, publishing and printing,

and the newspaper industry. As can be seen from their dis¬

tribution throughout the central area (Figure 4.10), these

firms are located in either the West Bnd or within proximity

to George Street. The three exceptions to this in the south¬

east are a law publisher conveniently sited adjacent to the

Law Courts and two newspaper companies. One, for reasons

of space, is located in what Burgess (1925) would classify

as the transitional zone of warehousing, residential and

industrial premises.

In some cases a certain amount of overlapping takes place

with firms in the 'Manufacturing* sector. Two firms, one in
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computer services, the other in reproduction, both provide

advisory services on how to achieve the best results with

different types of machine and program
^ , but are still

sales offices for those manufactured products. By

definition, they come into either category. They are

attached to non-office establishments (manufacturing plants).

The supplies come from Greenock or London for the computer

fir:.", from Kernel Uempste id for the name-plate reproduction

firm. The firms in the publishing, printing and the

newspaper industry are also involved in manufacturing processes.

With the exception of two newspaper companies whose head offices,

and therefore, printing and production departments, are in

Glasgow, all the other firms have their printing departments

in Wdinburgh (all but one at the same address as their main

office).

"ature of Office

With the exception of most of the firms in printing,

publishing or the newspaper industry, all of the firms have

been established in Edinburgh since 1 945. Six new companies

started up while seven new branches were opened in the city in

the last eleven years (35 per cent of the firms only came to
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Edinburgh in the last four to five yearn).

The firms involved in photocopying, employment or secretarial

services are mainly local independent firms serving Edinburgh

and its environs (although one employment agency has been taken

over by a large London organisation). However, the sphere of

influence of the computer firms and those in printing and

publishing is much more extensive, covering the whole of

Scotland and in some cases the United Kingdom and overseas.

Two firms in the newspaper industry are only branch offices

covering the Edinburgh region, while the other is the chief

office for the whole of Scotland.

ronlovment structure

The figure of 50 as an average size of office for this

sector is com lately misleading because of the dominance of the

head o fice of a newspaper company which employs 696 (232 male and

464 female employees). Only 7 per cent of the staff is managerial

or professional in charaoter, the remainder is routine clerical

staff. The newspaper branch offices, on the other hand, have a

large reporting staff with a smaller percentage of clerical workers.

The onl"- other firms which have a labour force of any significance

are those in computer advisory services who have a high proportion
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of skilled male consultants on their staff. The firm discussed

earlier because of its dual role as a •Kanufacturing* and a

•Business Service* of^ce, has a staff of 56 (39 male; 17 female),

but it has an additional 46 engineers who service these computers

throughout the city. However, the majority of firms are small,

employing on average seven people, in mary cases totally female.

A secretarial firm has five offices in Edinburgh, with others in

major cities in Scotland. The head office only employs 5 female

managerial staff, but the combined total of all the Edinburgh

offices comes to 43. All of the offices but one had a 100 per

cent female labour force. The exception is the administrative

office, which employs several male professional employees.

Fain Kethod of Communication

Because of the varying functions that these groups perform,

contact patterns differ according to group. Employment agencies,

secretarial and duplicating services* main contact with clients

is either by phone or correspondence, or primarily by the client

visiting them in their office. The computer firms and the

nameplate reproduction firm work sway from the office, as they

provide a consultancy service to other offices who have either

bought their machines or who need advice on how to programme their
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computer. Publishers and printers do the bulk of their

business by the client coning to them, but the newspaper firms,

if a branch office with a large reporter staff, have most of

their staff out in the field. The head office in the newspaper

industry has so many different functions, according to department,

that it is impossible to differentiate which is its main method

of contact with customers. J Modern methods of communication are

very important to the newspaper industry. Telex is installed in

all three offices, while a private line is used from these offices

to the major sports arenas in the city. Information must be up

to date and correct, so reporters radio in messages of the latest

news on a particular feature. The reproduction and computer

firm have telex so that orders can be forwarded from Edinburgh

to head office or the factory itself.

Pace to Pace Contact Patterns

It would appear from Tables 3.7 and 3.10 that linkages with

other firms are not important to the 'Business Service* sector.

This is not the case. In general, these fin® are dealing with

individuals, not other companies, so when asked who their strongest

linkages are with,they tend to specify clients, as opposed to any-

particular group. This is reflected in Table 4.11. Clients on
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Table 4.11. Pace to Tact Contacts with the 'Business Service*
Sector.

Clients 57.8

Banks 49.6

Local Government 37.5

Central Government 37.5

Other Professional 37.0

Manufacturing 36.5

Legal Profession 36.3

Office Suppliers 34.3

Construction 33.8

Advertising 32.8

Accountancy 32.5

Travel Agents 32.0

Insurance 30.8

Associations 30.5

Competitors 30.0

Finance 30.0

Business Services 26.5

Property 24.5

Mean 35.0
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57.8 are 20 points clear of the majority of the sectors, who,

in turn are closely grouped together. Face to face contacts

are necessary - 'Business Services' coming third in Table 3.11

and 80 per cent of the firms (Table 3.12) require a central area

site.

Offj.ce ^obiljty

Although most of the firms only established themselves in

Edinburgh over the last ten years, 50 per cent of the firms had

moved premises within the central area during this period. The

larger firm moved because of expansion plans, the very small firm

because of high rates. Two firms moved from the West End to

the George Street area as they found their old premises

inconveniently located to attract the maximum volume of business.

Seven out of the twenty firms anticipate racving within five years.

Look of space or the expiration of the present lease are the main

reasons for moving. Only one firm is dissatisfied with its

present location and that is the nameplate reproduction firm.

Because of its 'Manufacturing* characteristics, a central area

site is not essential for its business and the organisation is

going out to Livingston new town so that its offices and warehouse

can be centralised at the same site. All of the other firms
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who anticipate moving, plus three others who might conceivably

move, are not leaving the central area.

The status quo will be maintained in the •Business

Service* sector. Although the newspaper industry has shown

a decrease in employment in recent years and a further decrease

is anticipated in the future, this should be balanced by the

expansion and growth of firms in computer and secretarial

services, where it is possible that new firms say be attracted

to Edinburgh. Although office mobility is important, it is

confined to the central area. Linka ss are essential with the

business community, so the firm must locate within the main office

area. *Business Service' offices in some ways resemble the branch

offices of banks. Both serve a catchment area - the banks

locating in residential as well as commercial areas, whereas

•Business Services»* hinterland is restricted to the commercial

core. Nevertheless, as suburban office developments become more

important, it is possible that some companies will go out to serve

these areas,

Advertising

Location and Conpoonition

Because the total number of firms in * Advertising' in Edinburgh

is small, the majority of them were visited. Of the ten in the
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sample, eight were advertising agents, two advertising

contractors. The agents with their posters, slogans and

artistic techniques sell the name of companies over a wide

market area, the contractors, on the other hand, attempt

to contract for space in journals, magazines and newspapers to

promote the advertisement. Although the firms are evenly-

distributed throughout the main central office zone (Fig. 4.11),

there is an important duster in the southern West End,

Moray Sladen states that looation is immaterial (in

reference to London and other cities of Great Britain) aa

all agencies have the same facilities to draw on and the same

market area potential. (Sladen, 1971.) However, when referring

to Edinburgh, she writes;•Watching Edinburgh advertising operate

is rather like dancing with a woman in a crinoline. There is

movement, but one can never quite determine how the movement

occurs. The internationalism is cautious'. K03t of the

firms serve Scotland as an area (one contractor is confined to

Edinburgh), but some of the larger agencies have gone to Europe

to sell Scotland and Scottish products abroad. This has proved

successful in the last few years, so this international outlook

appears as though it will be maintained in the future.
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\m. Ttatua and Employment Structure

Edinburgh has some of the largest agencies in Scotland

and. some of the smallest. The city has probably the oldest

and the newest agencies. After the researoV material was

collected a new firm came into operation. However, four

agencies have been in Edinburgh prior to 1945, another three,

plus one contractor were established in the early 1950*3 and one

contractor and one agency started up in the 1960's. The

majority of Edinburgh's agencies have grown from local

beginnings with many local clients. Pour firms (two agencies

and both contractors) have only one office in operation for

their entire business, while four other firms have expanded to

such an extent that they have made their headquarters in

Edinburgh with offices in other Scottish cities. The average

agency employs 26 people, but this varies in the sample from

56 to 6. The two contractors, on the other hand, only employ

a staff of 4 and 3. There is an even ratio of male/female

employees, but whereas the girls are all clerical - secretarial

staff (there is the occasional director or professional) the

sale labour force covers a wide spectrum of employment from the
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management level, to the technical staff in the studio, and

to the representatives doing the field work,

Method of CcEirrm^icatjfOn Used

In many ways it is difficult to differentiate which is

the main method of contact advertising firms have with their

clients. Contacts made away from the office are the most

important as managerial and representative staff are always

on the lookout for new contracts and are willing to travel

far afield to obtain new business. However, once the contact

is made, future advertising campaigns for these firms may not

require so much face to face contact until the final work is

completed for release on the market.

♦Advertising* is very similar to the ♦Property' sector, and

to a lesser extent 'Travel Agents', in that as a sector, it has

strong contacts with a certain element of the business community

(Table 4.12), However, the business community in Bdiriburgh rate

♦Advertising' as their weakest linkage (see Table <3.7). Never¬

theless, linkages with some fims are very important, so locaticnal

proximity to thsm is essential. Printers, block makers, photo¬

graphers, newspapers and the railway station are imperative cogs

in the advertising wheel. The contractor's linkages are not so
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strong as they are the liaison between the agent and the

newspapers. The importance of the railway station is shown

in that all the agencies (none of the contractors) use railway

parcel service to transport their printed materials throughout

the country. Modern methods of communication are fairly

insignificant with only one branch office utilising telex

so that it can keep head office up to date with the latest

developments.

Office

Six out of thp ten firms (all agencies) have moved premises

in the last ten years. Lack of space was the main reason for

moving, as most of the agencies showed notable increases in

staff, two head offices growing from 15 to 56 and 25 to 35 res¬

pectively. However, throe firms moved into the Rutland Square

area, two for prestige reasons. It is possible that this

clustering is similar to that of the investment trusts in

Charlotte Square. As well as acquiring prestige, they are

very accessible to visitors who wish to call on all the Edinburgh

agencies in the one day. (London stockbrokers do this when

visiting investment trusts). Nevertheless, one local firm
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moved out of the Square during this period because the rates were

too high.

Table 4.12. Pace to Face Contacts wjLth h'fertla^' ^egtoj;.

Clients 60.0

Business services 59 «0

Banks 58.0

Office Suppliers 54.5

Travel Agents 44.5

Competitors 43«5

Advertising 43.5

Local Government 43.0

Accountants 40.0

Legal Profession 39.0

Associations 38.0

Construction 36.5

Manufacturing 35•5

Insurance 32.0

Central Covernaent 32.0

finance 27.5

Other Professional 26.5

Property 24.0

Mean 40,9
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Four agencies might move within the next five years

because of further expansion plans. One firm anticipates

doubling its staff from 17 to 34 during this period and

visualises a possible move out of the central area altogether

(it has already moved out of the Rutland Square area). Much

depends on the success of international oompaigna and ths

volume of business that is maintained in an overseas market.

If the ratio of business swinge away from the local and domestic

market to the international market, a central location will be

less essential. None of the other firms could foresee a

movement away from the centre, although one small firm could

follow in the footsteps of the above firm as it is moving out

of the Rutland Square zone because the rates are too expensive.

It would appear that all of the firms who have spread their

wings and moved into the European market have achieved success,

/hether this factor is strong enough in itself to promote

decentralisation is dubious. Although these agencies strive

for a position in the national market, the local community are

not being neglected, but are benefitting from experience gained

on a wider front. The proximity to the newspaper industry and

the railway station are important factors for remaining central
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and 80 per cent of the firms think that a central site is

essential. All of the fires are satisfied with their

present location so it would appear that if suitable premises

are found even those anticipating a move would not go far.

Advertising is a thriving business in Edinburgh and Moray

Gladen says 'Perhaps one of the most noticeable signs of the

healthy state of advertising in Edinburgh is the fact that good

creative people no longer feel that thsy need to go elsewhere for

fame and fortune. If anything, the trend is reversed, and some

high powered types are settling here*. She concludes 'Agencies

in other parts have been groaning about freezes, recessions and

cut backs. Edinburgh, happily, has never noticed', (sladen, 1971.)

A8SQCifc^iorW

Aff* qoapo^itlon

'Associations' was the broad term given to all the offices in

the miscellaneous category of societies, associations and councils.

The number of these establishments in central Edinburgh is high

(172) and 26 were visited. Out of the sample of 26, 5 are

quasi-governmental bodies. They can, of course, be categorised

in the 'Government' sector, but functionally they perform as
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individual associations, their only tying factor to the

Crovernment is that of fiscal aid. In fact, many of those

organisations refused to be called quasi-governmental, as many

of their projects are jointly subsidised. Therefore, the

financial aid is indirect, as both parties benefit from such

schemes. As can be seen from Figure 4.12, these associations

are clustered at the West End and more evenly distributed in the

centre of the main office zone.

Nature of Office

The setting up of headquarters of societies, councils and

associations in the capital city has been commonplace for many

years. 16 out of the 26 firms have been established before 1945.

anotkor 7 in the early post-war era, and only 3 cam© to Edinburgh

since 1960. 20 out of the 26 firms are head offices, but the

number of new additions coming to Edinburgh has been reduced

to a trickle (only three, all head offices, were established in

the eity in the last fifteen years). Host of these firms are

head offices for the whole of Scotland, while the other offices,

whether branches or of an *only office1 nature, tend to serve

Edinburgh and the surrounding district. This applies to the
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Chamber of Commerce and societies which deal purely with

local problems, for example, the Georgian Society. Cne

exception to this is the Scottish Ancestry Research Society,

which has its sole Office in Edinburgh, but caters mainly for

overseas tourists of Scots descent who wish to trace their

ancestry,

^.ployment nti-uclniy

The term head office tends to conjure up the impression of

size and importance but, although over 70 per cent of these firms

are head offices, in terms of employment they are insignificant.

The government bodies bolster up the average (12) because two

organisations employ 35 and 42, The two largest private assoc¬

iations have a labour force of 19 and 18, while the overall average

is low (8), The female staff marginally outnumbers the mole labour

force. Although moat of the women are secretaries or clerks,

occasionally a professionally qualified girl takes up employment

in youth organisations and The Ancestry Society's researchers are

wholly female. The majority of the males have either managerial

or professional status, although two government bodies have a more

diverse structure. The Scottish Council for Physical Recreation

(now the Sports Council) has a field staff who inspect sports
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facilities throughout the country, while the Small Industries

Council also has a technical field staff who inspect potential

sites and Industrial promises before assessing if financial aid

will he forthcoming from the Council.

Methods of,

Host of the firms use phone or letter as their main method

of communication with their clients. There are a few exceptions.

Societies like the R.S.P.C.A. tend to have people coming to thom

for help, while others with library facilities also have members

visiting their office. On the other hand, some of the Boys'

Clubs and Scout Associations work mainly away from the office,

organising orienteering expeditions and other field work exercises.

Fa,qe to Fftqe Contact Fattpp^

Linkages are unimportant in the 'Association* sector

(Tables 3.7 and 3.10). Most of these organisations are very

self contained, their main contacts being with their members

(Table 4.13)• There is very little contact with ether firms

in the centre, and the linkage figures given in the above tables

would be lower if the quasi-government bodies had been omitted,

for example, the Scottish Council (Development and Industry)
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represents and is subsidised by firms throughout Scotland, and

has a high membership in Edinburgh. As its headquarters is her©

also, contact with the business community in the city is strong.

Overall face to face contact with other firms is not important and

'Associations•, in general, do not have to be located in proximity

to any other firm or organisation (in Table 3.11 this sector is

well below avenge). Nevertheless, 69 per cent of the firms

require to be in a central location. As client/member contact is

very important, proximity to the main communication network (railway

and bus stations) is essential for these firms so that their

location is convenient for members.

Offjqe Mobility

Half of the firms had moved in the last ten years. However,

t ese moves were only small scale, within the central area, and of

little significance. Moat associations leased small office suites,

so the main reasons for moving were laok of space or because they

had been forced to move as the property owner required the

premises for his own use. 9 out of the 26 (including 4 out of

5 quasi-government organisations) anticipate moving within the next

five years. Once again, lack of space is the main factor for

moving, but the larger associations (namely, the government bodies)
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Table 4.13. Face to Faee Contacts with the 'Association* T-ctor.

Clients 58.5

Banks 51.2

Central Government 43.3

Office Suppliers 40.8

Local Government 36.1

Legal Profession 36.7

Aooountants 33.8

Competitors 35.4

Travel Agents 35.2

Associations 34.6

Other Professional 33.8

Business Services 32.7

Insurance 31.9

Advertising 30,6

Finance 25.0

Manufacturing 22.7

Construction 20.8

Property 15.2

Mean 34.6
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also find car parking difficult and expansion plana in the

past have led to their offices being dispersed throughout the

centre of Edinburgh. Naturally, they wish to consolidate these

offices under on© roof.

Out of the 26 firms only 3 (2 Government) were dissatisfied

with their present location. Of these, the "eneral Teaching

Council, located in Princes Street, wished to move further north

into the New Town so that it could be relieved of car parking

congestion. The other quasi-governmental body, the Scottish

Council for Physical Recreation,is also dissatisfied about the

present car parking facilities and indicated that it may move

outside the central area altogether to either Fomingside or

Parchmont (south inner suburbs)• The other association is

moving because of lack of space but, significantly, it is moving

away from a George street address to the West End,

Cther Firms j^XSiSSSJM. ft %2X*

The six other firms who anticipate moving but are satisfied

with their present location all wish to remain in the central

area. The two quasi-governmental bodies wish to consolidate

their scattered offices - the Small Industries Council is in the

process of moving from two ¥est End offices into one office about
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a 100 yards away. The other associations are growing out of

their snail offices and are looking for larger premises in the

centre.

Another four firms may move in the future. Of these,

two firms may move "beyond the central area. One of the largest

associations has already tried to obtain premises in the Colinton

area, so if a reasonable offer is forthcoming, it would probably

move. The Scottish Woodland Owners Association hinted that it

would move close to the Forestry Commission's new headquarters,

which is being established in Edinburgh, and as the Commission

is coming to the Trinity area in 1973, it is extrersely likely

that S.W.O.A. would move there.

Although their linkages with other firms are weak, only a

few associations are anticipating a move outside the central area.

The linkage table (Table 4.13) shows that most contact is made

with clients,'Banks', 'Local Government• and 'Central Government'.

Although these quasi-government bodies claim to be independent,

they do have strong ties with the Central Government, while som

private associations, like 3.W.C.A. and the Scottish landowners'

Federation also have strong contacts with the Scottish Development

Department and other government organisations. One of the key
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factors which allows the charitable organ!actions to stay in the

centre is that they receive special rate reductions from the

Local Authority, so the rat® differential between central and

suburban sites hardly ccmes into play when they make their

locational decisions. So, along with the convenience that a

central location has for its members, this feetor also helps to

explain why the status quo will be maintained.

Government Office3

The importance of government departments and organisations

in terms of employment and the creation of a demand for office space

in Edinburgh is outlined in other chapters. In order that a clearer

picture can be given of the locational significance of government

premises, this sector is divided up into four functional categories.

Many government boards have set up their headquarters in Edinburgh.

They are similar to the quasi-government organisations discussed in

the ♦Association* asotor in that they operate independently similar

to a private firm# Because of this, they represent what is

known as the 'Government* sector in the sample. The ?ost Office,

because of its sise, is excluded from the list of government boards

and shall be discussed separately. Local government (Midlothian

County Council and Edinburgh Corporation) and central government
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departments (of both Scottish Office and U.K. regional

headquarters) are also analysed.

Government Boards

Originally the 'Government * sector was formulated on

the principle that the office visited would be of manageable

size so that locational decisions could be assimilated into

the overall sample of 279. Of the twelve offices, eleven are

government boards, the other, Kidlothian County Council's head

office. However, the latter will be discussed later in this

section along with the offices of Edinburgh Corporation.

'location. Origin and Employment Structure

As can be seen from Figure 4.15, most of the offices

are clustered in the ("est End in converted premises. Only

the National Coal Board (li.C.B.) in the south is in a modern

building (built in 1961). However, most of these activities

originated in the immediate pre-war and post-war yeers with

the considerable expansion of the public soctor in the economic

and social life of the country. From fairly modest beginnings

these administrative bodies have grown so as to constitute a

sector of the city's economy in their own right.

Although the Scottish Special Housing Association's (S.3.H.A.)

main administrative office employs 172 people, in total the
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association employs a staff of 540 in nine offices scattered

throughout the West End. The South East Regional Hospital

Board employs 292 in six offioes, while the Forth of Scotland

Hydro-Electric Board hae a labour force of 315 in three offices

(all offices are in the 'eat End). In the other organisations

staff totals vary from 431 in the N.C.B. to 13 in the Potato

Marketing Board. The South of Scotland Electricity Board (s.S.E.B.)

is the only branch office in the sample, hut it has a staff of 164.

In general, the ratio of male to female employment is 20s13. Over

60 per cent of the male labour foroe ia professionally qualified.

Host of these organisations have a host of departments, mainly

administrative, employing lawyers, accountants, architects,

surveyors and engineers.

Methods of Communication Used: Linkage Patterns

With the exception of the Potato Marketing Board whose

employees work away from the office (at farms throughout the

country) moat of the other boards* business is done by either

phone or letter. About half of the organisations interviewed

thought a central location very convenient although not essential

in terms of regularity of contact with the Government or any other

body. These boards prefer to be in the centre because it is more
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accessible for visitors, it ia easier to recruit staff and in

some oases, central Edinburgh is the hub of the area which they

administer.

However, this does not mean that face to face contact is

not important. As can be seen from Tables 3.10 and 4.14,

•Government Boards1 have strong contacts with the business

community. Because of regular commuting to London to visit

the United Kingdom headquarters of these organisations and other

government departments, •Travel Agents' have close ties with

government boards. The professional sectors also rate highly

in Table 4.14» probably because a large percentage of the staff

of government boards aro professionally qualified. Nevertheless,

links with Central Government help to explain the location of

these boards. In some cases, the greatest volume of their

operations lies in the 'vest of Scotland, or in the North, as with

the Hydro-Board, but their Scottish headquarters haafebeen located

in Edinburgh because of their linkages with the centre of government.

The only notable exceptions to the concentration of Government

Boards in Edinburgh are the Scottish Milk Marketing Board, 3.3.E.3.

and the Scottish Region of British Rail which are located in

Glasgow,

Some of these government beards have stronger contacts with
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the Central Government than others. The S.S.H.A. has

regular personal contact with the Scottish Development

Department (s.D.D.) while some branch of the organisation is

involved in weekly meetings with government representatives

concerning finance, planning or administrative questions.

The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries has regular meetings

with the Herring Industry Board and the White Fish Authority,

while the Coal Board is also constantly in touch with government

departments. The other boards, although their meetings with

government officials may not be so frequent, thought it was

important to be on the spot so that if an urgent or controversial

matter arose they could make contact quickly and make crucial

decisions on the same day.

In seme ways some of these boards represent a form of office

inertia. In the early years of their operation personal contacts

would be more important with government departments than they are

now, especially In the ease of nationalised industries, where much

statutory procedure was involved. In the c ae of the S.S.H.A.

it grew up out of the actual working of government as it was the

Scottish special Areas Housing Association who worked in close

conjunction with the •Special Areas Commissioner• during the 1930's.
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Table 4,14, Face to Face Contacts with 'Government Boards',

Clients 55,0

Banks 49,1

Travel Agents 45,8

Central Government 45,4

Other Professional 41,5

Competitors 40,8

Local Government 39,6

Construction 37,5

legal Profession 37,1

Manufacturing 37•1

Office Suppliers 37.1

Associations 33,0

Advertising 34,6

Insurance 31,7

Accountancy 31,7

Finance 27,9

Business Services 26,3

Property 17,1

Mean 37.2
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Office f'ohility

Although these boards have established themselves in

Edinburgh, there has been a noticeable movement of those

organisations within the city itself. Much of the decen¬

tralisation developments have been in the more routine

statistical and accounting sections of these headquarters

(the computer section of K.C.B. at Mghthill and S.S.S.B,

accounts at Portobello). However# the Gas Board has been

involved in the most significant move from the central area

as yet» It centralised all of its departments into a new

120,000 square fsiet building at Granton bringing together

1,400 staff from scattered locations throughout Edinburgh.

The Scottish Certificate of Examinations Board (S.C.B.B.), at

present in the outer edge of the central area, intends to move

to Dalkeith, just outside the city boundary, because of a lack

of space. This trend could continue depending on whether the

larger organisations can manage to satisfy their accommodation

needs in the central area.

\
At the present time the North of Scotland hydro-Board, the

South Bast Scotland hospital Board and the S.S.H.A. have their

departments scattered throughout the West End. The H.C.B,, in
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a similar situation ten years ago, had a modern office block built

within the central area to consolidate its scattered offices.

However, although the Hydro-Board is satisfied with its location (all

its offices are in the same street), the other two boards have a

more difficult problem. At first the Hospital Board, like the

N.c.3,, wished to construct a modem building at hyresido (south-

em suburbs). However, because of monetary problems, the scheme

was abandoned temporarily and during this time property adjacent

to its present premises came on to the market. Although

negotiations have not been finalised, it appears that the

Hospital Board, like the " ydro-Bo&rd, will eventually have

its departments in converted premises in adjacent areas. The

S.S.H.A. has a more acute problem. It has nine offices in

central Edinburgh, some of which require more space. In recent

years a decision was taken to move out of the city to a new

building at Livingston new town. As yet nothing has happened

mainly because of the outcry by staff at these proposals.

Nevertheless, the accommodation problem is acute and action will

have to be taken soon. It would appear that if the S.S.H.A.

does not go to Livingston, it is possible it will relocate somewhere

in the western suburbs.
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Two smaller organisations, the Scottish Tourist Board and

the South East of Scotland Water Board, are also moving out

of the central area. The Tourist Board will leave its inform¬

ation department in the central area, but the 70 administrative

staff will move from cramped, inadequate premises (a converted

church) to a new building at Ravelston. The Water Board also

has poor office conditions in a severely congested traffic

zone. As meny of their staff need cars in their business,

it has become increasingly difficult to park near the office.

By 1975-74 the board will move into new premises as a new

building is at present being constructed for its occupation at

Fairmilehead (south outer suburbs).

A question mark hangs over the locational future of the

Herring Industry and White Pish Authority Boards. It was

thought that both organisations would move premises within

five years, although their new location could not be predicted.

This depends on the negotiations on Britain*s entry to ths

Common Market. It is possible that these boards may bo

located nearer the continent, if not at Brussels itself.

An Edinburgh situation is very important to all of these

beards, but a central location is more convenient rather than
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essential to most of them. The process of decentralisation is

increasing to 3uch an extent that organisations are not only

considering a move to the edge of the city boundary, but beyond

it to Livingston and Dalkeith. So long as key officials can

attend meetings with government departments at short notice there

is no reason why these organisations cannot locate, if not within

Edinburgh, within reasonable proximity to the city boundary.

Local Government

The only exact employment figures which could be obtained

were those for Midlothian County Council who employed a staff of

614 in their head office. By deduction, it can be assumed that

Edinburgh Corporation employ in the region of 4,600 office
I

workers (see local government figures in Table 2.3). The

total number of people employed by the Corporation is 22,000, but

this includes every employee ranging from dustmen to the town

cleric. Official sources said it would be difficult to establish

the exact number of people employed as office workers. Fowever,

4,600 is a fairly realistic figure with all the ma;}or departments

in looatxonal proximity ifa the Market 3treet/High Street zone.

Four departments alone employ around 1,700. The largest, the

City Engineer's with 765 employees, the City Architect's and City

Chamberlain's 400 each and the Town Cleric's 150.
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Location and Area Served

The MisineOS of the burgh was conducted from the Few Tolbooth

in the Royal Kile until 1811 when the Royal Exchange was partly

taken over. With the growth of the city, the volume of

administrative business increased considerably. This resulted

in the Corporation taking over other premises within the Royal

Hxehange until in 1950 the one remaining private resident moved cut.

Howev -r, the Corpo ation still required additional office accomm¬

odation and in 1952 extensions were added to the old Royal Exchange

after the rebuilding of adjacent premises that were vacated by a

publisher. By the 1950*8 this accommodation also became too

cramped and inadequate so many departments were moved out to other

premises. Some of these departments, and newly created departments,

wore located in properties in the High Street or in morby streets,

such as Market Street or Cockburn Street. Other departments have

moved further out, but still remain within the central erea, for

example, the Transport Department is in Aueen Street and the offices

of the light and Cleansing Departments are loc ted at :~ings Stables
A

Road, mid-way between the Grassmarket and Lothian Road.

Although the majority of the work in these local government

offices is of an administrative nature, son® departments, for exarple,
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the City Engineers and Architect's have staff who, because

of the nature of their work, are rarely in their departmental

offices. In the c-se of the Post Office and the Scottish

Office the centralising of scattered offices throughout the

city has been condensed into a small number of large office

blocks, both in central and suburban Edinburgh. Nearly all of

the 5,200 local government workers are located in the vicinity

of the Royal Kile. Howev r, central government departments and

the Post Office not only serve Edinburgh, but the whole of Scotland,

so certain departments do not necessarily need a central site.

Local government offices serve both Edinburgh and Midlothian

County and in both cases central Edinburgh is central for the

area they serve. Apart from being convenient for their staff

a central site is ideal for the people of Edinburgh as well as for

the day to day running of the offices. For complaints or

inquiries a central site is more accessible for the Edinburgh

people aa a whole, while on the business side, inspections and

work carried out throughout the city or county are best conducted

from this central nodal point.

Midlothian County Council has some of its departments in one

of the most recently built offices in central Edinburgh. The
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building, opened in 1970, provides 90,000 square feet of floor

space with the provision of parking facilities for 40 cars. As

early as 1955, the Council thought that it was desirable to

centralise the departments accommod .ted in other parts of the

city. As the Council had been in George IV Bridge since 1904

and wished to preserve the historical link with this part of

Edinburgh, it acquired property in the Lavnmarket and Viotoria

Street to provide a site for these departments. Kowev r, by

I960 the increasing work involved in the rapid economic growth

within the county (especially developments in the south and

east) was apparent. This was accompanied by the need for an

increase in the administrative and teohnical staff to deal with

the developments foreshadowed by the New Town (Livingston)

Designation Carder and the task of providing services required

for the substantial industrial and other development envisaged

throughout the county. So, a greater area of office accommodation

was subsequently planned than was at first proposed. It was

decided to acquire the remainder of the properties on Melbourne

Place between the Lawnmarket and Victoria Street, and this new

building was constructed on this site lirking the old with the new.
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The Post Office

Composition and C-rowth

In recent years the Post Office has been divided into two

functional components. The mail and parcel division now operates

separately from the increasingly important telecommunications

division which is responsible for the ope ation of services

ranging from the te ephone to the modem devices such as

facsimile transmission, closed-circuit T.V. and confra vision.

In the last five years the Post Office has increased its office

staff from 1,800 to just under 2,900 in Edinburgh, and has been

responsible for the construction of 235,000 square feet of office

space in#i@ city during this period. (Table 4.15.)

location

Until 1972 the computer centre, employing a staff of 300,

was the only section of the Post Office located outside the

central area. Within the central area the Post Office employed

2,560 workers. However, on the construction of a new Telephone

Managers office at Oorgie Road in 1973 a further 679 employees

will move from five scattered offices in the centre, so that over

a third of the P.O. labour foroe will be in the suburbs.
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Table 4.15. Qffi,oe 3taff in Sdiqburflfr,

Mafo ?esials

Post Office Headquarters 270 1 30
(Scotland)

P.O. Teleeoamunio tiona 350 170
(Scotland)

P.O. Computer Centre 60 240
(Scotland)

-dinburfih Reffiqq

Telecommunications:

Telephone Manager's 399 280
Office

Telephone Equipment 43
Centre

Telephone Exchanges 192

Postal:

Administration 430 1 32

Delivery Offices 34

Branch (Counter) 70 60
Offices

Total 1,656 1,204
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1,220 employees or 43 par cent of the total P.O. labour

force in Edinburgh are in head office departments, but only

the computer division operates in the suburbs. This

department, with its large female labour force, does work,

not only for the Post Office throughout Scotland, but for other

organisations who care to use these facilities. Because the

computer needs special conditions in order to function

efficiently, a new building with the appropriate cabling and

ventilating facilities is essential. The Post Office, like the

Bank of Scotland, N.C.B. and the University, decided that a

decentralised site would be more suitable than a eentral site if

only for the availability of land fOr future expansion. However,

the Scottish headquarters for both divisions are located in

recently constructed buildings in the city centre (the latest

completed in August 1972). A central area site is not absolutely

essential for these P.O. headquarters, but they have always had

difficulties in acquiring a suitable site in Edinburgh so they

decided to lease rather than construct a building specifically for

P.O. use. Property developers tend not to speculate in the

suburbs by constructing buildings and then leasing the® to

prospective clients, so most leased property can only be found

in the centre.
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".P. Headquarters (Scotland)

As with many organisations in Edinburgh, the Post Offioe

has its departments scattered throughout the city. The new

building for P.O. headquarters means that for the first time

in 37 years all departments are under one roof which must

indirectly improve postal facilities, to the benefit of all

user3 of the service in Scotland. Three-tenths of the total

labour force are employed in the Finance Department. Scotland

has its own finance department distinct from the huge national

central department at Chesterfield. Scotland's accounting is

carried out in Edinburgh, mainly because of the distinctive

currency system. The personnel, operational and planning

divisions, plus a training school (presently at Corstorphine)

will also be brought into West Port House.

I tCT Telpppflpuyflgq^qiW

Although the Telephone Manager's administrative office for

Edinburgh also consolidates scattered offices, this new office

block was purpose-built for the P.O. and is outside the central

area. This contrasts with P.O. headquarters which is in the

centre of town. The two other categories which come under

'telecommunications' are the telephone equipment centres and

the telephone exchanges. The six t.e.c. workshops are
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distributed evenly throughout Edinburgh, so that the

engineers can service and maintain telecommunication fac¬

ilities, Only one-tenth of their total staff are office

staff - mainly inspectors. The exchanges vary in size with

the three largest ones employing 255» 255 and 100, all being

located in or close to the central area. However, most of the

employees in these larger exchanges are engineers - one exchange

is the auto manual centre - so each of these exchanges only-

have office staffs of 20 to 25 people,

lost Offipe Headquarters (Edfolfflrfih)

The postal side of the business in Edinburgh is more tied

in terms of location and it is unlikely that any changes will

occur in the future. The administrative head office is central,

being adjacent to the railway station, from where there is a

special loading bay and conveyor belt to the office building. The

seventeen delivery offices and the fifteen branch offices are

located in central sites in each of the postal zones of Edinburgh.

The paroel delivery offices have only one inspector and an

assistant, while the branch offices have approximately seven

staff per office, with the central area offices, including the

counter office at the head office, employing more than this number.
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Hewwver, the head office itself mates up for the lade of

P.O. staff in these offices. 562 people are employed at

Waterloo Place, of whom three-quarters are male and 84 per

cent of the employees are in routine administrative Jobs

(see Table 4.16}.

The process of centralisation has intensified to such

an extent that 2,460 employees out of a total of 2,860 are

in five buildings in Edinburgh. Most of the changes have

taken place in either head office departments or in the

telecommunications side of the P.O. Centralisation has led

to a more efficient service, and although increases in staff

can be foreseen, they will not be on the scale of those in the

last five years when there was a 60 per cent increase in

P.O. staff.

4t!.6« libera Employed in idinburgh's Head Post Office.

Male flaadft
Head Postmaster 1

Manager of Philatelic Bureau 1
Asst. Head Postmaster 5

Superintendents 4

Asst. Superintendents 14 1'
Overseer 56 10

Postal and Telegraph Officers 313 105

Typists and Personal Secret/ 16
aries

Supervisors (Telegrams) 2
Telegraphists 36

Total 430 132
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Central Government Departments

The Scottish Office

The Scottish office employs 4,608 people in Edinburgh

in 708,000 square feet of office space. The breakdown of

staff according to department is given in Table 4.17 below.

Table 4.17. Egqtl^ph Office &&£ by .Dej^ae^a,

Agriculture and Fisheries 980

Home and Health 662

Central services 1,371

Development 909

Education 527

Ministers 5

Messengers 154

Total 4,608

3,200 employees are housed in four office blocks (see Table 4.18).

Two of these, St Andrew'5 House and Jeffrey ,are in the

centre of town, while the two others are in the southern suburbs.

Chesser House was built specifically for the Department of

Agriculture and Fisheries in 1966, while Caughton has moat of the

more routine services of all departments, except Agriculture,

for example, theelectrical, mechanical and civil engineering
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sections of the S.D.D., teachers' superannuation in 3,13.D.

and the superannuation and prisons' division of the 3.H.H.D.

The remaining 1,408 office staff are scattered throughout

Edinburgh in 30 small to aedium-sised offices. Soma buildings

are fairly new (Princes Street, Stock Exchange House) while

some departments have occupied space in Department of Envir¬

onment property (Argyle House, Lauriston House, Hayiaarket

Fouse) but, in general, most departments are housed in converted

Georgian dimllings. 23 of these offices are in the centre,

employing 1,113, with the seven suburban offices' staff of

295 all belonging to the on© department - Agriculture and Fisheries.

Table 4.18. Scottish Office. Htnff bp Jccati,pp.

iisjfc Mfci. MS^S= f'Qsaen-
ters 2££*

St. Andrew ^ 89 205 561 236 97 5 56
House

(Total 1,249)

Saughton - 202 418 1 20 115 - 54
^889)
Jeffrey Street - 64 309 - - 13
(386)

Chooser House 575 - 101 - - -

(676)

rotel 5.200 6Si 4& 112 12
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Proposed location of Departments

A radical re-organisation and further centralisation of

these departments will be carried out during 1973/74. Just

as Whitehall studied linkage patterns to determine which central

government departments could be decentralised from London

(lardman 1973)» the Soottish Cffice adopted similar research

techniques to analyse the functioning of its departments. This

has come about with the building of the St, James* Centre - a

complex commercial development with 327,0CC square feet of

government offices, a large department store, a shopping precinct

and a multi-storey car park.

A questionnaire was sent out to all employees on the

volume and nature of contacts they had within and between depart¬

ments. A linkage model was const noted and it was decided to

centralise all major government personnel into six large offioe

blocks (see Table 4.19).

Table 4.19. Proposed Scottish Offioe Employment and Locations.

op*. 1971 o<*f *97?

St. Andrew's House 1,249 1,150

Soughton 889 750

Chesser House 676 500

Jeffrey Street 386 400

Robb's Loan - 425

St. James' Square - 1,400

Total 3,200 4,625
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This means that the Scottish Office will have increased

its net office space by 206,000 square feet on the construction

of Robb*a Loan (90,000 square feet) and St. James* Square

(327,000 square feet) and the relinquishing of 194,000 square

feet of small scattered offices (25 out of 30 with only five

in the suburbs, being retained). On comparing the figures

for the office blocks between 1971 and 1973, it is clear that
Hcxts«

with the exception of Jeffrey , there is going to be a

pruning of staff in each of these office blocks. The new

St. James* Square will accommodate most employees involved in

essential Central Services with strong ministerial contacts.

S.D.D. will move most of its staff from Jeffrey Street to this

building while key personnel from all other departments will

ocoupy small areas of space, so that they can keep the Minister

alive to new developments, but be locationally close to attend

meetings involving policy decisions. St. Andrew's House will

accommodate most of the S.H.F.D. as well as small amounts of

second tier personnel from other departments. The other central
rto^se

office block, Jeffrey , will take moat of the remaining

S.E.D. employees with S.H.II.D. filling the remainder of the office.

Chesaer Bouse will continue as before with the possibleexception
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that more Central Service staff will be transferred to

St. Andrew's House, and Saughton should also experience a

similar pruning of Central Service staff. Robb's Loan,

the only new suburban office, will accommodate staff from

all departments (mainly S.B.E.D.)who have few business

contacts, who are involved in routine work, and do not

require a central location.

In 1971 2,748 government office staff were employed in

the centre, 1,860 in the suburbs. When the St. James'

Square complex is built, 2,950 people will work in the centre

and 1,910 in the suburbs. So, out of a total increase of

260, 202 additional employees will work in the centre. However,

this figure appears to be very small for an anticipated increase

in staff over a two year period. This could result in either

St. Andrew's House, Chesaer or Eaughton not thinning their staff

to the anticipated level, or these small pockets of office

accommodation will not be totally centralised.

Department of the Environment

It is more difficult to assess numbers of office staff for

TJ.K. departments in Edinburgh because of the lack of available
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statistical information. However, the Department of the

hivironment's ©state list does show the occupying departments,

location and the occupied area of all buildings held in

Edinburgh. The Department of the Environment is responsible

for Scottish Office property, but as the Scottish Office hae

been discussed already, it was eliminated from the list as were

army barracks, parks, ports and other non-office departments.

Of the remainder, art galleries, museums, libraries and similar

establishment# are discussed separately as they have a large

area per employee when compared to normal office buildings.

numbers .'isployod & JLt&* Departmenta

TJ.H. departments occupy 1,472,500 square feet of office

space in Edinburgh. Of this, 666,800 square feet accommodate

libraries and other institutions, while only 805,700 square feet

are occupied by government departments. Whereas these figures

are a dose approximation, the estimated number of employees is

not quite so accurate because of the sketchiness of the information

obtained. However, it was assumed that the Department of the

Environment employed a total of 4,237 office workers in Edinburgh,

of whom only 334 worked in the institution category. These

government departments are housed in 57 offices throughout the city.
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Only seven of these offices are over 20,000 square feet in

size, yet in total they represent 56 per cent of the total labour

force in Edinburgh (Argyle House itself employs 25 per cent of

the total staff).

bocatftop o?

Unlike the Scottish Office where 40 per cent of its

employees are in suburban sites, only 25 per cent of the U.K.

departments are outside the central area. Of these, about

one-third is employed by the Inland Revenue while there is an

assortment of departments at Sighthill in the outer south-we3t

suburbs. Most of the other suburban offices are either Department

of Employment regional offices or Customs and "zcise and Marine

"urvey departments located within the vicinity of Leith. One

exception to this is the census office at Ladywell House in

Corstorphine. Naturally, this 16,000 square feet building houses

a varying number of employees depending on the stage of analysis

of the census data.

The main reason for this concentration of staff and

departments in the centre of town is that the Treasury's

financial stringency has forced the Department to lease and not

buy its own property. Whereas Glasgow has a number of schemes,

the only Crown building of note in Edinburgh is the recently built
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St# James' Square complex for the .Scottish Office# Because

the Department depends on a developer for office accomodation,

moat of the property available on the market at the scale the

Government requires is in the centre of town where the demand

for office spaoe is greatest. Prom past experience, the

Department of the Snvironsjent has had difficulty in recruiting

younger staff in the suburbs, for example, the Inland Revenue's

difficulties at Dreghora army camp at Colinton. So, in June

1969 the Department's fragmented offices were brought together

to facilitate policy making, strengthen linkages between

departments, and to ease staff accessibility. The new building

constructed for these purposes was Argyle House at Lady lawson

'treat, while Stuart House, the headquarters for the Department

of Employment was built adjacent to this office block.

Although consolidation of scattered offices has taken place,

there are still 41 government offices in central Edinburgh

occupying 604,600 square feet. As six offices account for

about 370,000 square feet of this, 35 offices in the centre have

a total of 235,000 square feet of office space. This is an

average of 6 to 7,000 square feet per office so it appears as

though further consolidation of these small scale offices could

still be a policy for the future.
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3&S I»nqAnftpj? assmmsila.

Although museums and libraries are not labour intensive,

they require a great deal of floor space, for present work and

future accessions. Already the Royal Scottish ' useuni and the

national Library have applied to the Department of the

Environment for more accommodation space. The Government

suggests decentralisation, with the possibility of a move to

Livingston new town, while the bodies concerned do not wish to

move out of the central area. The National Library has strong

ties with the University, but Eeriot Watt is moving out to

Hiccarton, seven miles west of the city centre. Nevertheless,

libraries, museums and art galleries are not only for the people

and 3tudenta of Edinburgh. They have a national, and even

international attraction to scholars and research workers.

Therefore, it is more convenient for everyone concerned if these

facilities are located near to the bus or railway station, so that

they can be accessible to their users.

If the present trends are maintained, so that much of the

professional and insurance offices move out of the central

area and the Department of the Environment consolidates ita

position in the centre, it la possible that the centre of

Edinburgh will be dominated goveraiasnt buildings in the next

five to ten years.
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Of the three major Scottish banks the Bank of Scotland

and the Royal Bank of Scotland have their head offices in

Edinburgh. Although these banks are the most important in

terms of employment and floor space in the eityf there are several

merchant banks, finance houses, overseas banks and savings banks

in the capital, The finance houses, although in some crses

performing merchant bank functions, were analysed earlier under

the •Finance* sector,

1,'um'jera Kmnloved

It is difficult to assess the total number of people who

arc omuleyed in banking within Edinburgh because the ;,I,C. only

gives a figure for .Banking, Insurance and Finonoe, Indeed, of

t e total number of employees involved in banking, only that

proportion which is engaged in head office work come.' within

our range of interest. Branch offices are located throughout the

city, so that they can provide a service to the general public.

Although there are more of these offices in the centre because they

serve the business community, office and shop employees and the

tourist, most branch offices in the suburbs tend to cluster at

secondary shopping centres and other nodes of development where

accessibility is easier for the public. At the present time
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many of t e © smaller offices in the centre are closing

down as the hanks rationalise their staff into fewer,

larger buildings.

?hQ I&gj&gR 9f jgaat jjjjBagtetali

The Bank of ""Gotland has a head office staff of 1 ,008,

the Royal Bank 900. The latter has all of its departments,

with the exception of the Stationery Department, in the centre

of Edinburgh. The Bank of Scotland, on the other hand, con¬

structed a new building a few years ago at Robertson "venue,

Corgie and the Computer and Debit Clearing departments were

decentralised to this site, taking with them a stuff of 344

(l10 in the Clearing Department).

The Bank of Scotland has always had more acute office

accommodation problems than that of the Royal because of the

scattered distribution of its offices. alien the Royal and

National Commercial Banks merged in April 1969, all the lit ad

properties of both banks were within a 50 yard radius of each

other. The old National Commercial head office in George

Street was taken over by the Trustee and Investment Department,

and the other departments were housed in 36 .and 42 St. Andrew

Square and a new building adjacent to 42, at Vent Register street.
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The Bank of Scotland, on its merger with the British Limn

Bank in Tebruary 1971, was not so lucky in the distribution

of its newly acquired property. The British Linen*rs main

office was at 38 St. Andrew Square, but other departments -ware

scattered along George Street. The Bank has acquired property

in Bant tfeet in an attempt to consolidate departments and keep

them within locational proximity to the Kound building itself.

However, when it was decided that the premises in George Street

were not modern enough for the conditions required for the

computer section, a new building was constructed at Gorgie

and the Debit Clearing Department was also decentralised. The

Royal also had problems with its expanding Computer Department,

but unlike its competitor the space was available in a site it

already occupied. Although the Computer Department does not

have to be located centrally and would be cheaper to maintain

(in terms of rates) outside the centre, the Royal decided to build

at the back of 36 St. Andrew Square because the land belonged to

them and all the other departments were adjacent to each other.

The Acie of Head Office Departments within the City

A cross section of personnel from head office departments

were interviewed in order to achieve a better understanding of
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the administrative functioning of these banks. Heed office

functions have expanded considerably over the last ten to

fifteen years, with the influx of a multitude of new

departments to add to the well established finance departments,

such as the Cashier's, Accountant's, Trustee and Investment and

Legal departments. Developing and Marketing, Organisation and

Methods, Property, Registrar, Tublic Relations, Staff,

Insurance and Computer are departments which have been created

since the late 1950*s. Some of these were newly created

departments to cater for an increased range of business. The

Law Department, for instance, previously carried out the work

now undertaken by the Property Deportment.

It is some of these new departments which have provided the

banks with their accommodation problems. Most of the© have

grown steadily in size, employing between 15 ard 50 employees, but

two departments, the Registrar and the Computer departments have

had notable increases in staff. Prom small beginnings in the

early 1960'a when both banks employed a staff of about 50 in

each of their Computer departments, they now employ a total of

384 and envisage a considerable increase in the next five years.
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"he Registrar Department is important in that it provides a

revenue for the bank as it offers a service for the business

community. Many clerical staff are required and since the

Royal opened this department in 1964 it has increased its staff

from 19 to 78, and anticipates employing a furt er 60 in the

next five years.

Overall, most departments are fairly self contained, but

some are looationally more flexible than others. The adminis-

tr tive core (cashier, accountancy and legal departments) needs

a central site and although the manager of the Trustee and

Investment Dpeartment thought that his department could operate

more efficiently in the suburbs, it is highly unlikely that this

will ever happen. Of the new departments, Organisation and

Methods, Developing and Marketing and Public Relations can, and

often do work away from Edinburgh} the manager of the F.R.

Department stating that Glasgow would be a better centre in which

to be located because of the importance of commerce and the

newspaper industry in the city. Nevertheless, these

departments are tied to the Executive in some way so the

splintering of separ te divisions is unlikely. The Staff
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Department must be in the centre of town because it is

aoro convenient for interviewees to find the office if it is

close to the bus and railway station.

If the managers of these bank departments were interviewed

as separate entities, over half of them would not consider a

central location essential. However, as they are departments

of the one company, it is much easier for the Executive to

administer them if they are located close tor-tier. It is

convenient for the competing banks to be near eaoh other if only

that it makes the exchanging of notes more practical. \lthough

the Royal has sufficient space in 3t. Andrew Square and can coter

for further expansion (by closing one of the branch offices on

the ground floor), the Stationery Department was decentralised

to a converted warehouse at HaoDonald Road (off Leith :."alk) three

years ago, and another spaoe consuming department, the Registrar,

will be moved out within the next few years. The Bank of

Scotland with a third of its head o fice staff decentralised

already could consolidate its scattered offices by centralising

staff into the two main offices in the centre - the Hound and

58 St. Andrew Square, and building an extension at Robertson

Avenue for departments who do net need a oentral location.
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Other Banking Organisations

The Clydesdale Bank has its head office in Glasgow, but

has chief offices in all of the major cities in Scotland,

including Edinburgh. These offices are only large branch

offices which, to a certain extent, administer other branches

in their area.

The Trustee Savings Banks are unlike the joint stock banks

in that they are not profit making concerns, but are controlled

by trustees. The joint stock banks ®re limited companies open

to shareholders on the Stock Exchange, whereas any profits the

trustee banks make are invested in the National Debt Office.

The trustees of all these banks throughout the country have an

association which formulates nationwide policy. However,

different districts have different trustees and each area

operates independently. The head office of Edinburgh Trustee

'saving Banks is in the centre of town, while all of the branch

offices are located throughout Edinburgh at points of maximum

accessibility for clients in much the same way as joint stock

banks* branch offices, A central location is very important

to the Savings Bank because it serves other firms in the centre
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and.it have an advantage over other banks in that

A a

iA~ voas. Hie cv\V^ fcic^k.
open at lunchtimB for the

convenience of office and shop workers,

All of the other banking concerns in Edinburgh are

fairly insignificant, only employing srall numbers of staff#

The Bank of Hova Scotia opened a branch in rrinces street in

1969# The company chose Princes Street because it is the

main tourist area in the city. Being new, the Bank wanted

publicity and so it has stronger contacts than would have

been expected from most branch offices because personnel

have been going to the business community offering them the

firm's banking services. Staff were recruited by the policy

of offering higher salaries than those offered by already

established houses.

Both the merchant banks visited have only been recently

established in Edinburgh (1969 and 1971). ' ven the finance

companies that perform merchant bank functions are recent

arrivals to the capital. Unlike the .-joint stock banks, the

merchant banks do not provide a service to the private individual,

but to commercial companies# Much of their work is of an
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advisory nature providing assistance to firms intending to

merge or going into liquidation. Staff are specialists in t' eir

field, and those banks usually hand pick the cream of the pro¬

fession from the joint stock banks.

nummary

By analysing the role each functional group plays in the

city centre, important differences exist between offices in

the same functional group. In the 'Finance' sector,

investment trusts have weak face to face contact patterns with

most of their business being conducted by telecommunications,

whereas building societies, serving the local market, have

strong linkages with the Edinburgh business community. The

role of the insurance company in the city centre V-ries

according to the type of firm. The life insurance firms are

more footloose, as many are head offices who are concerned

more with routine administrative duties than with the generation

of new business. General and composite insurance firms have

more contact with clients and the general public, consequently

they are more reluctant to move than life insurance companies.

The property companies* location and future mobility depend

on tho size of the firm. The larger firms perform a variety
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of functions both in ths commercial and residential property

business. They require prestige premises, especially for

their residential departments. The uni-functional firm is

moving away from the core of the central area to lower rated

premises on the outer edges of the city centre. The travel

agents are similar - the large multi-purpose firms are located

along Princes Street, the small package tour firms operate

in other main tourist or shopping areas. The professional

sectors do not vary much within each group. However, the

•Manufacturing*, * Association* and 'Business service* sectors

cover a wide faction of differing functions, for example,

* Associations' comprise voluntary associations and trade

associations, councils, societies and clubs - all of which

have their own individual interests. The main thread of

uniformity that these three sectors share is that t ey are

small and play an insignificant role in the business structure

of the city centre.

Although, office mobility is significant in : rst functional

groups, the distances firms anticipate moving are short and mainly

within the central area. Onaller offices, especially in the

•Construction* or 'Other Professional* category, are more willing
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to move further away from the central office zone. However,

although the forces of centralisation are strong, the physical

constraints imposed on large firms within the city centre have

acted as a counter force in promoting decentralisation. "Vo

insurance companies are moving to the • Inner Suburbs* zone.

One other life insurance company, the largest, is moving to the

suburbs or possibly out of Edinburgh to the Lothians, while the

headquarters of a building contractor anticipates a move to the

outer northern suburbs.

The Government has provided the main stimulus to suburban

office development in Edinburgh. 40 per oent of the Scottish

Office *s 4,608 employees work outside the central area. However,

only 975, about 23 per cent of the Department of the Environment's

employees, work in the suburbs. The Department leases its

property so most of its buildings have been constructed in

areas of market demand - usually within the central area. Hp

until 1973, the Post Office only employed 12 per cent of its

Edinburgh labour force in the suburbs. However, on the

oompletion of the Telephone Manager's new office at Oorgie

about 35 per oent of the P.O. staff will operate outside the

central area. Further decentralisation of central and quasi-
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-ovar mental organisations is unlikely. It is possible

that the Department of the Environment's estate may be

centralised into fewer buildings within the central area.

The reorganisation of Scottish Office staff, on completion

in 1974, will reduce the numbers of staff in the suburbs from

40 to 39 per cent of the total employed. Of the government

boards located in the centre only two, the Tourist Board and

the Water Board, are moving out of the central area with the

former only moving to Ravelston on t he north-west periphery

of the city centre. Although lack of space and the need to

consolidate scattered offices may force some boards, especially

the Scottish Special Housing Association, out of the centre^ they

are reluctant to follow the example of the Gas Board by moving

their whole organisation out to a suburban site.
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'upprban legations and Pyecent f^et ^rends

Post-War Office Development

nine® 1945, 3.9 million square feet of office space have

been constructed in Edinburgh, of which 2.3 million are in the

central area, and 1.6 million are in the suburbs (Table 5.1).

Initially, moat developments were confined to the central area,

but in the 1960'a and early seventies office construction in the

suburbs has kept pace with that in the centre, f or example,

1.45 million square feet have b en built from 1968 to 1972, of

which 750,000 square feet have been constructed in the suburbs

and 700,000 square feet in the central area. However, the

pattern of demand for office space has changed markedly over

these four years. In 1968, the Government accounted for 44 per

cent of the total post-war demand, Public Boards 21 per cent,

financial 24 per cent, other 4 per cent, with 7 per cent vacant

at the time of writing. (Freeman 1970.) In 1972 the figures for

'Government1 and 'Public Boards' remained unchanged, but the firms

in 'Finance*, 'Banks' and 'Insurance' together only have 18 per

cent of the total, while other users - general business,

professional and multiple use occupy 12 per cent of the post-war
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office blocks. Although the financial category has increased

fro?; 588,000 to 691,000 square feet (18 per cent) in four

years, in relative terms its share of the total has decreased

considerably. For example, the 'G-overnment* and * ublic Board'

sectors have increased by 63 per cent and so continue to have a

high share of the total, whereas 'other users* have increased

by 350 per cent from 103,000 to 457,000 square feet. Tn this

category come the professional classes, mainly architects, who

have converted premises in the suburbs, the accountants, who have

renovated property in the central area. General business offices,

including construction companies and manuf cturing regional sales

offices, have also been active in the building of new office

blocks in the suburbs (170,000 out of 190,000 square feet

outside the central area), Cnly two of these offices, one

of 10,000 square feet, the other of 5,000 3quare feet, are in

converted premises, others have been built specifically for

their own use.

The financial sector varies according to function. Because

of lack of space, the banks have built more in the suburbs than

in the centre, a finance comoany has moved its headqunrt- s to a
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new 90,000 square feet building on the outer edge of the

central area, but the insurance companies have constructed

all of their 461,000 square feet of office space in the

central area, Nevertheless, this position should ehanr®

within the next few years when three of the largest
i

insurance companies move into the suburbs. In total,

5,1* lQ3t-war Office Building (Thousands detinue Poet)
/-.aril ig72.

^ the C/A

Banks 140 40 100

Government 1,694 1,062 632

Insurance Companies 461 461 -

Professional 112 62 50

General Business 190 20 170

Public Boards (inc. P.O.) 821 453 368

Placed Office Suites 155 155

Finance 90 - 90

Others (Not Leased Tet) 226 46 180

Total 3,68? 2,2?? 1.590

Sources Town Planning Department Records and Ficlcuork.

future suburban office building in insurance should equal

what has been built already in the centre, but t'eoe
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firms le ving the central area will le- ve behind large mounts

of vacant office space which have been built in the post-war

period (about 160,000 square feet)#

Tim 'Government• sector is still by far the most prc&Lmnt

in its demand for office space in Edinburgh. Over 500,000 square

t have been built for government use in the last four years,

while 500,000 square feet have been constructed for * ublie Boards'
\\

(including the ?»0») in the same period. Although 60 per cent
\

of the government and pu lie board's offices are in the centre,

the suburban total for both these sectors equals wr 60 per

cent of the 1,6 million square feet built in suburban Edinburgh

since the war,

J2E. 'e -■ 3 for Cff^qe Sp^oe

It would appear from the planning applications from 1965 to

1970 that the future employment distribution of office jobs

v;ould be equally split between the central area a d the rest of

the city, (Table 5«2.) Tore recent information has amended

thea© figures, so that 1,85 million square feet have been demanded

in the central area with 1,9 million square feet in t he uburhs

from 1965 to April 1972 (Table 5«3)# Both these figures are

almost sufficient to accommodate the whole of the office employment

growth predicted up to 1991 in the Buchanan Repart (1972).
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T^ble gf2. Planning Applications 1965 to 1970.

C/A Suburbs

Total floorapaoe subject to 1.8m. 1.7b.
applications

Applications granted 1.5m. 1.3m.

Aiildings constructed or 0.9m. 0.3m.
under construction

Table 5tg. ilarmipg .*965 *,Q 1,973 '

sIa Auburbc

Total floorspace subject to 1.85®. 1 .9m.
applications

Applications granted 1.7-• 1.7a.

uildings constructed or 1.2m. 1.~3m.
under construction

As in the •insurance* sector earlier, many firms ask for

planning permission entailing a move from one office to another

which may not have a significantly larger floor area. %

planning applications can only be used as a rough guide to

current market demand and not to any precise categorisation of

office type throughout the city. For example, although by 1970
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in the central area 1.8 million square feet were demanded through

planning applications, only 1,5 million square feet were granted,

of which 0,9 million square feet have been built or were in

the process of being constructed. The suburban total showed

a greater discrepancy - of the 1,7 million square feet demanded,

1,3 million were granted and only 300,000 square feet were

under construction. So, it is clear that there is a long

time lag between the firm's searching for a site, its

application for planning permission, the Corporation's

consideration of the application and finally the construction

of the building. Meanwhile, the office which is about to be

vacated has to be sold or re-leased, depending on the

circumstances, so this factor helps to add to the complexity

of the final equation.

Earlier in the chapter, the amount of post-war office

building, the functional groups occupying these premises and the

distribution of these offices throughout the city were all

analysed for April 1972, All buildings occupied at this

date were reviewed and trends traced by comparing figures

at an earlier date. However, the analysis of planning applications

moves away from this static technique and provides a more dynamic

method of studying present trends in the office market.
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In eighteen months another 50,000 square feet have been

demanded in the central area, while an additional 200,000

square feet of office space are planned for the rest of

the city (Table 5«3)« "ore applications have been accepted -

200,000 square feet in the centre, 400,000 square feet in

the suburbs, but the most striking statistic in Table 5.3

is the increase in area of new buildings. In 1970 only 0.9

million square feet had been built in the central area and

considerably less - 0.3 million square feet had been constructed

in the suburbs, but in the last year and a half just over

1 million square feet have been built or are in the process of

being constructed. 750,000 square feet of this have been

built in the suburbs, a trend already noticed in Chapter two.

PM ic> Central

Material was also available from the list of planning

applications on the previous use of premises which were going

to be converted into offices. Although this material was

restricted to the central area, it provided further information

on the character of the study area.

The greatest demand is for small scale offices with a

third of the applications wishing to convert residential property.

(Table 5.4.) These 21 applications only require 3 per cent of
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the total floor space demanded, the average size of office

being under 3»000 square feet. Applications for large scale

office developments are mainly for areas of waste ground or

derelict land, redevelopment zones where run-down properties

of nixed use are to make way for office edifices, or the

renovation of office establishments themselves. However,

only 68 per cent of the total area demanded is in the

central area of the study area, the 'Inner Suburbs' accounting

for the remaining applications.

The 'Inner Suburbs1 Zone

The number and character of applic tiaras for this peripheral

zone typifies what would be expected in the 'transitional* zone

of a city, "ven within the study area, most of the residential

premises that are being converted to office use are found on the

edge of the central area and this continuing expansion of the

commercial central area in the 'Inner Suburbs' is what would be

expected in a city with a large and growing professional labour

force.

The areas of derelict, waste land are divided fairly evenly

between the central area and the 'Inner Suburbs' zone with firms

making six applications and demanding over 250,000 square feet
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Table 5.4. Previous Use of Proas Required in Planning Triplications.

(Central Tea)

of Area (sq.ft.) Ko. of Arnlicatlona

Residential 57,350 21

Shops 6,400 2

Industrial 265,000 4

Commercial/Office 250,000 11

Office/Shops 5,218 1

Mixed 502,699 7

Ho Previous Use 536,020 12

Warehouse 30,000 1

Others (clubs/halls/cinema) 102,700 3

Total 1,755,9*75 62

Of this total 1,200,375 sq. ft. was demanded In the central
area of the study area#

Type of JJflff b°T of ■ •■pplj.pgtionq

Residential 40,470 15

Shops 6,400 2

Industrial 7,800 1

Commercial/Office 5,218 1

Office/Shops 250,588 11

Mixed 502,699 7

Ho previous use 284,500 6

Others 102,700 3

Total 1,200,375 46
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556,600 sq. ft. was demanded on the periphery of the study-

area's central area, but within the T.P, Department's

central area (the 'Inner Suburbs' zone).

Type of Uqp Area (sq.ft.) ;o. of Applications

Ho previous use 251,520 6

arehouse 30,000 1

Residential 16,880 6

Industrial 257,200 3

Total 555,600 16

for each area. Kost of the land zoned under industrial use has

boon applied for in this peripheral area while none of the area

demanded in this zone will be converted from commercial use.

This implies that firms are e tablishing a first phase of

commercial developments in the transitional zone taking over

industrial and residential property, or even waste ground.

However, moves are of a short distance nature with companies

being very reluctant to move outside the centre altogether. The

effect is thus to create an enlarged Central Business District

(C.B.D.). It is possible that planning or parking controls have

been the main instigators promoting office mobility from the core

of the central area.
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The Secondary Study - ..o^oarch Methodology

In order to understand office mobility in the central area

and from the central area to the suburbs, a secondary study was

conducted to augment the information received from the quest¬

ionnaire. Pour methods were adopted in assembling the necessary

information. All sites which have been redeveloped within the

study area in the last ten years were plotted. Firms who were

in these sites prior to redevelopment were traced to see if they

remained in close proximity tc their former location or if they

* oved further afield. (street directories from 1960 onwards

were used for this nurpoae.) The occupants of the new office

blocks constructed in their place were traced to find if they

came from within the central area, the suburbs or outside the

city itself. Estate agents were asked what property they had

on the market, who was previously in these premises and

who was going to move in to the vacated property. Further

assembling of material was the result of fieldwork within

the study area. Clues to where firms had moved were usually

given by the company concerned leaving a forwarding address

for clients. Empty property was also noted and the whereabouts

of the former occupants traced through the street di. ctcries.
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After a gap of eighteen months the property market was

reviewed and all properties vacant in December 1970 were

checked to find out if anyone had acquired these premises by

June 1972#

Dumber of Moves

As can be seen from Table 5.5, firms in the •Finance*,

♦Insurance', 'Legal', • Other Professional* and the 'Manufacturing*

sectors show the greatest number of total moves in the survey.

However, non-office moves total 107 which is similar to the

number of office moves (119) considering that one section - c,

is devoted to offices only. The changing pattern and

distribution of shops, restaurants, cafes, clubs and hotels

within the central area would make a worthwhile study in

itself.

Mobility Because of Redevelopment

Sections a, b, o and d in Table 5.5 refer to the mobility

caused and created by redevelopment plans within the central

area. When the City Planning Department earmark a site for future

redevelopment, the firms occupying this area know that they will

not be able to afford the high rents and rates of the new building

which will replace theirs. Nevertheless, all but orse of the
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offices - a firm of consulting engineers - remained in the

centre. More shops and other non-office functions were

affected by redevelopment (2£ sis compared to 17 offices) and many

of the smaller businesses were more willing to decentralise than

the offices (15 out of 28 moving out of the central area).

Financial firms were prominent in the acquisition of new

office blocks in the central area. Three insurance companies,

a merchant bank, a stockbroker and two investment companies

moved into redeveloped sites from within the central area. One

accountancy firm moved from St. Andrew Square to a house which

it rebuilt on the periphery of the central area, while a computer

firm requiring prestige premises moved into a new building in

the St. Andrew Square area. Mobility was less pronounced from

outside the central area to new property developments in the centre.

Only ens office, an overseas bank, moved into new premises from

outside Edinburgh's central area. Activity in non-office functions

was more important with three shops coming to Edinburgh from

other parts of the country.

Estate Agent Data

The information received from the estate agents gave a more

comprehensive cross section of the type of firmmoving voluntarily.
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*s unsold property in December 1970 was recheoked in Jure 1972,

the changing patterns of commercial land use within the central

area could al30 be analysed from the data in e and f «

Cut of the 35 firms who vacated their premises on!y two

firms decentralised - a surveyor's who moved to Gorgie, only

a mile from the centre, and a Gas Board department which

moved out to Granton on the centralising of all the Board's

departments, but only 23 firms remained in the central area.

Ithough five 'Manufacturing' offices moved, three gave up their

central area office; the firms contracting and working from th dr

yards or warehouses in suburban Edinburgh. One sales office

moved from the est End to the southern periphery of the 'Inner

Cub-orbs' while the other 'Manufacturing* office could not be

traced. Also coining into this category was an accountant, a

travel agency, a finance company, a construction firm and a

•Business Service' office, (The C,A# may have amalgamated

so the change of name of the firm may have made it impo sible

to trace). The other firms either closed their Edinburgh office

or they had gone out of business. This was the c se with a

stockbroker and a construction firm, both going into liquidation,

while the travel agency clo ed down its Edinburgh branch.
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Firms Acquiring Central urea Premises

The firms who moved into these vacated premises were similar

functionally from those who had just moved out, with firms in the

•Finance1, 'Insurance*, 'Legal' and *Cther Professional' sectors

showing most mobility. However, only two 'Manufacturing' offices

and not one •Construction* firm replaced the nine offices that had

moved, contracted or gone out of business. On the other hand,

firms in the 'Business Services' sector consolidated ti eir

position in the central area with more firms moving into these

premises than were moving out. Of the 67 properties being

sold by estate agents, 32 were shops and other non-office

functions and 35 were offices. Only 47, 25 offices and 22 others,

had been taken over after a period of eighteen months, wenty

properties are still for sale (in 1972) of which only two cut of

thirteen offices are being renovated, while only one out of the

seven non-offices looksas though it could be occupied in the near

f- tare• The main reason why these premises remain unsold is that

the properties are poor, they require renovation and the prices

demanded for them are too high. It would be untrue to say that

there is a lack of office space in tie centre of town, hut a firm

is not going to buy property which is extravagantly priced
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because of Its location alone. Son* firms in the

questionnaire said that they would not move from the

centre because their property was their own and ot leased

and they were doubtful if they could sell their property on

moving.

lum-rim; Land Use Patterns

The 47 properties which had been acquired during the

study period were used as a basis for analysing the changing

patterns of land use in the central area. Out of the 25 proper¬

ties which were offices on the completion of the study, nineteen

were offices before (these are s own in c lunn f in the brackets

adjacent to the present use). The estate agent could not

determine the former use of one of the properties, four offices

were previously shops and a surveying firm took over the premises

originally occupied by a private college giving tuition in *0*

and 'H* levels. Two insurance companies, a building society

and the Solicitor's Property Centre (an office which exhibits

all properties that the legal profession has on the market)

are the four offices who converted shops for their own use. All

of these firms have similar characteristics in that they have a
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window display, a counter service and a spacious frontage

with pamphlets littered at tables providing the necessary

information on insurance policies, available properties and

types of building society loans. It was therefore very

straightforward and reasonably economical to renovate shopping

premises to this type of use.

As only one of the 22 non—offices has taken ovor promises

previously occupied by an office, the ratio of office to non-

office property in the survey has incre sed from 35:32 to

38j29, Apart from this office, fourteen shops, two ware¬

houses, three restaurants, one garage and an area of

residential property were converted for non-office use on being

30ld by the estate agent. The garage and one warehouse did not

change use on change of owner. However, although only one shop

changed use (from residential property), the character of shop

types has undergone many changes. A few years ago the

property vacated was previously inhabited by a wide range of

shop types varying from departmental stores to the small bck-

street shop. The small businesses are disappe ring from the

centre, especially in the area of Rose Street where they have

been replaced by new shopping precincts. Boutiques have taken
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over much of these precises in and around Rose Street

and in other streets adjacent to the main shopping areas.

The bodkBttker has apperred regularly as an intruder to the

C.B.D. where there is a high incidence of public houses. A

warehouse was converted to a hotel in the New Town, a restaurant

was renovated for public house purposes near the University and

a gaming club was established on the former site of a rest¬

aurant in the Centre of town. Although restaurants were

making way for other uses, they were actively establishing

themselves in other parts of the city centre - one taking over

the only office property converted in the survey - a travel

agency, with two others renovating shopping premises.

"laid Pata

Sections g, h and i were formulated on material collected

by fieldwork. As the whole of the study area was covered, any

relevant information was noted, for example, vac tod premises often

had a note pinned to their door stating the new address of the firm.

More firms, in both the office and non-office categories, moved

out of the central area than stayed within it, yet in some

cases the same type of firm (by sector) was moving within the

centre as well as between the centre and the suburbs.
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'The insurance company which is moving out of the central

area is having a new building constructed less than half a

mile fV'Ta its old office and within the 'Inner Suburbs' zone.

Two of the 'Manufacturing' firms are also moving only a 3hort

distance, one to Roseburn just outside the 'Inner luburba*,

the other to within this zone. The legal firm, on moving

to Bruntsfield, set a precedent as this is considered a far

reaching move in solicitors' terms, nevertheless, in terms

of physical distance the firm still remains within the

'Inner Suburbs*. Of the remaining seven companies, an office

in each of the 'Business Service*, 'Construction' and 'advertising'

sectors, closed their offices in the centre and did not relocate

in other parts of Edinburgh hut contracted to Glasgow, Only

four firms showed long distance mobility. Of these,

an accountant and his major client, a design engineer firm,

decided jointly to move from the centre to a now building on the

T^ntland Industrial ^state at Loarihead. An architectural firm

took over and converted agricultural buildin~s at South Cueensferry

and a 'Manufacturing* firm centralised its sales and regional

office in a new building on the Newhaven Road in the outer

eastern suburbs.
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Overall, from this data, it can be said that an equal

number of firms are staying in the centre compared with those

who are moving to the suburbs, but of the firms moving to t'e

suburbs half are remaining in close proximity to the central

area#

'irms Acquiring Vac ted Premises.

Pour firms « one shop and three offices - moved into

those premises vacated by the aforementioned firms (column i).

Although several of these properties are poor quality, the main

reason why these premises have not been tafeen ever is that mo3t

firms have only recently moved out of these offices (the data

were collected throughout 1971-72 while interviewing and making

general observations). Because of this, the property has only

been on the market for a short time so it is not surprising that

most premises are still vacant,

' -PPty* Property

The studying of 'empty' property (columns j and k) is

an extension of the material collected for sections g, h and i.

Prom fieldwork notes all property that was unoccupied - not quite

the same as the above where firms stated where they were going -

was checked through the street directories to find the prevlcus
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occupants and their destinations. \s much of this

property was in a state of decay in areas of blight, not

many firms could be traced in the last ten years. Only two

shops and four offices, all of which remained within the

central area, were recorded in the street directory.

However, renovation has taken place, especially in areas of

historic or architectural interest, so that many firms have

moved into what were previously run-down properties. Restaurants,

public houses and souvenir shops have -.ken over many of these

properties although offices, mainly the Department of Employment,

have also been active in the city centre.

In conclusion, it can be said that present market trends show

that most firms are content to stay in the central area. In

columns a, b, e, g, h, and j there was a total of 75 moves of

which 51 (68 per cent) remained in the centre, 5 (4 per cent)

moved to the 'Inner Suburbs1 and 8 (11 per cent) moved out to the

suburbs. 17 per cent, either contracted, closing their Edinburgh

regional office or could not be traced, implying that if they did

move it was outside the Edinburgh telephone district. when

those figures are compared with the data collected from the

questionnaire, certain discrepancies are apparent. When asked
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their preferred location on moving from their present site,

50 per cent of the firms wished to stay in the central area,

12 per cent in the 'Inner Suburbs' zone, 26 per cent in the

suburbs, with 8 per cent moving outside Edinburgh and the

remainder uncertain, awaiting pclicy decisions. These

differences can be explained in that the latter data were

collected from potential office movers whereas the secondary

study analysed firms who had already moved. On the other hand,

it would be wrong to assume that the trends predicted from the

secondary study rere totally accurate as moat offices analysed

were of a smallto medium-sized nature. Many of the potential

office movers from the centre of town are also drawn from large,

new office blocks, for example, insurance ouj paries. Neverthe¬

less, it is difficult to predict the location of future office

movers because of the uncertainty of receiving planning permission,

especially in the suburbs. Firms may wish to move outside the

centre, but during the tirae lag while their planning application

is being considered alternative suitable office accommodation may

become available in the central area.

Suburban Offices

Initially, it was hoped that this secondary study would
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produce enough material to provide a sample for interviewing

firms who had decentralised from the central area. However,

as this numbc* was too small, all suburban firms were

interviewed, excluding central government offices, bank#

departments and th® Post Office, all of which have been

discussed.

Offices in Leith were also omitted from the study.

Although leith has been incorporated into the city boundary,

it remains a distinctive port town. Kost offices are

clustered around Bernard :5treet specialising in port activities

(shipping agents, insurance brokers)j the offices of grain and

whisky merchants ^re also prominent in Leith. However, these

firms have been established there before 1945 although some

premises have been modernised since then. Because leith has

retained much of its character and no firms have moved there

from central Edinburgh It was not considered to be a part of

suburban Edinburgh for the purpose of this study.

Government boards were interviewed because they function

in much the same way as a private firm. The interviewing

format for suburban offices was identical to that in the main
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questionnaire for the central area. Of the 32 firms

interviewed, twelve were professional offices, seven were

general business offices, three government boards, one

insurance company, a finance company and eight research

organisations. In total these firms employ 4,445 people

and occupy just under 900,000 square feet of office space.^

"esearch Organisations

Suburban locations have been favour'd by the growing number

of government sponsored research organisations mainly in ihe

field of animal, marine and land use research. These

organisations have tended to cluster in a small area from

Harchmont to Kings Buildings with the Scottish Marine Biological

Association at Craighall Road in the north and the Animal

Diseases Association at Gilaerton in the south being the

exceptions to this concentration of research activities.

These various research units are sponsored by different

grant awarding bodies. The Natural Environment Research

Council (N.E.R.C.) finances research into land use and natural

resources, namely, the Nature Conservancy, Geological "c' nces

and the Marine Biological Association. The Agricultural

1. Figure 3.4 should be referred to during the remainder of the
chapter.
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"©search Council (a.H.C.) was set tip in 1931 and it

placed two research units for Croat Britain in Edinburgh,

the Animal Breeding Research Organisation and the Poultry

Breeding Research Centre, The Seismology Research Unit

is independent do-Tending on individual contributions, and the

Hill Farming Research. Organisation and the Animal Diseases

Association are government financed although private

contributions are common.

The Animal and oultry Breeding Organisations, along with

the Marine Biological Association, are national research units

so contacts with government departments in 'dinburgh are in¬

significant as the sain research committees are London based.

However, contacts with the University, especially the Regional

Ccmpu-er Centre, are important and both the Breeding Organisations

have had new buildings constructed on the Kings Buildings campus

in the last five years. The Fill Farming Research Organisation

grew out of the Hill Farming Advisory Committee for cotland,

an advisory body attached to the Department of Agriculture and made

up of civil servants and farming members. Today, the organisation

is directly related to Edinburgh as the centre of government, and
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contacts with the Department of Agriculture are close in both

the financial and research spheres. Contacts with the Animal

Breeding Rose rch Organisation are also important.

The Nature Conservancy is also tied closely to government

departments in Edinburgh. A Highland location would have

appeared more appropriate in terms of the Conservancy's field

operations hut much contact is required with the Department of

Agriculture and the Scottish Development Department in relation

to land acquisition, land use and research, while advanced

library facilities and university ties were also important

considerations for an Edinburgh situation.

The links with Kings Buildings are important to all the

Research Organisations and the Animal Diseases Association is

no exception. A computer link is to be installed but the

Association's more remote location may he explained in that its

main contacts are with the farmers in the surrounding countryside

and veterinary officers, the former providing the sample, the

latter the diagnosis. The oldest established research body

in Edinburgh is that of Geological Sciences in 1902. Apart

from its contact with Kings Buildings school children and other

classes are freqtient visitors to its library and laboratories.

The Seismology Unit is adjacent to one of the Geological
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Sciences* offices (there are three). This research unit

moved from London in 1964. Links with computer terminals

are imperative, so linkages with Robertson Avenue, Kings

Buildings and even London have some importance.

Host of these organisations have grown rapidly in

recent years and much new building has taken place to

cater for this growth. Apart from the Animal Breeding

Research Organisation which moved to new premises at Kings

Buildings from South Oswald Road (south inner suburbs) in

1967, all of the other organisations occupied converted

mansions. However, this growth and need for apace has resulted

in t ece research units either building an extension to their

present premises or moving to new buildings elsewhere. The

Hature Conservancy has increased from 18 to 45 staff from 1952

to 1966 and has since then added another 35 personnel. This

research body applied for planning permission to build an

extension and had it granted, so it will remain in the same

location. The Poultry Research Centre and the Animal Diseases

Association did likewise; the former increasing from 70 to

133 staff from 1962 to 1972, the latter with a staff of 156 has

shown an increase of 50 per cent in the same period.
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Geological Sciences is having a building constructed at

Sings Buildings so that it can consolidate its three

scattered offices. Hill Farming at present is only in

temporary accommodation as the organisation will be moving

to Bush - a few miles outside the city boundary in the south -

vent - within a year of the construction of new premises. Bush

is the main research station for agricultural activities so this

move by the Hill Farming Research Organisation consolid;tea its

office staff with its laboratory (farm) staff. The Scottish

Marine Biological Association is phasing out its Scottish

operations and by 1975 all of the organisation will be

concentrated in Plymouth.

In the next few years the planning problems that these

organisations have faced will have been resolved. The seven

remaining research units will be in the southern part of the

city with Hill Farming out at Bush. As in the past, staff

recruitment should not be difficult. Most of the staff are

professional or scientific, the numbers of secretarial, clerical

staff being nominal. The Marine Biological Association finds

tl ese small numbers of typists difficult to recruit but its

looation is fairly remote so this is understandable. The
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units at Kings Buildings share the facilities provided by

the University and the Foredun Institute at OiInerton

use the N.C.B.'s canteen facilities so most types of staff

are willing to work in these sites.

Professional offices are widely dispersed thr ughout the

length and breadth of suburban Edinburgh. The majority of

firms interviewed were architects (seven) with two consulting

engineers plus one of each of the surveying, legal and accountancy

professions. This would have been expected from the material

collected in the questionnaire as architects showed most

mobility in the 'Other Professional' category, surveying being

very limited and in general restricted to intra-central moves (the

firm in the suburbs is only half a mile from the centre). It is

surprising to find that a legal firm had moved out of the central

area at all as none had anticipated moving out from the previous

study. Accountancy firms had shown more flexibility than the

legal profession but most moves were to the 'Inner Suburbs',

very few anticipated a move into the outer suburbs.

It could be significant that the surveyor, lawyer and

accountant plus three of the architects had all been established

in Edinburgh before 1945 and that the latest any of these firms

had opened premises in the capital was 1963. This would seem to imply
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that once a firm becomes known and secures its clientele

pattern it can afford the risk of moving out of the city-

centre, the main catchment area for business. All but one

of the professional firms, an architect's in Inverleith Row,

had started their business in the central area. This firm

has always been on this site since its establishment in

1954 mainly because it is a family business with the office

in the lower floor, the house in the upper floor of the

building. The other firms have moved from the central area

vexy recently - between 1965 and 1971, The architects, with

the exception of one, moved from the West End to the suburbs,

the consulting engineers had a George Street and a Princes Street

address prior to moving, the surveyor moved from ^ueen Street,

the lawyer the West End and the accountant the Bridges. Although

they were in different central area locations, they were unanimous

in their main reason for moving - inadequate car parking

facilities for clients and staff. One or two of the larger,

expanding firms gave lack of space or the consolidation of their

scattered offices as other reasons; the expiration of lease was

also mentioned, but poor car parking facilities was the

fundamental reason for moving out of the central area.
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On moving out these firms converted country mansions,

old railway houses, agricultural buildings and even castles

in the suburbs of Edinburgh. The difficulty in acquiring

many of these properties and receiving planning permission

to take over these premises accounts for the widespread

distribution of the professional offices. Only on® firm,

a firm of accountants, is in a new building and this is

shared with a design/construction company at Loanhead on the

Pentland Industrial "state. These firms have not created

much impact on leaving the centre and moving out to the suburbs.

If they had all moved to the same quarter of Edinburgh, t ©ir

total area would have been large enough to attract more firms

and other economic activities. Eovever, three firms only

employ 3, 4 and 7 people while the largest m the head office

of a consulting engineering firm at Couth Cueensferry - has a

staff of 100. The remaining firms are small to medium-sised

employing between 12 and 35 people. The building trade has

been in a recession for a few years so three architects and one

surveyor have shown small decreases in staff over the last five

years and the two consulting engineers are the only firms to show

any increase in number of employees.
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Fone of these firms has regretted moving to the suburbs,

ard none of them intended to move back into the central area.

The legal and accountancy fires depend primarily on their

clients coming to them, so the removal of their office to areas

with adequate car parking is an advantage to their pr sent

clients and may attract new clients also. The 'Other

Professional' firms do a good deal of commuting both ways-

clients to them and vice versa - so a suburban site with car

parking facilities is once again advantageous. Although some

firms had only moved out a year ago, they did not expect to lose

any business by taking this step. The more established suburban

firms did not lo^e any clients by the move. As already stated,

this could be the result of a prolonged office situation in the

centre of town which formulated clientele patterns, but many of

these firms do not nocessarily have most of their clientele in the

central area. One firm of consulting engineers and two architect

firms are head offices and do business throughout the country,

while the accountant and another architect do most of their

business with clients from suburban Edinburgh or the Lothians.

Staff must be considered when a firm anticipates moving out

of the central area. The reactions of staff members to a move
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can be instrumental in the firm's decision to move, and where

in Edinburgh it will move to. All of these professional firms have

had the minimal amount of trouble in keeping their present staff

or recruiting new employees. Apart from key persOEinel who

tend to move with the firm, the more remotely located firms

have employed local, married women for secretarial/receptionist

posts, Cthor firms are either close enough to the centre to

have most shopping and other facilities at hand or they ore in

proximity to suburban shopping areas or towns outside .dinbnrgh

(South ensferry), „ . , „ .. , ...One firm has gone out of its way to provide

services for its employees. It arranges a bus or oar service to

transport its staff to and fr m work. The firm constructed two

new wings on to the c stle it acquired for its new office. The

new buildings are the main working offices but the castle is used

as a conference and recreational centre with its own bar, gymnasium,

television a nd canteen,

Some firms on moving out from the oentral area have had now

buildings constructed on the periphery of the central area. Two

•Manufacturing' offices, an insurance company and a finance house,

come into this category. The insurance company is on the point

of moving from temporary premises, which are in poor condition, in

George Street. The main reason why the other firms moved was
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that their former premises wee too small and in the c so

of one 'Manufacturing* firm, its offices had become scattered

throughout the central area.

The finance company has its national headquarters in

Edinburgh and up until 1967 its office was in the Vent nd.

However, business expanded to such an extent that more space

was required and as the firm wished to own the building, the

office at Orchard lr; e was ideal for the firm's purposes.

The finance company operates in the same way a3 the head offices

of the insurance companies in the city. Because they are liead

offices, most of the work is paper work, large numbers of

clerical and secretarial staff are employed and direct contact

lACOrfcf^V*?
with clients is not essential. Howe er, it decided to

its Edinburgh branch office into this building and there has been

a small fall off of business from Edinburgh clients in the last

few years. The firm expects to expand in the future, but not

quite at the sme rate as the last five years when it grew from

320 to 475 In staff. The head offices of insurance companies

appear to be following this trend with three large companies

anticipating moving out (questionnaire data). However, they

will le ve their branch office behind, unlike the finance

company, as this is the firms' main link with the general public.
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The abort distance move from George Street to the edge

of the central area is quite important to the insurance

company. This firm deals with composite insurance and is a

branch office, so contact with clients and ether insurance

companies is regular. Whether the extra car parking

facilities wjll compensate for the slight dislocation of

communication patterns is difficult to say as the company

has not taken up residence as yet.

Cf the two 'Manufacturing' offices, one is a head office,

the other a regional sales office. The former - oved its con utar

to these premises and then decided to consolidate its scattered

offices on the same site. As buying and orders are part of

this office's function, a site providing adequate car parking

facilities would also be advantageous. The regional rales office

has a high proportion of representatives on its staff who work

away from the office, so although expansion was the main reason for

moving, car parking facilities at the new site wm an extra bonus

to the firm.

Staff recruitment is not a problem to firms who have moved

short distances because they have not movod far enough away from

the centre to be unattractive to the needs of staff members.
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The finance hcu.se has short lunch break so that its staff can

finish early, before the rush hour, and can shop or use the

facilities in the town centre before closing time.

In total these firms employ a staff of 815. As can be _

seen from Figure 3.6, the fringe of the central area will attract

a further two or three firms with a total era loynent of up to

2,000 people in the next five years. Many of the new office

blocks built in the central area in recent years have been built

away from the main central office zone on the southern quarter of

the central area, for example, Argyle House (Central Government),

Lauriston House (N.C.B.), Test Port House (P.O.) and Canning House

(P.O.). The central area of Edinburgh is expanding, causing

traffic congestion in areas away from the main central office

zone. Few of these firms moving to the Have1ston and Roseburn

areas consider themselves to be decentralising. Unlike the

professional offices, car parking is not the first priority on

their list, but the acquisition of sites in the central area

or near to it to accommodate an expanding, cramped office, AS

the sites for large offices are relatively scarce as potential areas

clash with much of the classical landscape, new offices in the

main central office zone are subject to a degree of planning
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control and r strictjona. So, on looking for a site these

firms have been building in Burgess's blight zone or in

areas of open space on the periphery of the central area.

The remaining general business offices are scattered

throughout suburban Edinburgh with two building contr ctors on

the west side, two sales offices on or around Perry Road to the

nfcrth, and a firm of construction designers at Loanheod.

Insufficient space and lack of car parking facilities "ere

the r asens given b" the building contr ctoro for moving out

of the oentral area. Of the firms interviewed they were the

first to move, decentralising in 1958 and 1960. One, a head office,

converted a country mansion in Corstorphine. The firm lias grown

considerably in the last five years, increasing in staff fro.j 40

to 60, although the recruitment of tjg>ists and clerical staff

has not been easy. Nevertheless, most of the staff are happy

working in this site, as it is only 50 yards from St John's Road,

Jorotorphine's main street, with its banks, shops and hotels. The

other contr ctor, a regional office, is more remotely loc ted at

Barnton on the north-west side of town. The firm has been growing

gradually over the last ten years, adding extensions to the original

building, and it now has a staff of 150. Many of the firm's

staff come from Fife and commute daily across the bridge and in addition
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the firm provides a bus service from 3t. Andrew Square for

Edinburgh staff. However, it does not have a canteen so

staff have to enjoy pub lunches or bring their own - a

disadvantage of being in a residential neighbourhood.

Both sales offices employ a considerably smaller number of

employees (20 and 21), One firm has decreased in staff in the

last six years because of the centralising of staff to its main

Scottish office in Glasgow, However, the conversion of a

country house in Ferry Road has provided the firm with an ideal

site for conducting its business. With no parking problems and

being on the main communication nefwork with its other offices,

sales representatives find their business organisation much

easier than when they were in the centre of town. The other

office is located in the same part of town. In 1971 t e

company centralised its regional office, then in leorge Street,

and its sales office in Leith to a new building in Howhaven Road

adjacent to its warehouse. The new office has facilities the

older ones lacked: adequate c t parking facilities, confe>«noe

rooms and a modern office. Many of the firm's staff are

representatives covering the East of Scotland so the new location

is suitable for this sect on of staff. The difficulty of staff
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recruitment experienced by other firms in peripheral location*

was overcome by payment at above average rates.

The construction firm at Loanhead was only established in

Edinburgh in 1966, but after five years in the central area,

the firm, along with its accountants, jointly decided to move

out to this industrial estate. Both managers are close personal

friends so, as both their firms were suffering from the same

problem - insuffici nt car parking facilities, they decided to

apply for a building grant from Midlothian County Council

to move their business to Loanhead. The County Council

accepted the construction company's application but the

accountant's office was not granted fiscal aid. The move has

been beneficial to both firms as car parking facilities are

available. All of the staff are well .trained, technical

personnel so they all moved out to Loanhead with the firm.

Of the three government boards who have decentralised, the

Scottish Gas Board has had the greatest influence cn office

patterns within the city. Initially, the move caused a storm

of controversy which caused the Gas Board to doubt the wisdom

of its decision, but lately the problem of staff recruitment has

subsided and the Board has no regrets on moving out from the centre.
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In 1964 the computer "as installed at Granton, adjacent tc the

gas works, on land that belonged to the Gas Board, Tt was

then decided to centralise all scattered departments throughout

Edinburgh and locate at Granton beside the computer. However*

although the Board provided a subsidised canteen, staff turnover

was particularly high - at one stage as high as 125 per week.

Meanwhile the Board's activities were expanding and with the

boom in natural gas the Board's head office employment increased

from 900 to 1,400 in seven years. Fortunately, the staff

situation has strblised either because most of the female staff

employed are married, or that the unemployment situation at the pre¬

sent time is so acute that job opportunities are at a premium.

Because of the lack of shopping facilities, the Board does allow

travelling shops to visit its office. T1 e Board has continued

its process of decentralisation at the regional level also and the

Edinburgh regional office has moved into a new building at

Blandfield in the northern suburbs, taking with it a s*aff of 800.

The only organisation, epart from the research units, to indicate

that it was going to move from suburban Edinburgh to outside the

city boundary was the Scottish Certificate of Examination Board.

Its function was previously performed by the Scottish Education
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.Deportment, but the Board was created in 1965 and housed beside

other government departments at Sanghton in the south-west of town.

',s tli© number of students taking the Scottish Certificate Examina¬

tions has increased significantly from 1965 to 1972, the number of

staff required has doubled during this period. The number of

staff employed varies throughout the year. 65 permanent staff

were employed in 1972 but 85 staff were also employed full-time and

285 part-tiiae on shifts during the two month summer period when

marked exam scripts were returned to the Board. The increasing

volume of stationery has resulted in cramped conditions and the need

for a larger building. At present the Board is in a modem office

at Causewayside ne r the city centre, but it rents this accommodation

and there is no space to implement expansion plans. The Board

has therefore decided to move to Dalkeith in the near future where

it can construct its own premises in an area of sufficient spaoe

to allow for expansion. On moving, it does not expect to lose many

of its permanent staff and the recruitment of part-time staff

should not be difficult from the local community at Dalkeith.

Finally, the Kilk Marking Board, remotely loc ted on

Corstorphine Hill in the western suburbs}moved out from the Vest

End of Edinburgh because of lack of space and insufficient car

parking facilities for key staff, who commute a great deal between
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farms and the office, A new artificial insemination centre

was built next to the of ice so the Board has gained considerable

advantages from the move. As the three clerical female staff

who would have been more likely to leave reside at the west side

of town or at the Broxburn/Bathgate area in West lothian, there has been

no change in personnel after the move.

Concluding ''omnrka

Although office developments in the suburbs have surpassed

central area building in recent years, firms in the secondary

study showed a greater reluctance to move from the centre than

offices in the main study. However, although only 11 per cent

of the firms moved to the suburbs, fewer offices are replacing them

by moving to central Edinburgh from other parts of the city or from

other regions. Office nobility is mainly confined to the central

aroa with the greatest demand for office space being for the small

converted office.

Within the central area, the office increased its importance

at the expense of shopping and other non-office activities. Of

the 67 properties placed on the market by the estate agents,

35 were offices, Eighteen months later the ratio had increased

to 3S»29 in favour of the office.

The type of firm involved in short central moves is similar
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to that found in the primary study. Investment trusts, lawyers,

3orse insurance companies and ♦Business Service* firms ore

consolidating their position in the central area. However, some

professional and general business offices are moving their

premises outside the central area, but still within the • Inner

rTuburbs' 2011a. Over 55C,OOC square feet of office space were

demanded in this peripheral 20m from 1965 to 1972, Over

500,000 square feet of this total were required for large scale

office developments (mainly insurance) in areas of waste ground or

areas formerly occupied by disused industrial premises. . arking

and planning controls have forced many larger organisations to the

fringe of the central area so that the commercial heart of the city

is spreading out towards the inner suburbs.

Out of the 75 firms analysed in the seconda ry study, only

8 moved out of the central area, 3 of these firms had moved

outside the city boundary - an architect tic South Cueensferry

and a design engineer firm and its accountants to Loanhead. A

consulting engineer moved from Princes Street to the outer eastern

suburbs, a sales office centralised its offices in the outer northern

suburbs and the (Jas Board relinquished man*'' of its central area

properties on the centralisation of its departments at Granton. The

old inner suburbs were not a favoured Ideational choice by firms in
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recent years with only two firsts - a survevor and a sales office -

roving to Gorgie and Ftosoburn respectively.

All of the 32 firms in t he suburbs are happy with their

present location and do not intend to more back to the centre

of the city. The research organisations are building extensions

to their converted mansions or will be moving to new buildings

at the University carpus, Kin's Buildings. The Rill Farming

Research Organic tion is moving out of the city to its

research laboratories at Roslin, three miles scut" of

"dinburgh, while the Marine Biological Association is closing

its Coottish office to concentrate its office activities in

Plymouth. The "cottish Certificate of Examination Board is

the only other office intending to move by vacating a new building

in the inner suburbs to move out to Dalkeith, throe miles south¬

east of the Edinburgh boundary.

Most of the firms in the suburbs had moved to their present

location from premises in the centre of town. Lack of space or

car parking ire re the main reasons for moving. However, the length

of time that these firms were established in the centre was also

a major factor enabling them to move out. A general reputation

would be established and contacts with clients would be secured
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during thin period so that moving cut would not lose t%«m

unnecess ry business. It wou'd be unlikely for a newly

stablished firs to acquire a suburban office site.

The larger private organisations are unwilling to move long

distances from the central area. The build up of financial

and general business offices around the western fringe of the

central area illustrates this. If the numbers of female,

clerical staff are high, firms have difficulty recruiting staff.

The public transport system converges on the centre of town so

this type of staff, which is so important to the larger organisation,

prefeist o work in the central area.

The small professional and general business fires have moved

further away from the city centre - in some cases to towns a few

miles from the capital. This type of firm is not so dependent on

routine staff so its office is locationally footloose. T'any of

these firms are run like family businesses. The firms organise

car pools to bring all their staff to work and facilities are prov¬

ided for recreation.

Two medium-sized construction firms are in the outer western

suburbs in areas of new housing developments. Staff is tapped from

these areas and there is little difficulty with recruitment as
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shopping and other fac lities are available in the well

established shopping centre of Corstorphine.

The Scottish las Board has been the only firm to

experience difficulty in recruiting staff. It requires

a large administrative labour force but its remote location

in the outer northern suburbs has been unattractive to potential

employees. However, the situation has improved considerably in

recent years. Three factors have eased the problem of staff

recruitment, Kany of tie Board's clerical staff are married

women from nearby housing estates, a new bus route has facil¬

itated commuting for other staff, and the availability of

travelling shops who frequent the site have made this location

more desirable to staff.
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Conclusion

Edinburgh is an excellent centre for the study of office

activities# Three-quarters of the city's labour force is

employed in service industries and the proportion of umber®

employed in 'office industries' to total employment is higher

than in any other provincial city in Great Britain. Buchanan

(1972) anticipates that 78.5 per cent of the working population

^rill be employed in service industries by 1991 so that the service

sector will be increasing its importance in the city's economy,

lie assumes that the employment trends of the 1960'3 will continue

so that office activities will increase their share of total

employment at the expense of other sectors.

If this anticipated high growth-rate in the office industry-

is realised, there could be a shortage of office space in the

future, especially within central Edinburgh. By studying office

mobility and the link3 between offices within the central area it

is possible to analyse which type of firm may remain in the C/a

and the type of firm that may move to the suburbs.

In the primary study it has been shown that face to face

contacts are important to many firms in the central area. heme

firms such as solicitors, building societies and general and
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composite insurance companies have strong overall contact

patterns with all firms in the c/Af other firms such as travel

amenta, estate agents and advertising agencies have either

important links vith a small section of firms in the c/a or they

have contacts with the general public (their clients are therefore

not associated with a profession).

Some firms with weak linkage patterns are moving out of the

c/a and are moving to the suburbs. Several life insurance companies

hope to acquire sites in the suburbs for their head offices because

the staff in these offices are primarily concerned with routine,

administrative business which generates contacts of a •programmed'

nature. Nevertheless, they will leave their branch offices in a

central area location because these offices provide the main link

between the firms and their clients. a building contractor

anticipates moving its headquarters to the northern suburbs but it

also will leave its sales office within the c/a.

However, although some organi at ions have weale face to face

contact patterns, they do not anticipate a move out of the central

area. Investment trusts, bank head office departments and some

government bodies will remain in the c/a. Prestige and tradition

play an im crtant role in the locating of these offices and
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although footloose government and banking departments have

been decentralised when lack of spaoe became a problem, it is

unlikely that the traditional financial axis in central -dinburgh

will ever be substantially eroded.

Although face to face contacts are important in tying firms

to the centr 1 area, other locationa.1 factors are responsible for

firms anticipating a move t o the suburbs, host firms (76 per

cent of those in the sample) require a car in their business and

many of these firms are dissatisfied with the car parking facilities

in central Edinburgh. Car parking ha3 only become a problem for

firms in the last decade. During this period many professional

and sales firms have found that the tine and money involved in

looking for a car parking space near their office has resulted

in a lack of efficiency, so they have moved to the suburbs.

Architects, surveyors and engineers commute from their offices to

building sites so, although they have strong contacts with other c/a

firms, a lack of adequate car parking facilities forces some of these

firms to move to the suburbs,

Fore and better car par ing facilities could be provided within

the central area. Underground car parks can be constructed at

Princes Street, ueen Street and Belford Road while vertical car
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parks can be built at numerous locations throughout the c/a.

Uov/ev r, opposition from amenity groups to scheres of this

nature would make these plans unacceptable on environmental

grounds. Buchanan's proposals to limit parking in the c/a to

short-stay parking were influenced by these environmental

considerations. These parking controls in the centre could

accelerate the movement to the suburbs by firms who need a

car in their everyday business.

The main reason why firms move out of the C/a is that

there is a lack of office space in central Edinburgh. The

larger organisations are being forced out of the c/a because many

of their departments are in office accommodation scattered throughout

the centre. As these organisations continue to grow, the pressure

increases to consolidate these scattered offices. They cannot

build in the centre because of the Corporation's planning

restrictions with regard to height and frontage so they are

forced to look for a site elsewhere. Over a decade ago, a

planning a plication for an extension (mainly vertical) to the

CJeorge Hotel was rejected because of the effect it would haw

on the central Edinburgh skyline. Pussell's (1967) superimposed

aerial photographs illustrate this showing the hotel when vievred
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from different parts of the city. Fore recently, in 1973, a

property developer had a planning application refused to build

a 270 foot office building at Eaymarket for similar reasons.

Les3 than 10 per cent of the firms were dissatisfied with

their C/a location so it would appear that if parking and

planning controls were more flexible, firms would remain within

the c/a# Prestige and tradition have been more important factors

in the pent, but more recently firms have been forced to consider

the value of remaining within the C/a. linkage patterns show

that firms with weaker contacts are now moving out whereas previously

they were content to remain in the c/a. Therefore, linkages

play an important role in firms' locational decisions. Firms

such as lawyers, estate agents, travel agents and building societies

rre tied to the central area because of their links with clients.

Home organisations have been partially decentralised, roving out

their routine business to offices in the suburbs, but leaving offices

behind in the C/a. Smaller professional and sales firms have been

roving all of their businesses to the suburbs. Those firms and the

larger organisations that are moving part of their offices out to the

suburbs consider other locaticnal factors such as lack of space

and inadequate car parking facilities as more important than their

ties with firms in the C/a.
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The results from the secondary study endorse some of the

conclusions that had boon reached in the main study. The

increasing relative importance of the office function over

retailing in Edinburgh outlined by Freeman and Buchanan was a

trend evident within the central area. Pver a period of

eighteen months four shops were converted into offices while

only one office was renovated for retail purposes. 'The

remaining properties placed on the market by the estate agents

did not change use.

As most of the offices in the secondary study were small

to intermediate in size, office mobility was mainly confined to

the c/a and the greatest demand for office accommodation was for

residential property which oculd be oonverted into office premises.

As in the primary study, investment trusts, lawyers, general

insurance companies and business service firms are consolidating

their position within the c/a while other p ofessional sales

firms have been moving to the 1Inner Suburbs*.

Of the 75 firms analysed, only 5 moved out of the central

area to the outer suburbs with another 3 firms having moved to

satellite towns outside the city boundary. This was an unexpected

conclusion as the amount of office accommodation constructed in
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the suburbs from 1968 to 1972 was greater than that built in

the centre during this period. It is possible that the boo® in

suburban office building has come to an end. Government bodies -

who have provided a lead to private organisations by decentralising

their offices - have completed their office building programme.

Private firms are finding it almost as difficult to receive

permission to build in the suburbs as they have done in the centre.

This is unfortunate. As firms are being forced out of the centre

because of the Corporation's parking or planning controls, it would

seem practical that they should more to areas designated for

commercial development in the suburbs. However, the Corporation

has not zoned these areas for commercial development. *s these

sites have not been made available to private firms who wish to move

out of the centre, some of them have indicated that they may have

to move away from Edinburgh to acquire a suitable site.

South-west Edinburgh has been the favoured area for suburban

developments because of its accessibility to the K8, Turnhouae

Airport and suburban shopping centres. However, sites in this

location are scarce because of the difficulty in receiving planning

permission. It is Corporation policy to maintain the residential

character of suburban centres thus, more recent applications have
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been for sites in the •blight1 zone around the city centre.

Over 550,000 square feet of office space were demanded in this

zone from 1965 to 1972. Kuch of this total was required by

insurance companies who wished to develop run-down property

and waste sites in the 'Inner Suburbs'. As the commercial

heart of the city spreads towards the inner suburbs, Buchanan's

proposals for central area car parking controls and suburban

office developments are partially nullified by the Corporation's

office location policy. If the Corporation designated selected

suburban areas as secondary office centres, the building of ring

roads, as recommended by Buchanan, would enhance the development of

these suburban sites whilst relieving pressure from the central area.

s firms are having as much difficulty in receiving planning per¬

mission in the suburbs as in the C/a, they have been acquiring

3ites in the 'Inner Suburbs*. So in the future traffic congestion

will not only be a problem to the central area but to the inner

suburbs.

Suburban office centres would probably be very successful in

Edinburgh. Private organisations in suburban Edinburgh that had

moved to the suburbs from the c/a approved their location and

did not intend to move back to the centre. Host of the firms had

moved beoause of a lack of space or because of car parking
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restrictions. These are the main reasons given by firms who

are anticipating a move out of the c/a in the near future. However,

all of these firms in the suburbs had been established in central

Edinburgh for many year3 and most of them hod only moved to the

suburbs between 1965 and 1971.

The distance private firms are located from the c/a is a

function of the size of each firm. The smaller professional

and general business offices are locationally footloose, but the

larger organisations are more dependent on large numbers of

female clerical staff so they are located in the 'Inner Suburbs'

in order to facilitate staff recruitment. These large private

organisations have not followed the example of their government

counterparts by moving to the outer suburbs. The trouble the

Gas Loard had in recruiting staff during the 1960's was probably

a disincentive to long distance intra-urban mobility.

Although this study differs in approach from the other

studies of intermediate-sized cities in Leeds and Dublin, comp¬

arisons can be made of the researoh findings in the three cities.

The contrast in functional roles of each of these cities as an

office centre illustrates the main differences between them.

Dublin, the largest city of the three, employs half of Eire's
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office workers within its central area. "Bannon (1972) states

that 89 per cent of the offices in the cent al area .are head

offices1 and that 85 per cent of the sample offices serve a

national market. This contrasts with Leeds which is

predominantly a regional centre, ('Offices in a Regional

Centre' is the title of the research paper by Facey and Smith.)

Only 16 per cent of the firms in the sample are head offices and they

assume that this figure is probably high because many firms prefer

the more prestigious title of 'head office', lost offices are

branch offices (57 per cent). The regional character of Leeds as

an office centre is further accentuated in that 62 per cent of the

offices serve a regional market, 30 per cent, a local market, with

the remainder serving the whole of the .country. Edinburgh has a

more even distribution of head offices, branch offices and offices

in the 'only office' category. This reflects the well-balanced

noture of office employment within the central area. There are

many small offices serving a local or a regional market, a similar

number of firms (41 per cent of them) serving Scotland, while the

remaining firms, usually head offices, serve a national or an

overseas market.

1. He qualified this by stating that 133 firms, that is, 66 per
cent of the total, have no other branch office.
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The types of office which have been established for the

longest time in all three cities are those in the financial

and professional categories. These offices also generate the

strongest linkage patterns. The main difference between the

contact patterns of th© three cities is that central government

links are more important in Dublin and Edinburgh than in Leeds,

The firms which have only recently been established in all of

the cities are service offices. Those firms gain a low score

in all the cities but many of then have strong contacts with the

general public anu prefer a central location.

In Leeds and Dublin the types of firm least likely to

move and those who would gain the least from a move are similar

to the office categories showing least mobility in Edinburgh. In

Leeds, firms in the financial and professional categories are tied to the

central area; in Dublin similar functional categories are con¬

centrated within the central area because of business links, but

other firms such as travel agents and estate agents are tied to

the centre because this area provides the greatest zono of

accessibility for their main clients - the general public.

The frequency of office moves is an ira ortant characteristic

in Edinburgh, Leeds and Dublin. Indeed, almost the same

proportion of offices sampled in Leeds and Edinburgh had re¬

located within the last twenty years (45 per oent compared to
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44 per cent) and the same number anticipated a move within the

next five years (31 per cent), The reasons for moving were the

same in both studies. A lack of central space was the main reason

for firms moving to their present site, but inadequate c r parking:

facilities is becoming a problem for firms who require a car in

their evryday business. Firms anticipating a future move in

Leeds stated that car parking difficulties would be the urinary

factor that would make them consider re-locating.

In Dublin, car parking is only a secondary factor influencing

loeational decisions. Physical factors, such as lack of space,

expiry of lease and the poor condition of premises, are the

main factors influencing firms to re-locate. The main locations!

factors ere ting office mobility in London are also hyoical factors

(Cowan, 1969} H Hall, 1970). The provision of car parking

facilities is not considered to be of major importance in central

London because most businessmen walk to their rendezvous. However,

lack of space is the main factor influencing firms to re-locate in

all cities, regardless of size. Cowan (1969) states that in

London, firms very rarely make a once and for all decision about

their accommodation. He maintains that firms have a continual

struggle to remain within the central area so they acquire premises
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that are only suitable for a short period of time. This

short term approach to re-location is apparent in Edinburgh.

' major insurance company demolished and rebuilt its office in St.

Andrew Square in order to bring all its staff together in the

one building. Unfortunately during the re-const uction of the

building, there was a significant increase in staff so the

building was once again too small. This firm has now decided

to move out to the inner suburbs so that it can allow for adequate

expansion plans.

In all three studies the majority of firms were satisfied

with a central area location. 78 per cent of the firms in Leeds

were content to remain in the centre, while, in Dublin, three-

quarters of t he central area firms did not intend to re-locate, and

of those who anticipated a move (51 firma^ 56 per cent intend to

remain within the central area. Although the forces of centrality

are strong in all three cities, they tend to be stronger in Dublin

than in either Leeds or Edinburgh. If firms did re-locate outside

central Dublin, most of them moved to the Georgian sector, south

of the central area, and there was little movement to the outer

suburbs. In Leeds there was a net outflow of offices from the
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centre to the suburbs with both the inner and northern outer

suburbs receiving an equal share of these establishments. As

inadequate car parking facilities provide the main pressure to

move, this problem will net be alleviated by moving to another

central area location. Pacey and Smith (1968) predicted that

there would be a build-up of suburban office centres in the

future. Unlike Edinburgh,, it is the smaller firms who are

being forced out of the core of the central area. The large office

blocks that have been transforming the townacape of Leeds are

more suited to larger, wealthier organisations and are not

suitable premises for the smaller firm. In Edinburgh, planning

restrictions have encouraged the reverse process, with the larger

organis tons being forced out of the central area In order to

implement t- eir expansion plans.

The research currently being carried out in Oxford suggests

that strong centripetal forces operate within the city. However,

as in Edinburgh, firms attempt to remain in the central, area

despite parking and planning restrictions. as there is a lack

of adequate parking facilities and parking controls are in

operation, some firms - mainly architects - have been moving to

the suburbs. The height restrictions applicable to new developments
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design.' ted for the centr-1 area ha^fcprecluded the construction

of large new office blocks. Therefore, several large firms

requiring more spacious accommodation have been moving out of

the central area. Nevertheless, some firms considered a

central location essential so they have moved part of their office

to a decentralised location leaving their sales office in the

centre.

Gottmann(l973) claims that most firms decentralising from

central Oxford serve a regional or national market. This is

true of larger firms who have moved, or are anticipating a move,

to suburban Edinburgh. Croft (1969) assumes that the possibilities

for firms to move out from central London are greater than those

of a regional centr© because a large percentage of Jendon firms

serve a national market. This is substantiated by Ooddard (1973)

who believes that 80 per cent of all contact in central London is

of a type that could readily be carried on outside the centre.

Nevertheless, it would appear that firms are willing to remain within

central London despite the attraction of peripheral areas.

If a firm serves a local or a regional market, the central

area is usually the mo. t accessible location for its office.
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Therefore, decentralisation is not possible for many firms

in Leeds because they have a local or regional office located

tfithin the central area. It has been shown that Edinburgh

with a larger number of head offices has several large office

blocks in the suburbs. Most of these buildings are occupied

by firms serving a regional or national market. rj?hi3 is not

the case in Dublin where firms, including those serving a

national market, are reluctant to move out of the central area.

This has caused the national government concern so they are

contemplating the offering of incentives to firms in order to

attract them to suburban or provincial locations.

Dannon (1972) states that linkages do not determine

location or re-location patterns within central Dublin. In

Leeds, Croft (1969) assumes that half of the firms in the central

area have linkages that would be considered convenient, but not

essential. As neither of these cities have rigorous planning

controls, many firms with weak contact patterns can remain in the

central area because they can acquire suitable accommodation there.

Linkages play a more important role in firms' locational decisions

in central Edinburgh, s the pressures to move intensify in the

central area, firms are decentralising their office personnel
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involved in 'programmed' contacts. This trend is also

evident in Oxford, another historic city. It is possible that

cities have restored or preserved their architectural

heritages are having difficulty in maintaining offices within

the central area when lack of space or car parking facilities are

important locational factors. In the early stages of office

development within these cities, the historic character of the

central area would be an important locational f ctor in itself.

Firms were attracted to the centre because of t e prestige

involved in acquiring a well-known address. Economic

considerations are now becoming more important than traditional

or prestige reasons in Oxford and Edinburgh. Firms with weak

contact patterns and no justification for being in the central

area are re-considerin the value of their location. however,

although linkages would appear to influence locational decisions,

they only play a secondary role to other locational f ctors.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

CONFIDENTIAL

OFFICE ORGANISATION IN CENTRAL EDINBURGH CASE NUMBER (l)

1) What is the precise nature of your business or profession?

2) Please indicate which one of the following areas most closely

approximates to that served by your office:

a) The City of Edinburgh 1

b) Fife and the Lothians 2

c) Scotland 3 (2)

d) The United Kingdom h

e) Overseas 5

3) Is your office:

a) A Head Office 1

b) A Branch Office responsible for
sub-offices 2 (3)

c) A Branch Office not responsible
for sub-offices * 3

d) The Only Office U

U.A) Is your office physically or organisationally associated with

a retail shop, a wholesale shop, or warehouse, or a

manufacturing/processing plant?

a) No 1

b) les, a retail shop 2 (U)

c) Yes, a wholesale shop/warehouse 3

d) Yes, a manufacturing/processing plant U



U.B.) If your answer is YES, please indicate their location:

a) At the same address as your office 1

b) Outside Edinburgh (please state
town) .2

c) At a different address within
Edinburgh .....3

If c) please give addresses:

Block No.
For our use:

5) In what year was your office established in Ediriburgh?

a) Pre 191:5 1

b) 191:5-1959 (give year) 19 2 (

c) Since I960 (give year) .......19 3

6) In what year did you occupy your present site?

a) Pre 191:5 (code) 1

b) 191*5-1959 (give year) 19 2 (!

c) Since i960 (give year) 19 3

7) If your office was previously sited outside Edinburgh,

please state:

a) The previous location

b) Why you moved into Edinburgh
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8.A.) During which of the following periods of t roe were your

offices built?

a) Pre 1900 1

b) 1900-1939 2

c) 19U0-19k9 3 (10)

d) 1950-1959 h

e) Since I960 5

f) Don't know 6

8.B.) If your office is in a building erected since 1950,

was it built specifically for your occupation?

Yes 1
(11)

No 2

9) Were your- present premises:

a) Built as an office 1

b) Converted from a dwelling house 2

c) Converted from a warehouse .....3 (12)

d) Converted from any other use U

e) Don't know 5

10) If you have moved to your present site from other

premises during the last 2C years, what was your last

previous address? (Please give full details if within

Edinburgh, if not, please state town only).

Block No.
For our use

(13)
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11) If you have moved to your present premises from

another location during the past 20 years please indicate

main reasons.

a) Demolition of building .. 1

b) Expiration of lease 2

c) Poor condition/layout/services 3 (lit)

d) Insufficient floor area U (15)

e) Inconvenient location 5 (16)

f) Insufficient prestige 6 (17)

g) Insufficient car parking facilities ..... 7

h) Rents/rates too high .................... 3

i) To consolidate scattered offices 9

j) Any other reasons (please specify) 10

12.A.) Do you anticipate moving from your present premises

in the next five years?

Yes 1

(18)
No 2

12.B.) If Y S please indicate the main reasons:

a) Demolition of building 1

b) Expiration of lease 2

c) Poor condition/layout/services 3

d) Insufficient floor area U (19)

e) Inconvenient location 5 (20)

f) Insufficient prestige 6 (21)

g) Insufficient car parkin;; facilities ..... 7 (22)

h) Rents/rates too high 8

i) To consolidate scattered offices 9

j) Any other reasons (please specify) 10
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13.A.) What is the total number of people working in your office

at the present time (including Directors, Partners,

Managers etc.)?

a) Male (23)

b) Female (2)-i)

13.B.) Please give the breakdown of these numbers in terms

of occupation:

male female

a) Directors, Partners, Managers (2£) (3U)

b) Professional (26) (35)

c) Secretarial (27) (36)

d) Clerical, Senior (28) (37)

e) Clerical, Junior (29)(38)

f) Technical (30) (39)

g) Representatives, Travellers etc..... (31) (1*0)

h) Trainees (32) (1*1)

i) Others (33) (1*2)

111) Does the number of people who work in your offices at the

present time differ from the number who worked here ten years

ago (or from when you opened these offices if this was less

than ten years ago)?

a) No 1

b) Yes, increased by 2 (1*3)

c) Yes, decreased by 3

15) Do you anticipate any significant change in staff in the

next five years?

a) Increase (approx) 1

b) Decrease 2 (Ijl*)

c) No significant change 3
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16.A.) Is iw easy to recruit staff in Edinburgh)

a) Yes 1

b) No 2 (k$)

16.B.) Do you find difficulty in recruitin the following types

of staff?

a) Managerial (U6)

b) Professional (k7)

c) Secretarial (k&)

d) Clerical, Senior k OS

e) Clerical, Junior 5 (50)

f) Technical (51)

g) Representatives, Travellers etc (52)

h) Trainees (53)

i) Others (5U)

17.A.) Did members of your staff attend any of the following

courses during 1970?

a) Management cou see (55)

b) Business courses (56)

c) Finance/Accounting courses (57)

d) Other commercial courses ii (56)

e) Professional Courses 5 (59)

f) Secretarial courses (60)

g) Language courses (61)

h) Computer courses (62)

i) Technical courses (63)

17.B.) Where did they attend these?
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l£) Does your firm run any major staff training courses?

a) Within Edinburgh 1

b) Elsewhere 2 (6h)

c) No courses 3

19) Do you use Data Processing Equipment or Computer's in

your organisation?

a) No 1

b) Yes, we have installed equipment in
this office 2

c) Yes, we have installed equipment at
another office within our

organisation 3 (65)

d) Yes, we employ time on equipment U

20) Where are your main suppliers (of office equipment,

stationery etc.)?

a) ihe City of Edinburgh 1

b) Fife and the Lothia. s 2

c) Scotland 3 (66)

d) United Kingdom h

e) Overseas 5

21) What is your MAIN method of contact with your customers/clients?

(Indicate one only please)

а) By their visiting your- f rm in your
own office 1

б) By you or your staff visiting them in
their office/home/elsewhere 2 ^

c) By other than face to face contact ........3
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22) Please indicate which (53) (5k) (55)
of the following means
of communication your
office has used in the
past week to contact:

i) Clients/customers Clients/ Other firms/ Internal
ii) Other firms/organisations customers organisations communication
iii) Other offices/departments

of your organisation
(internal communications)

a) Personal contact at your
office 1 (68) 1 (77) 1 (86)

b) Personal contact elsewhere 2 (69) 2 (78) 2 (87)

c) Public Postal Service 3 (70) 3 (79) 3 (88)

d) Private Msssenger k (71) k (80) k (89)

e) Railway Parcel Service 5 (72) 5 (81) 5 (90)

f) Public Telephone 6 (73) 6 (82) 6 (91)

g) Private line telephone 7 (7k) 7 (83) 7 (92)

h) Telegraph/teleprinter/
Telex/Datel 6 (75) 8 (8k) 8 (93)

i) Radio 9 (76) 9 (85) 9 (9k)

22.A.) Do you intend to use recent forms of telecommunications,

e.g. videophones, Confra vision and Facsimile Transmission

in your office?

Xes 1 (95)

No 2
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23) Please indicate the frequency with which you have personal, face to

face contact with the following categories of firms or organisations.

a Customers/clients 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (96)

b Competitors/similar
firms 60 50 ho 30 20 10 (97)

c Finance 60 50 ho 30 20 10 (98)

d Insurance 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (99)

e Property 60 5o hO 30 20 10 (100)

f Accountants 60 50 ho 30 20 10 (101)

S Lawyers 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (102)

h Other Professional 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (103)

i Manufacturing Offices 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (10U)

J Office Supplies 60 50 ho 30 20 10 (105)

k Construction Offices 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (106)

1 Travel Agents 60 50 ho 30 20 10 (107)

m Business Services 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (10 )

n Advertising 60 5o hO 30 20 10 (109)

0 Associations, Societies 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (110)

P Banks 60 50 ho 30 20 10 (111)

q Local Government 60 50 ho 30 20 10 (112)

r Central Government 60 50 ho 30 20 10 (113)

s Organisations in London 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (11U)

t Organisations in other
major cities 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (115)

u Universities,
libraries e-d other
research agencies 60 5o hO 30 20 10 (116)

V Hotels, clubs, cafes 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (117)

w Others 60 50 hO 30 20 10 (US)
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210 Are there any particular types of firms, offices or persons

with which your firm needs contact of a face to face nature

so frequently (for the efficient running of your business)

that they must be located very close together (say five minutes

walk)?

25) How important is the following means of transport in the

running of your business? (In terms of movement, of personnel,

no& products).
a) Air b) Rail c) load

Essential 111

Very important 2 (llf?) 2 (l20) 2 ^
Important 333

Not important h 1* h

26) If there are any services which your firm as an office require

in Edinburgh, but which are not available or are insufficient

in quantity/quality, please state below:

27.A.) Are there any factors which make it essential for your

business to be located in the Central Area?

27.B.) If YES, are these reasons above (27.A.) mainly of a "prestige"

or "traditional" nature?

Yes 1
(122)

No 2
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2G.A.) Are you quite satisfied with your present office location?

Yes 1
(123)

No 2

28.B.) If not, are you actively considering to move to ay of

these locations?

1) The general area in which you would prefer your office to
be located

a) Edinburgh Central Area as defined in study .... 1

b) Edinburgh Central Area as defined by
Edinburgh Town Planning Department 2

c) Elsewhere in Edinburgh (specify) 3

d) Towns outside Edinburgh yet within 25-30
miles of Edinburgh City Centre h

(121*)

e) Elsewhere in Scotland 5 (125)

f) English Midlands 6

g) SouthEast England 7 (126)

h) No preference 8

i) Other (please specify) 9

2) If not, why not?

3) Although you are happy with your present office location,

if good office accommodation was available would you be

interested in moving to the follcwin locations?

a) Edinburgh Central Area as defined in study .... 1

b) Edinburgh Central Area as defined by
Edinburgh Town Planning Department ..2 (127)

c) Elsewhere in Edinburgh (specify) 3

d) Towns outside Edinburgh yet within 25-30
miles of Edinburgh centre U (128)

e) Elsewhere in Scotland 5

f) English Midlands 6 (12?)
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2S.B.) 3)g) South East of England ?

h) Ho preference 6

i) If other, please specify 9

29. Have you anything to add to the above which would be of

assistance to us in our research?

Present Location (130)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

John Fernie
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

COi-iFIDENTIAL

OFFICE ORGANISATION III SUBU'.iBAIj EDIMKJfflH

1) What is the precise nature of your business or profession?

2) Please indicate which one of the following areas most closely

approximates to that served by your offices

a) The City of Edinburgh 1

b) Fife and the Lcthl&ns 2

c) Scotland 3

d) The United Kingdom It

e) Overseas 5

3) Is your office:

a) A Head Office 1

b) A Branch Office 2

c) The Only Office 3

U) In what year was your office established in Edinburgh?

5) In what year did you occupy your present site?

6.A.) When was your office built?

6.3.) Was it built specifically for your occupation?
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7) Were your present premises:

a) Built as an office .. 1

b) Convex ted from a house .................. 2

c) Converted from a warehouse 3

d) Converted from any other use h

8) What was your last previous address?

11.B.) What is the breakdown of these numbers in terms of executive/

12) Have you increased your labour force in the last ten years?

11+) Do you provide facilities for staff? (Canteens, a bus service)

9) Why did you move?

10.A.) Do you anticipate moving in the futuxe?

10.B.) What reasons do you have for moving?

11.A.) How many staff do you employ?

clerical-secretarial staff?

13) Do you have any difficulty recruiting staff?

15) Is most of your work done at the office, or away from the office?
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3

Do you have Telex or any other new form of telecommunication

system?

17.A.) If you were previously located in the Central Area, have you

lost any business by moving to the suburbs?

17.B.) Have you considered a move back to the centre?

IS) What ai-e the advantages and disadvantages of a suburban location?

Present Location

THANK XOU FOR YOUR HELP

John Fernie.
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Definition of Office Occupations'

i2^ssasaja*

Telephone operators
Telegraph and radio operators
Messengers
Typists, shorthand writers, secretaries
Clerks, cashiers
Office machine operators
Civil service executive officers
Civil servants, local authority officials (so described)
finance, insurance brokers, financial agents
Salesmen, aervices; valuers, auctioneers
Ministers of the "rownj K.Ps., senior government officials
local authority senior officials
Managers in engineering and allied trades
Managers in building and contracting
Managers in mining and production
Personnel managers
Hales managers
Company directors
Managers n.e.c.+
Civil, structural, municipal engineers
Mechanical engineers
Plectrical engineers
lectronic engineers

Technologists n.e.c.
utho s, journalists and related workers

Accountants, professional; company secretaries and registrars
Purveyors, architects
Judges, barristers, advocates, solicitors
Social welfare and related workers
Professional workers n.e.c.

Draughtsmen
Technical, engineering assistants (so described)
Technical and related works n,e.c.

* "ee 1966 "ample Census - Economic Activity Tables - Ceneral
Explanatory Notes. P.M.3.0. 1968.

+ITot elsewhere classified
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balance equation«4^| » 231.

The acWit-'on of the
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Ti'Lal and error fciv a tba solutiont ,

2_ )

. If nt » 26^ * j6 + 6*00057917cf -0*C3884070e - 25.75
Ti0 » 25.75

n,, » 23.^3 fhea© givft to fcha nearest ubolo isuab^r.

tr « 23*02 a mple ni»-a of a1 si 26

lifj . *J ®A»1 n_ rt 26

ng - 21.75 *3 w 24

Tt, * 21.51
f *4 u 23

Bj, = 21.23 n5 5S 22

tsCt w 20.01 n6 ts 22

r.,j0 « 15.79 thrj n 2«

n^j «= 10 .C3 cr 21

rat 20

nio u 16

"11 S3 10
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